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ABSTRACT 
 
Won’t You Be My Neighbor:  
Boundary Crossing and the Culver Palms Church of Christ 
Mark H. Manassee 
Doctor of Ministry 
School of Theology, Fuller Theological Seminary 
2015 
 
The goal of this study was to explore how inviting members of the Culver Palms 
Church of Christ to cross neighborhood boundaries through the practice of hospitality can 
stimulate missional innovation and identify adaptive challenges for missional 
engagement. The thesis was tested by creating seven small groups for action-reflection to 
participate in the practices of lectio divina and hospitality. This study offers a thick 
description of the community context, the congregation’s history, and the practice of 
leadership. Formal and functional ecclesiologies as well as impediments to missional life 
are examined.  
Action learning, interviews, surveys, participant observation, and Appreciative 
Inquiry were methodologies used to structure the project of inviting seven groups to 
participate in a ten-week challenge to dwell in the biblical text of Luke 10:1-12 and cross 
neighborhood boundaries using the Practicing Hospitality workbook. Interviews were 
used at the beginning and end of the ten-week period. Participant observation was 
employed with each group. Many small group members took a survey at the completion 
of the groups and also participated in a group Appreciative Inquiry process. An analysis 
of qualitative data describes themes that emerged and includes responses to specific 
questions.  
 While these groups struggled to cross neighborhood boundaries, some members 
demonstrated an increased understanding of hospitality and sought opportunities to 
engage in it. Personal leadership competencies, contextual issues, church formation 
systems, and theological frameworks are reflected upon to identify resources for a local 
theology of leadership and mission. Opportunities and recommendations for future praxis 
are explored, as this project is part of an ongoing journey of transformation. 
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 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The Culver Palms Church of Christ is a heterogeneous community of people 
representing the rich cultural and ethnic diversity of Los Angeles. Culver Palms meets 
where the Palms neighborhood of West Los Angeles and Culver City intersect. Culver 
City considers itself the “Heart of Screenland” due its history as the home of MGM 
Studios, now Sony Studios.1 What separates these two neighborhoods is Venice 
Boulevard, which runs east and west from the Pacific Ocean to downtown Los Angeles.  
While Venice Boulevard is the physical boundary between Palms and Culver 
City, it is also a symbolic boundary. Thousands of people from every walk of life travel 
along Venice Boulevard by car, bus, bicycle, and foot. Those traveling the boulevard are 
students, professionals, day laborers, and homeless persons. They come from every 
nation and ethnic background.  
The challenge for Culver Palms is to participate in God’s mission by “crossing the 
street” into the lives of people who inhabit Palms and Culver City and, by extension, the 
neighborhoods where its members live. This imaginative act of boundary crossing is 
more than a survival mechanism for the church; it is God’s mission to which the 
congregation is called. Moreover, this boundary crossing is an act of hospitality. 
Culver Palms was planted in West Los Angeles more than sixty years ago. It 
crossed boundaries by fully integrating in the early 1970s while other churches remained 
homogeneous, even as their local neighborhoods and communities became ethnically 
                                                 
1 Culver City, http://www.culvercity.org (accessed November 28, 2014). This designation is 
reflected on signage throughout Culver City as well as the city seal. 
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diverse around them.2 The congregation crossed boundaries again in the late 1990s when 
it opened public leadership roles in worship to women, a departure from the standard 
practice of most Churches of Christ.3  
However, the congregation has operated with an “attractional model” of church 
life even as it has crossed boundaries.4 This means the congregation has focused on 
primarily drawing people to its church building and gatherings and making the programs 
of the church as attractive as possible. Over the last thirty years Christianity has been 
displaced as a dominant social force in the United States, and the “attractional model” no 
longer can guarantee the survival of a congregation. In other words, it no longer can be 
assumed that a congregation will simply receive members from the culture naturally. 
Moreover, the attractional model suffers from a limited perspective on God’s mission in 
the world.5 
If Culver Palms endeavors to become a vital, engaged, relevant, and sustainable 
people of God in its local context and participate in God’s mission, significant changes in 
its congregational imagination must take place. This change requires more than a slight 
adjustment. Culver Palms must move from being a congregation of like-minded, though 
                                                 
2 Congregants, interviews by author, Los Angeles, 2004-2007. 
 
3 However, women only offered communion meditations, led prayer, gave testimonies, read 
Scripture, and offered public exhortations. In January 2014, they were included in the preaching ministry of 
the church. 
 
4 Alan J. Roxburgh and M. Scot Boren, Introducing the Missional Church: What It Is, Why It 
Matters, How to Become One (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2009), 18. “The assumption of the 
attractional imagination is that average people outside the church are looking for a church and know they 
should belong to one, and therefore, church leaders should create the most attractive attractional church 
possible.”  
 
5 Ibid., 16-21. 
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diverse, individuals who gather together for worship to being God’s missionary people in 
the neighborhoods surrounding the church building and where they live. 
At the heart of this study is the conviction that the ancient Christian practice of 
hospitality can be transformative in creating a missional imagination in individuals and 
congregations. In particular, in order to engage in a literal and imaginative act of 
boundary crossing into the neighborhoods where the members of Culver Palms live, 
seven guided congregational groups were established for a ten-week period and used the 
Practicing Hospitality study guide to test their effectiveness over a six-month period. The 
piece of critical learning I am most interested in testing is how a guided process, using 
the Practicing Hospitality study guide, can cultivate missional imagination and boundary 
crossing.6  
Moreover, this study also integrates “balcony” perspectives from four years of 
participant observation with Culver Palms.7 During this time, perspectives were 
introduced both at the margins of the congregation and to the congregation’s leadership 
about making a transition from an attractional model of church life to more fully 
participating in God’s mission. The new learning from this period of time also informs 
the study. 
                                                 
6 Alan J. Roxburgh, Practicing Hospitality (West Vancouver, BC: Roxburgh Missional 
Newtwork, 2010). 
 
7 Ronald A. Heifetz and Martin Linsky, Leadership on the Line: Staying Alive through the 
Dangers of Leading (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2002), 53. “Achieving a balcony perspective 
means taking yourself out of the dance, in your mind, even if only for a moment. The only way you can 
gain both a clearer view of reality and some perspective on the bigger picture is by distancing yourself from 
the fray.”  
 4 
There are three sections to this paper. Part One reflects on the historical, 
theological, ecclesiological, and demographic contexts of Culver Palms. In addition, this 
portion of the discussion analyzes the congregation’s core adaptive challenges.  
Part Two consists of a detailed description of the study, including the various 
steps of the research. In particular, the Practicing Hospitality study guide is used as well 
as other methods to assess my own learning as senior minister of the Culver Palms 
Church of Christ. The methodology and sources of data collection include Appreciative 
Inquiry, Bible study, lectio divina, participant observation, qualitative interview 
questions, and a survey. 
Part Three offers reflections on the research process and new learning achieved. 
These reflections examine how the study contributed to the missional formation of Culver 
Palms as well as the development and formation of my leadership skills. In addition, this 
discussion reflects on where the study’s experiments point the congregation toward new 
praxis.  
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MINISTRY CONTEXT AND ADAPTIVE CHALLENGE 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE CULVER PALMS CHURCH OF CHRIST IN CONTEXT 
 
  
This chapter describes the Culver Palms Church of Christ and its multi-faceted 
context. The discussion begins by looking at the congregation’s history, its place in the 
Stone-Campbell movement, and the demographics of the local communities surrounding 
it. The second portion delves internally into the congregation’s functional ecclesiology 
and the significant role of the congregation’s Elders, especially in light of the missional 
conversation. 
 
A Brief Look at the Culver Palms Church of Christ 
 
Culver Palms was established in 1943 in a storefront on Venice Boulevard to 
reach Los Angeles’ Westside community. In 1951 the church purchased and moved into a 
building on its present site at 9733 Venice Boulevard. This building was razed in August 
1991, and a new building was erected in December 1992.1 
                                                 
1 Congregants, interviews. This is the source of all historical information, unless otherwise noted. 
Historical information was gathered between 2004 and 2007. 
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 Three significant milestones in the history of the congregation were its racial 
integration in the early 1970s, the formation of a Chinese ministry and Mandarin worship 
in 1998, and the greater inclusion of women leading worship in various roles beginning 
in 1998. As of the research study, Culver Palms has a membership of 255 people with an 
average of 160 people attending the English worship, with another 30 to 50 people 
attending the Chinese worship. The current ethnic makeup of the congregation is 
approximately 55 percent Caucasian, 29 percent African American, 5 percent Hispanic, 3 
percent Asian American, and 7 percent internationally born.2 
Culver Palms is located at the convergence of two primary communities with a 
main boulevard separating the two. On the southern side of Venice Boulevard is Culver 
City, a middle- to upper-middle-class community with a suburban feel. It primarily 
consists of single-family homes with some condominium developments. Its historic 
downtown, located close to the church, has been revitalized with new restaurants, an 
influx of art galleries, and the development of a new rail line that connects Culver City 
with downtown Los Angeles. Two blocks from the church building and bumping up 
against downtown Culver City is Sony Pictures, formerly MGM Studios, headquarters for 
their film studios. The high walls surrounding Sony Pictures gives one the feeling of 
approaching Vatican City, and in many ways Sony Pictures symbolizes the cultural 
center of Los Angeles. Sony Pictures is the largest employer and collector of revenue in 
Culver City. Culver City is also a self-contained community with its own police, fire 
departments, and schools. The ethnic makeup in Culver City is 48.3 percent White, 23.8 
                                                 
2 Culver Palms Church of Christ, Membership Database (Los Angeles: Culver Palms Church of 
Christ, 2012). These figures refer only to those attending the English worship and do not include the 
Chinese ministry. 
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percent Latino, 12.3 percent Asian, and 10.7 percent African American, with 4.8 percent 
identified as Other persons.3  
On the northern side of Venice Boulevard, where the church building sits, is the 
community of Palms, officially part of the City of Los Angeles. Palms is one of the most 
densely populated communities of Los Angeles, consisting primarily of multi-family 
dwellings of apartments and condominiums with few single-family residences. In Palms, 
86.9 percent of the population rent a place of dwelling.4 The neighborhood consists of 
38.3 percent Whites, 23.4 percent Latinos, 20.4 percent Asians, and 12.2 percent African 
Americans.5 Venice Boulevard is dotted with a variety of ethnic restaurants from Indian, 
Thai, Chinese, Cuban, to Brazilian. One block east of the church building is the largest 
Hare Krishna Temple in Los Angeles, with its own vegetarian café. The members of the 
temple also occupy several apartment buildings next to the church. 
The percentage of residents in Palms ages nineteen to thirty-four is among the 
highest in Los Angeles County. The percentages of never-married males, never-married 
females, and divorced males are also among the highest in Los Angeles County.6 Every 
indication shows this community to be highly mobile. People transition out of the 
                                                 
3 Los Angeles Department of City Planning, “Culver City,” under “Mapping L.A.: Westside,” Los 
Angeles Times, http://projects.latimes.com/mapping-la/neighborhoods/neighborhood/culver-city/ (accessed 
December 1, 2014). 
 
4 Los Angeles Department of City Planning,“Palms,” under “Mapping L.A.: Westside,” Los 
Angeles Times, http://projects.latimes.com/mapping-la/neighborhoods/neighborhood/palms/ (accessed 
December 1, 2014). 
 
5 Ibid. 
 
6 Ibid. 
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community as graduation from college passes, new jobs are secured, one’s family grows, 
or lower-cost housing is found elsewhere.  
Los Angeles has one of the highest homeless population of any major 
metropolitan area in the United States.7 In particular, a large population of these homeless 
persons visibly migrates along Venice Boulevard. Since the congregation is located 
across the street from one of the few hospitals in the immediate area, many homeless 
persons seek assistance from the congregation upon their release from the hospital. 
 
Culver Palms and Its Place in the Stone-Campbell Movement 
Churches of Christ as part of the American Restoration Movement, otherwise 
known as the Stone-Campbell Movement, is one of the few religious movements born on 
the American frontier.8 As the United States was forming and living by a new 
Constitution, the Stone-Campbell Movement saw the New Testament as the Church’s 
constitution. Historian Richard T. Hughes notes: 
The defining characteristic of Churches of Christ throughout their history, until 
late in the twentieth century, was the notion of the restoration of primitive 
Christianity—the attempt to recover in the modern age the Christian faith as it 
was believed and practiced in the first century. This vision flourished especially in 
the heady, utopian climate of the early nineteenth century when Churches of 
Christ in America first began.9 
 
                                                 
7 Alvaro Cortes et al., The 2012 Point-in-Time Estimates of Homelessness, vol. 1 of The 2012 
Annual Homeless Assessment Report to Congress (Washington, DC: The U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development/Office of Community Planning and Development, November 2012), 10-11, 13. 
 
8 Paul Keith Conkin, American Originals: Homemade Varieties of Christianity (Chapel Hill, NC: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1997), 1-56. 
 
9 Richard T. Hughes, Reviving the Ancient Faith: The Story of Churches of Christ in America 
(Grand Rapids, MI: W. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1996), 1-2. 
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The movement began with a quest “to restore the church of the NT and to unite 
Christians into one visible church.”10 However, this framework tended to flatten the New 
Testament into a singular pattern for church structure and mission. This framework lost 
sight of the rich diversity of the New Testament witness and in the individual writings as 
missionary documents. The resulting “patternism” of this framework did not take 
seriously the contextual nature of the New Testament writings nor the contextual nature 
of the local congregation. One popular anecdote is that one could go anywhere in the 
world and visit a fellow congregation existing under the umbrella of Churches of Christ, 
and it would look much like one’s home church.  
Churches of Christ has sustained long conversations regarding its ecclesiology 
over its history. The positive side of this long conversation is that ecclesiology has a 
central part in the vocabulary and commitments of people in Churches of Christ. A recent 
study indicates that members of Churches of Christ are more likely to attend church each 
Sunday than members of other denominations.11 However, there are many deficits to the 
ecclesiology of Churches of Christ. Often it has focused obsessively on restoring the 
“New Testament church” in structure and mission, with many leaders seeing 
“restoration” as a finished state rather than a process. According to Hughes, such a static 
model of the church has begun to crumble.12  
                                                 
10 Thomas H. Olbricht, “The Theology of the Church in Churches of Christ,” Restoration 
Quarterly 50, no. 1 (January - March 2008): 22. 
 
11 Bobby Ross, Jr., “Poll: Church of Christ Tops in Weekly Worship Attendance,” Christian 
Chronicle, May 1, 2006, http://www.christianchronicle.org/article/poll-church-of-christ-tops-in-weekly-
worship-attendance (accessed November 28, 2014). 
 
12 For the standard study of Churches of Christ see the full discussion of Hughes, Reviving the 
Ancient Faith. 
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The constitutional and patternist hermeneutic no longer makes sense, nor is it 
tenable for many leaders in Churches of Christ.13 The collapse of the traditional 
hermeneutic has filtered down to the pew. While people appreciate a church centered on 
Scripture and going “back to the Bible,” the primitivist impulse is either no longer 
present in most churches or is reinterpreted.  
 
Formal and Functional Operative Ecclesiologies 
Corresponding to the history of Churches of Christ within the Stone-Campbell 
movement is its placement within Free Church ecclesiologies.14 Churches of Christ has 
no written creeds, no book of discipline, no binding annual conventions, and no process 
for ordination.15 There exists complete congregational autonomy such that there is no 
hierarchy or authority beyond the local congregation. As a result, they bear close 
resemblance to those churches considered under the rubric of Free Church ecclesiologies. 
In spite of the lack of any centralized authority, there remains an astonishingly 
high degree of uniformity in Churches of Christ. These similarities also tend to transcend 
geographic and cultural boundaries. Churches of Christ practice believers’ baptism only 
by immersion, weekly observance of the Lord’s Supper, congregational governance 
                                                 
13 Thomas H. Olbricht, Hearing God’s Voice: My Life with Scripture in the Churches of Christ 
(Abilene, TX: ACU Press, 1996), 7-18. 
 
14 See the helpful description in Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, An Introduction to Ecclesiology: 
Ecumenical, Historical and Global Perspectives (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2002), 59-67. 
 
15 The Encyclopedia of the Stone-Campbell Movement, 2004 ed., s.vv. “Churches of Christ” and 
“Theology: Churches of Christ”; The Encyclopedia of Religion, 2nd ed., s.vv. “Churches of Christ.” 
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primarily by a Board of Elders, focused study of Scripture, acappella singing, and the 
priesthood of all believers.16  
This accent on the priesthood of all believers is well highlighted by Veli-Matti 
Kärkkäinen when he describes the Free Church ecclesiologies. Kärkkäinen writes: “One 
of the most distinctive emphases of the Free Church ecclesiologies has been the 
insistence on the right and gifting of each believer for ministry as equal partners.”17 This 
emphasis can be experienced in the public worship of Churches of Christ by members 
leading prayers, presiding over and serving the Lord’s Supper, conducting baptisms, and 
occasional preaching. 
Churches of Christ also has had a sectarian thread running through its history.18 
At various times and places this sectarianism primarily has emphasized restoring the 
“true church,” especially in terms of church structure. Sometimes connected with this 
ecclesiological impulse there has been the sectarian emphasis on God’s counter-cultural 
kingdom in contrast to human society. This apocalyptic worldview encourages believers 
to live as if the final rule of the kingdom of God were already present, thus inviting a 
counter-cultural lifestyle. This impulse was especially strong in two prominent figures in 
the history of Churches of Christ, Barton Stone and David Lipscomb.19 However, this 
sectarian thread has softened in the last sixty years as Churches of Christ has 
accommodated to American culture. 
                                                 
16 Ibid.  
 
17 Kärkkäinen, An Introduction to Ecclesiology, 65. 
 
18 Hughes, Reviving the Ancient Faith, 1-46.  
 
19 Ibid., 92-134. 
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A cluster of Avery Dulles’ ecclesiological models is suggested by the history and 
theology of Churches of Christ.20 Churches of Christ shares qualities of the “Herald” 
church,21 the church as “Mystical Communion,”22 and the church as the “Community of 
Disciples.”23 The sectarian restorationist thread contributes to the Herald model, the 
emphasis on the priesthood of all believers contributes to the Mystical Communion 
model, and apocalyptic sectarianism contributes to the Community of Disciples model. 
Interestingly, the name chosen for believers in the early Campbell branch of the 
movement was “Disciples.”24  
Functionally, Culver Palms stands squarely in the Free Church tradition and 
shares the distinctive elements of Churches of Christ. Culver Palms possesses the Free 
Church understanding of the priesthood of all believers. However, the congregation took 
the notion of the priesthood of all believers one step further than most congregations in 
Churches of Christ, when in 1998 it began to encourage women to lead in public roles 
during Sunday morning worship.  
Culver Palms also has lost the sectarian thread which has characterized Churches 
of Christ for so long, for both good and ill. The exclusivist impulse of sectarianism has 
dissipated, but so has the counter-cultural emphasis on the kingdom of God. Culver 
Palms sits fairly comfortably in the technological, therapeutic, military- and consumer-
                                                 
20 Avery Dulles, Models of the Church (New York: Doubleday, 2002). 
 
21 Ibid., 68-80. 
 
22 Ibid., 39-54. 
 
23 Ibid., 195-217. 
 
24 Hughes, Reviving the Ancient Faith, 16. 
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orientated American culture. There is only a moderate sense of this community of 
believers being altera civitas, set apart by God as a witness to a watching world.25  
The clustering Dulles’ models that functionally describe Culver Palms would be 
“Institution,”26 Mystical Communion, and, in pockets, a Community of Disciples. For 
many people, Culver Palms is a diverse Churches of Christ congregation to which they 
can drive on a Sunday morning but maintain a tenuous connection the rest of the week. 
Sunday morning worship is a place to gather in familiar ways to receive the familiar 
services churches provide. For other people, Culver Palms is the Body of Christ, the 
people of God, in this location. The church is their connection to God and a fellowship of 
brothers and sisters in Christ. It is God’s presence among this particular community of 
believers. For still others, Culver Palms is a community of disciples engaging the places 
where they live and work as well as the neighborhood surround the building where God 
has placed them. 
Ultimately, the organic and flexible structure of Culver Palms contributes to its 
functional ecclesiology. Pastoral care is provided on a member-to-member basis in 
addition to the care offered by Elders or Ministers. Public worship is seen as a collective 
responsibility shared by all members. The ministry of the church functions as a ministry 
of all believers who would give of themselves. This participatory ethos is part of the core 
identity of Culver Palms. 
 
                                                 
25 Barry Harvey, Another City: An Ecclesiological Primer for a Post-Christian World (Harrisburg, 
PA: Trinity Press International, 1999), 1-31. Harvey defines altera civitas as the people of God as another 
city in its communal sense. 
 
26 Dulles, Models of the Church, 26-38. Dulles defines “Institution” as primarily focused on 
visible structures and benefitting its own members.  
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The Eldership and the Missional Conversation 
 
The Elders of Culver Palms are an especially important group in the missional 
conversation. They serve as the overseers and shepherds of those who gather and often 
function as a discerning and decision-making body for the congregation. In addition, 
there are no structures above the Elders, since each congregation is autonomous. As a 
result, it is crucial to have the Elders involved in the missional church conversation and 
the process of innovation.  
 
November 2008 Meeting of Elders and Ministers  
During the November 2008 meeting, the Elders were introduced to the missional 
conversation by reading an article in Theology Matters entitled “The Missional Church,” 
by Alan J. Roxburgh.27 During the meeting, the Mission-Shaped Church Survey, which 
would be administered to the church during the winter, was introduced. After a review of 
the article, a discussion took place regarding certain questions. Leaders were asked where 
they thought Churches of Christ, and specifically Culver Palms, was located in this 
missional conversation. They also were asked to share if there were any parts of the 
article that they did not understand or were too academic. Additionally, their opinions 
were solicited regarding whether or not they see Culver Palms’ situation in the same way 
as Roxburgh and where they specifically found themselves agreeing or disagreeing with 
what he said.  
                                                 
27 Alan J. Roxburgh, “The Missional Church,” Theology Matters: A Publication of Presbyterians 
for Faith, Family and Ministry 10, no. 4 (September/October 2004): 1-5. 
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One of the Elders initiated a discussion on how the church is more consumer-
focused than God-focused. People pick between congregations and which ones have the 
best programs for them. A focus on God or service appears to be secondary. All the 
Elders seemed to indicate that this is generally the case. The group then discussed the 
church and its nature. Another Elder made the assertion that he believes the purpose of 
the church is to serve its people, to build up the Body of Christ.  
 
December 2008 Elders and Ministers Meeting 
At this meeting the concepts of technical and adaptive change were introduced to 
the Elders. These concepts are foundational for understanding the missional conversation. 
Ronald A. Heifetz and Martin Linsky define these concepts in this way: 
Every day, people have problems for which they do, in fact, have the necessary 
know-how and procedures. We call these technical problems. But there is a whole 
host of problems that are not amenable to authoritative expertise or standard 
operating procedures. They cannot be solved by someone who provides answers 
from on high. We call these adaptive challenges because they require 
experiments, new discoveries, and adjustments from numerous places in the 
organization or community.28 
 
After technical and adaptive change was introduced, the Missional Change Model 
from The Missional Leader by Roxburgh and Fred Romanuk was presented.29 This model 
builds on an understanding of technical and adaptive change. The Elders also received a 
handout with the Missional Change Model and the Three Zone Model of Missional 
Leadership.30 The Missional Change Model is a bottom-up process of innovation for 
                                                 
28 Heifetz and Linsky, Leadership on the Line, 13. 
 
29 Alan J. Roxburgh and Fred Romanuk, The Missional Leader: Equipping Your Church to Reach 
a Changing World (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2006). 
 
30 Ibid., 84. 
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churches to reshape their life in light of God’s initiatives.31 The Three Zone Model of 
Missional Leadership contains three different spheres of organizational culture that 
congregations form at various times.32 
The Three Zone Model of Missional Leadership was discussed in light of the 
organizational life cycle containing the Green Zone (Emergent Leadership),33 Blue Zone 
(Performative Leadership),34 and Red Zone (Reactive Leadership)35 and how 
organizations can be revitalized. The Elders then considered where Culver Palms was on 
this model. The Elders all seemed to find the model helpful. One leader, who is an 
engineer, said he could see where the congregation did some things in the Green Zone 
and others in the Red Zone. All the Elders recognized the dangers of being in the Red 
Zone and our probable location there. 
Next was a discussion of the Missional Change Model as a way to address 
adaptive change. One “on the balcony” conclusion from these discussions is that the 
Elders seem to thrive on working with technical changes rather than addressing any 
adaptive changes, unless forced by circumstance. One Elder commented on the Missional 
Change Model as being a long process that would take a lot of energy and investment.  
 
 
 
                                                 
31 Ibid., 79-108. 
 
32 Ibid., 37-60. 
 
33 Ibid., 41-45. 
 
34 Ibid., 45-48. 
 
35 Ibid., 48-53. 
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Missional-Shaped Church Survey Report 
When the survey report was received on April 21, 2009, eighty-four people, 
roughly half of the congregation after subtracting children and teenagers, had taken the 
survey. The Feedback Seminar was conducted on July 19, 2009 with the Elders, the 
Missional Church Team, and the spouse of one Elder. Jin Cho, one of my doctoral cohort 
colleagues, led the gathering.  
The Feedback Seminar focused on the results of the Mission-Shaped Church 
Survey Report.36 The report is an important tool to summarize the results of the survey as 
well as provide a focal point for discussion around the meaning of the results. The 
Feedback Seminar is an important way to engage the church leadership around the 
results. The survey yielded the following insights. 
First, the congregation is clearly in a developmental quadrant.37 Congregants may 
wish to be in a transitional position, but they are not there. Moreover, many of the 
congregation’s practices are in the reactive quadrant. This is evidenced through how 
much energy the congregation focuses on itself. The survey was a powerful assessment to 
the Elders and ministry staff on the position of the congregation. This assessment 
provided language as well as recognition of where the congregation is in its growth. 
Second, the report indicates not only limited modes of communication between 
Elders and members but also a communication gap. Survey respondents seem to indicate 
                                                 
36 Alan J. Roxburgh and Fred Romanuk, Mission-Shaped Church Survey Feedback Report: 
Prepared Exclusively for Culver Palms Church of Christ (Vancouver, BC: Allelon, 2009). 
 
37 Being “developmental” means a church is trying to grow and reach people by simply improving 
on what they are already doing, whereas “transitional” signifies a church discovering that it must move 
beyond its own walls, listen to its neighbors, and experiment. Being “reactive” means a church knows the 
world has changed but has turned inward to protect itself from the outside world. Roxburgh and Boren, 
Introducing the Missional Church, 126-130. 
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that the vision, dreams, planning, and goals for the congregation are not communicated 
clearly to members. In addition, the congregation is not communicating well back to the 
Elders. There seems to be a lack of congregational dialogue. One indication of this may 
be the twenty pages of comments on the survey report. One representative comment 
stands out in this regard:  
Lets [sic] just say not “strong” communication to the members. I know our 
leaders mean well and have the members at the heart of their decisions. It doesn’t 
seem to be all that clear to me what decisions are being contemplated for the 
future of the church. In other words I don’t fell [sic] I know what the leaders are 
thinking that is a future need for the growth of the church at large.38   
 
One person summarized these sentiments: “I like the leaders but I feel left out.”39 This is 
clearly an adaptive challenge for the Elders and congregation to address. Improving 
communication is an adaptive challenge, because there is not a simple way to correct it. 
Improving communication will involve a willingness to improve the current level of 
communication, experimentation, and frequent feedback. 
Third, in spite of the current developmental stance and poor communication, the 
survey report indicates some level of willingness by the church to be innovative and 
engage its community. This is evidenced by comments members made expressing an 
openness to try new things and a frustration that the church was not doing more to 
change. It is hard to determine how deep or far that willingness extends across the 
congregation, but there clearly is interest. Many find the distance they drive to worship as 
a reason not to engage the neighborhood around the church building.  
                                                 
38 Roxburgh and Romanuk, Mission-Shaped Church Survey Feedback Report, 42. 
 
39 Ibid. 
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Fourth, the church’s structure is very beneficial for the congregation to grow in 
missional innovation. The structure of the congregation is flexible and adaptable. Churches 
of Christ congregations are autonomous, so Culver Palms does not have to coordinate any 
efforts beyond the congregation itself. The Elders of Culver Palms encourage members to 
form teams and start ministries. They count on grassroots efforts to emerge from within the 
congregation. In one sense, the congregation has a level of disorganization. However, this 
translates to a lack of rigidity and a fluidity to create new structures and forms for ministry. 
One comment from the survey report summarizes well these reflections on structure: “I 
believe the fact that our structure is flexible and somewhat disorganized, rather than clearly 
defined, is a strength, not a weakness. Grassroots-style ministries are able to flourish 
because there is a sense that someone with a vision is authorized to lead a ministry, whether 
or not that person has a specific title or official role.”40  
 
2010 Leadership Retreat 
 
On April 23-24, 2010 the Elders and I gathered for a leadership retreat to review 
the congregation’s feedback to the Mission-Shaped Church Survey Report, to begin the 
formation of a Mission Action Team, and to continue to discuss the possible missional 
direction of the church. The purpose of a Mission Action Team is to begin a process of 
action learning with a group of members addressing an adaptive challenge from the 
report.41 Ultimately, those who attended the retreat discovered a process to address the 
                                                 
40 Ibid., 35. 
 
41 Roxburgh and Romanuk, The Missional Leader, 33 and 187. 
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results of the report. The retreat focused on these processes and next steps and the value 
of them. 
The retreat started with a time of Appreciative Inquiry discussing this question: 
“What was an occasion in the life of Culver Palms when you were most proud of the 
congregation?” The retreat participants shared powerful stories of the congregation 
showing compassion and ministering to the needs of others. Components of the retreat also 
included a review of where the leadership has been in discussing the missional church and 
Dwelling in the Word with Luke 10:1-11.42 The purpose of this segment was to 
acknowledge what we already have done as a leadership group. Moreover, Dwelling in the 
Word focused our hearts and minds on Scripture and God’s mission as seen in the passage.  
Finally, the group discussed the Church Formation graphic by Mark Lau 
Branson.43 The Church Formation graphic reveals important components of a 
congregation’s life together. This discussion of the graphic was partially done to allay the 
fears that a missional focus leaves out pastoral care of the congregation. The graphic 
helpfully showed that a missional focus includes congregational formation, spiritual 
formation, and missional formation and that a congregation faithful to God gives its 
energy to formation in each area. 
The three adaptive challenges the Elders wanted to address coming out of the retreat 
encompassed the general areas of internal and external development. The first challenge is 
                                                 
42 Mark Lau Branson and Juan Francisco Martínez, Churches, Cultures, and Leadership: A 
Practical Theology of Congregations and Ethnicities (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2011), 72-73.  
Dwelling in the Word or lectio divina is a way of engaging a biblical text and listening for God through the 
text rather than trying to simply gain information from it.  
 
43 Mark Lau Branson, “Ecclesiology and Leadership for the Missional Church,” in The Missional 
Church in Context: Helping Congregations Develop Contextual Ministry, ed. Craig Van Gelder (Grand 
Rapids, MI: W. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2007), 116. 
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how to improve congregational communication. The second focuses on leadership 
development within the congregation. The third involves figuring out exactly Culver Palms’ 
community context, given the geographic spread of its members, and how congregants can 
reach out to their respective communities or the immediate area surrounding the church.  
Book Review 
Since the 2010 Leadership Retreat and approaching this study, the missional 
conversation was kept in front of the Elders through a book review of Roxburgh’s 
Missional Map-Making in the spring and fall of 2011, in order to help equip Culver 
Palms leadership to guide the church during this present era of great change.44 The book 
review also included the new associate minister, who previously had not been a part of 
the discussions among the church leadership. The book review and the ensuing 
discussion highlighted the importance of missional transformation as well as clarifying 
the role of the Elders in this process. 
The collective reading experience yielded diverse results. First, the Elders have 
decided not to lead the church in missional transformation. Second, the Elders are not in 
agreement on the church taking on a missional focus. While some of the Elders are very 
supportive, some still do not understand what a missional church is and why it is 
necessary. Others simply are undecided. Consequently, missional transformation at 
Culver Palms will need to occur on the margins of the congregation with those who are 
eager and willing to engage in a process of innovation and experimentation in order to 
discern God’s future.  
                                                 
44 Alan J. Roxburgh, Missional Map-Making: Skills for Leading in Times of Transition (San 
Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2010). 
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CHAPTER 2 
ADAPTIVE MISSIONAL CHALLENGES 
 
At the heart of missio Dei, the mission of God,1 is the crossing of boundaries. These 
boundary crossings can take many forms, including welcoming the stranger, accepting the 
foreigner, and engaging those whom one might term the “the other.”2 In the Gospel of 
Mark, Jesus crosses many cultural boundaries that Mark often indicates by saying he “went 
to the other side” (cf. Mark 4:35; 5:1, 21; 6:45). However, boundary crossing as a follower 
of Jesus also can take the form of encountering others who are either culturally different, be 
located in spaces where one does not exercise control, or reside in neglected geographic 
areas in the community—perhaps even in one’s own neighborhood. Such cultural 
distinctions can occur in the socioeconomic arena or regard issues of gender, race, and 
religion.  
An impediment to boundary crossing is viewing the Christian faith primarily as a 
set of beliefs to be passed on rather than a set of practices to be lived. Consequently, this 
                                                 
1 A theological discussion of missio Dei can be found in Chapter 6 of this paper. 
 
2 All Scripture is taken from Holy Bible: New Revised Standard Version (New York: National 
Council of the Churches of Christ in the United States, 1989), unless otherwise noted.  
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chapter addresses the core adaptive missional challenges facing Culver Palms and how 
they might be approached. In particular, the primary adaptive challenge of boundary 
crossing will be explored in forming missional culture.  
 
Defining Hospitality as Missional Action 
The movement across boundaries and encountering “the other,” whether by a 
congregation or an individual Christian, is an act of hospitality. Hospitality is normally 
considered inviting someone into one’s own space, whether public or private. However, 
hospitality also includes the risky behavior of crossing into unfamiliar spaces and 
engaging with unfamiliar people. 
It is important at the outset of this study to define hospitality. This is important 
because the definition of hospitality helps to set the agenda for hospitality to be carried 
out in this project. Practical theologians define hospitality in a variety of ways. Christine 
D. Pohl in her book, Making Room, describes hospitality in this way: 
For most of the history of the church, hospitality was understood to encompass 
physical, social, and spiritual dimensions of human existence and relationships. It 
meant response to the physical needs of strangers for food, shelter, and protection, 
but also a recognition of their worth and common humanity. In almost every case, 
hospitality involved shared meals; historically, table fellowship was an important 
way of recognizing the equal value and dignity of persons. 
Hospitality, because it was such a fundamental human practice, always 
included family, friends, and influential contacts. The distinctive Christian 
contribution was the emphasis on including the poor and neediest, the ones who 
could not return the favor. The focus did not diminish the value of hospitality to 
family and friends; rather, it broadened the practice so that the close relations 
formed by table fellowship and conversation could be extended to the most 
vulnerable.3 
 
                                                 
3 Christine D. Pohl, Making Room: Recovering Hospitality as a Christian Tradition (Grand 
Rapids, MI: W. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1999), 6. 
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Pohl helpfully identifies several key aspects of hospitality. She notes the holistic 
sense of hospitality as it addresses the situation of the whole person. She observes the 
connection of hospitality to the sharing of meals. Additionally, she states the distinctively 
Christian contribution to hospitality, which is reaching out to the stranger and the person 
in need rather than simply one’s family and friends. However, more can be said on 
defining hospitality. 
Henri J. M. Nouwen, in Reaching Out: The Three Movements of the Spiritual 
Life, notes the biblical background of hospitality and moves the discussion of hospitality 
beyond the sharing of meals. Nouwen concludes, “The term hospitality, therefore, should 
not be limited to its literal sense of receiving a stranger in our house—although it is 
important never to forget or neglect that!—but as a fundamental attitude toward our 
fellow human being, which can be expressed in a great variety of ways.”4 Nouwen goes 
on to capture the essence of hospitality as the “creation of a free space where the stranger 
can enter and become a friend instead of an enemy.”5 The value of Nouwen’s definition 
is that he does not limit the practice of hospitality to one’s home and the sharing of meals. 
Hospitality can be an encounter with a stranger or neighbor, which can happen anywhere. 
Moreover, the practice of hospitality begins with an attitude of openness to others. 
Arthur Sutherland furthers Nouwen’s thoughts by setting his definition in a 
Christological context. He writes: “In light of Jesus’ life, death, resurrection, and return, 
Christian hospitality is the intentional, responsible, and caring act of welcoming or 
                                                 
4 Henri J. M. Nouwen, Reaching Out: The Three Movements of the Spiritual Life (New York: 
Doubleday, 1986), 67. 
 
5 Ibid., 50. 
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visiting, in either public or private places, those who are strangers, enemies, or distressed, 
without regard for reciprocation.”6 For hospitality to be Christian, Sutherland affirms, it 
must be viewed in light of Jesus and not look for reciprocation. This will be valuable in 
evaluating the typical or conventional practices of hospitality. 
 Like Nouwen, Sutherland also helpfully notes that hospitality can take place in a 
variety of settings and for various durations in time. He concludes:  
Being our brother’s keeper requires that we give attention to the physical space 
that we share with others. Hospitality is caring for that shared space. The 
hospitable person is making the assertion that when we live or meet together in 
that space, sometimes permanently and sometimes only momentarily, we strive to 
keep that space, whether public or private, inviting and welcoming.7 
 
Sutherland and Nouwen, while not ignoring the importance of shared meals, both enlarge 
the definition of hospitality and the contexts in which it can occur. They expand the basic 
definition of hospitality from Pohl. 
In contrast, Elizabeth Newman’s contribution to a definition of Christian 
hospitality is linked to worship. She writes: “To the extent that worship is our 
participation in our triune God’s mutual giving, worship itself is hospitality. . . . Certainly 
Christians practice hospitality at other times, but these other times flow out of the 
hospitality that is worship.”8 Newman builds on the previous definitions of hospitality by 
connecting hospitality with the Trinity and worship. As a result, hospitality finds its 
source, motivation, and initial practice in the context of revering God. 
                                                 
6 Arthur Sutherland, I Was a Stranger: A Christian Theology of Hospitality (Nashville: Abingdon 
Press, 2006), xiii. 
 
7 Ibid., x. 
 
8 Elizabeth Newman, Untamed Hospitality: Welcoming God and Other Strangers, Christian 
Practice of Everyday Life (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos Press, 2007), 56. 
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Each of these definitions or notions of hospitality ultimately moves beyond 
simply its historical or biblical roots. While these definitions need to be rooted in 
Scripture and acknowledge the practice of hospitality in history, contemporary practices 
of hospitality must do more than mimic past expressions. Pohl agrees. She says, “A 
wholesale, indiscriminate recovery of any ancient practice is neither possible nor 
desirable.”9 In the North American urban context, the stranger often is not only the poor 
and refugee but also one’s neighbor down the street or in the same housing complex. As a 
result, a broadened definition and understanding of hospitality is needed. Pohl reflects on 
this expanded notion of hospitality: 
In hospitality, the stranger is welcomed into a safe, personal, and comfortable 
place, a place of respect and acceptance and friendship. Even if only briefly, the 
stranger is included in a life-giving and life-sustaining network of relations. Such 
welcome involves attentive listening and a mutual sharing of lives and life stories. 
It requires an openness of heart, a willingness to make one’s life visible to others, 
and a generosity of time and resources.10 
 
In light of the reflections by Pohl, Nouwen, Sutherland, and Newman, the 
working definition of hospitality for this paper is the following: hospitality is nurturing a 
space in which another can be embraced as either host or guest. In light of the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ, hospitality is frequently characterized by the crossing of boundaries and 
done in the presence of the Triune God without regard for reciprocation.11 This definition 
builds on the previous definitions while also acknowledging that the experience of 
                                                 
9 Pohl, Making Room, 8. 
 
10 Ibid., 13. 
 
11 This definition is also indebted to the work of Miroslav Volf, Exclusion and Embrace: A 
Theological Exploration of Identity, Otherness, and Reconciliation (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1996), 13-31, 
57-165. 
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hospitality is to be received as well as given. In addition, this definition highlights the 
importance of crossing boundaries in the practice of hospitality.  
 
The Challenge of Boundary Crossing 
 
Strangely, many congregations and individual Christians fail to practice 
hospitality that nurtures a space in which another can be embraced as either host or guest. 
Sutherland contends that common misperceptions of hospitality include viewing 
hospitality as entertainment, the domain of women, tied to reciprocity, or concerned with 
civility.12 Offering hospitality seems to be a difficult mental threshold to cross, especially 
if it involves crossing socioeconomic, gender, racial, or religious boundaries. Hospitality 
seems to be a fragile practice in a fragmented culture where people are over-committed, 
time-starved, and even xenophobic. Xenophobia, the fear of strangers, makes it especially 
hard to create missional churches. 
Experimental psychologist Richard Allan Beck, in Unclean: Mediations on 
Purity, Hospitality, and Mortality, contends there are psychological obstacles that hinder 
the practice of hospitality, especially when it involves crossing boundaries.13 According 
to Beck, for an individual or group to extend hospitality and cross boundaries, certain 
psychological dynamics are triggered around holiness and mercy. He writes:  
By activating notions of purity, holiness, and sanctity along with notions of 
mercy, love, and hospitality, the church activates a host of metaphors, images, and 
psychological impulses that are, experientially speaking, conflicting, 
contradictory, and confusing. . . . In short, calls for embrace, hospitality, or 
solidarity will flounder if churches are not attentive to the psychological dynamics 
                                                 
12 Sutherland, I Was a Stranger, xiii-xv.  
 
13 Richard Allan Beck, Unclean: Meditations on Purity, Hospitality, and Morality (Eugene, OR: 
Cascade Books, 2011). 
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governing these experiences. . . . Whenever the church speaks of love or holiness, 
the psychology of disgust is present and operative, often affecting the experience 
of the church in ways that lead to befuddlement, conflict, and missional failure.14 
 
Essentially, Beck sees this conflict between mercy/love and holiness/purity played out in 
Scripture, especially the conflict between Jesus and the Pharisees. This conflict is 
exemplified in Jesus’ encounter with the Pharisees in Matthew 9:10-13: 
And as he sat at dinner in the house, many tax collectors and sinners came and 
were sitting with him and his disciples. When the Pharisees saw this, they said to 
his disciples, “Why does your teacher eat with tax collectors and sinners?” But 
when he heard this, he said, “Those who are well have no need of a physician, but 
those who are sick. Go and learn what this means, ‘I desire mercy, not sacrifice.’ 
For I have come to call not the righteous but sinners.” 
 
 In this passage Jesus dines with people labeled “tax collectors and sinners” as well 
as with his disciples. The Pharisees clearly are displeased with the boundaries Jesus has 
crossed and the hospitality he has extended. Jesus’ correction to the Pharisees is this: “Go 
and learn what this means, ‘I desire mercy, not sacrifice.’” It is significant that Jesus does 
not say, “I desire mercy and sacrifice.” Rather, there seems to be an inherent conflict 
between mercy and sacrifice.  
Beck explains:  
Sacrifice—the purity impulse—marks off a zone of holiness, admitting the “clean” 
and expelling the “unclean.” Mercy, by contrast, crosses those purity boundaries. 
Mercy blurs the distinction, bringing clean and unclean into contact. Thus the 
tension. One impulse—holiness and purity—erects boundaries, while the other 
impulse—mercy and hospitality—crosses and ignores these boundaries.15  
 
Beck is careful not to simply reduce the biblical text or theology to psychology. However, 
he sees the vast field of disgust and contamination psychology greatly advancing an 
                                                 
14 Ibid., 89. 
 
15 Ibid., 2. 
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understanding of the complex social dynamics associated with holiness/purity and 
mercy/love as well as the conflict between Jesus and the Pharisees.16 Disgust and 
contamination psychology have to do with the study of psychological triggers that cause 
one to response to another person or group with disgust or a sense that the other is 
contaminated. This can lead to a distancing from the contaminated or unclean person or 
group. As a result, there is a psychological barrier to be overcome in order to show 
hospitality to those who trigger disgust or contamination. 
Therefore, disgust and contamination psychology can shed light on the church’s 
struggle to cross boundaries. Beck says, “Sociomoral disgust can extend on a case-by-case 
basis, to individuals we deem ‘disgusting,’ ‘revolting,’ or ‘creepy.’ We make these 
attributions for a variety of reasons (e.g. poor hygiene, moral failures). Regardless as to 
the source of the attribution, we experience feelings of revulsion in proximity to these 
people.”17 This disgust, whether conscious or not, can cause people to keep a distance 
from others even in a church setting. Moreover, even when these tendencies are not 
experienced in such severity, they can still be experienced as disdain, superiority, or 
contempt toward others.  
As a result of these dynamics, individuals and groups often lapse into a default 
position of withdrawing, separating themselves, and erecting barriers or quarantining. 
This default position is much like a “sweet tooth” in its psychological pull. Beck 
contends, “And like the sweet tooth, when aspects of Christian life are ‘captured’ and 
regulated by disgust psychology a variety of unhealthy outcomes emerge—from the 
                                                 
16 Ibid., 13-30. 
 
17 Ibid., 74. 
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Macbeth Effect, to scapegoating, to practices of exclusion, to a Gnostic flight from the 
body.”18 The outcome of this psychological pull ends up being to distance the very one 
person or group who needs to be shown hospitality. Rather than creating a shared space 
together, there is a further distancing of space. 
The way for an individual or church to counteract and overcome this default 
position can be found in the ministry of Jesus. Jesus, through his ministry of table 
fellowship and healing, dismantled these tendencies. For example, Jesus healed an 
unclean leper by touching him (Matthew 8:1-4), healed an unclean woman with a twelve- 
year flow of blood (Mark 5:24-34), allowed himself at the home of Simon the Pharisee to 
be anointed by a woman who was a known “sinner” (Luke 7:36-50), and did not distance 
himself from those physically disfigured (John 5:1-18). Beck explains, “Rather than the 
unclean polluting the clean, we see, in Jesus’ touch, the clean making the polluted pure. 
Here, in Jesus, we see a reversal, a positive contamination. Contact cleanses rather than 
pollutes.”19 Jesus clearly chooses and extends mercy rather than “sacrifice.” 
 As a result, according to Beck, Christ-followers and the collective Church are 
called to follow the way of Jesus and extend mercy rather than sacrifice. “Hospitality is 
the fight against these impulses. It is a deep psychological struggle, fought tooth and nail 
every second of the day, to make room for others.”20 While there are occasions to 
                                                 
18 Ibid., 6 and 42. In Unclean, Beck writes: “The Macbeth Effect, named for Lady Macbeth who 
tries to wash away her guilt through hand washing, is the psychological tendency to link physical cleansing 
with moral cleaning. What we see in Lady Macbeth is another form of magical thinking, the belief that 
physical washing has a causal effect in moral purification.”  
 
19 Ibid., 81. 
 
20 Ibid., 140. 
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maintain congregational identity and purity, a missional posture calls for a commitment 
to mercy and hospitality. The good news that Jesus brings clearly involves crossing these 
psychological barriers. Moreover, in order to overcome the psychological barriers of 
disgust and contamination they must be acknowledged and willingly crossed, knowing 
the cognitive dissonance involved.  
The way forward, says Beck, is for Christians and their churches to follow “Jesus 
into the world without fear of contamination.”21 For a church to overcome the destructive 
tendencies of holiness and purity to the exclusion of mercy, boundary crossing is 
necessary. Such boundary crossing is a form of hospitality that requires adaptive change 
and the acquisition of new spiritual practices and mindsets.22 
 
Boundary Crossing and Cultivating a Missional Culture 
 
For individuals and the local congregation of Culver Palms to engage in acts of 
hospitality and to cross a variety of boundaries requires adaptive rather than technical 
changes.23 An adaptive challenge involves moving beyond current competencies, 
convictions, and practices. Heifetz, Alexander Grashow, and Linsky highlight the 
differences between technical and adaptive challenges. They write: 
While technical problems may be very complex and critically important (like 
replacing a faulty heart valve during cardiac surgery), they have known solutions 
that can be implemented by current knowhow. They can be resolved through the 
application of authoritative expertise and through the organization’s current 
                                                 
21 Ibid., 30. 
 
22 Ibid., 193-198. Beck sees the Eucharist as a ritual crucial for the formation of hospitality. 
 
23 Chapter 1 of this discussion defines the differences between technical and adaptive challenges 
and change. 
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structures, procedures, and ways of doing things. Adaptive challenges can only be 
addressed through changes in people’s priorities, beliefs, habits, and loyalties.24 
 
For Culver Palms to engage in acts of hospitality that cross boundaries will require new 
competencies only acquired through experimentation and a new imagination. 
Culver Palms exhibits great diversity in its membership and welcomes people of 
various backgrounds and experiences into its worshiping community. This economic, 
ethnic, and social diversity can be visibly observed on a Sunday morning during worship. 
However, this hospitality occurs within the congregation’s space and to some extent on 
the congregation’s terms. Guests are welcomed and invited to return, but this happens 
within the walls of the church building. As a result, while the congregation may exhibit 
hospitality, it is the person entering the congregation’s space who crosses boundaries to a 
great extent. For Culver Palms to cross boundaries apart from its own space and location 
is an adaptive challenge that must be addressed. 
 
Moving Beyond an Intellectual Faith: Understanding  
Spiritual Formation 
 
The Stone-Campbell movement has had a distinctive intellectual and rational 
emphasis in seeking to restore the primitive Church. This focus on reason and rationality 
has been a common thread throughout its history.25 However, this focus on reason and 
rationality sometimes has led to an overemphasis on doctrine and the forms and 
structures of the church rather than spiritual formation and practice. The remnants of this 
                                                 
24 Ronald A. Heifetz, Alexander Grashow, and Martin Linsky, The Practice of Adaptive 
Leadership: Tools and Tactics for Changing Your Organization and the World (Boston: Harvard Business 
Press, 2009), 19. 
 
25 Thomas H. Olbricht, “The Rationalism of the Restoration,” Restoration Quarterly 11, no. 2 
(April - June 1968): 77-88. 
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part of the Stone-Campbell movement are part of Culver Palms’ identity. Part of Culver 
Palms’ adaptive challenge will be for the congregation to move beyond viewing the 
Christian faith primarily as a set of beliefs to be passed on and to see it more as a set of 
practices to be lived. 
As a result, there is a need to cultivate Christian practices and spiritual formation. 
While the New Testament does not deny there is important content to the Christian faith 
(cf. 1 Corinthians 8:4-6; 1 Timothy 2:5-6; 3:16; 2 Timothy 2:11-13), there is a deep 
concern for spiritual formation and practice. The Apostle Paul notes the goal of his 
ministry when he writes in Galatians 4:19: “My little children, for whom I am again in 
the pain of childbirth until Christ is formed in you.” Likewise, in the crucial turning point 
in the Letter to the Romans, the Apostle Paul pleads, “I appeal to you therefore, brothers 
and sisters, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and 
acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship. Do not be conformed to this world, 
but be transformed by the renewing of your minds, so that you may discern what is the 
will of God—what is good and acceptable and perfect” (Romans 12:1-2). 
The New Testament is preoccupied with Christ being formed in individual 
believers and missional communities.26 Likewise, New Testament scholar Stanley P. 
Saunders sees spiritual formation in the New Testament as being “decisively 
christological,” “oriented toward the support and the embodiment of early Christian 
                                                 
26 The case can be made that this is the purpose of the New Testament documents. For example, 
see James W. Thompson, Moral Formation According to Paul: The Context and Coherence of Pauline 
Ethics (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2011).  
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mission,” “largely communal” in character, and “decidedly eschatological.”27 In other 
words, spiritual formation in the New Testament has do with the believer’s life in Christ 
while being in community with others for the purpose of God’s mission in the world, 
which God in Christ will bring to its climax. He goes on to conclude, “In diverse ways, 
New Testament writers attended to concerns that we may now recognize as spirituality or 
spiritual formation, that is, the cultivation of practices, habits, and ways of seeing and 
knowing that make us both attentive and responsive to the presence of God’s living 
Spirit.”28 Thus Saunders captures the New Testament emphasis on spiritual formation 
without disregarding the content of the Christian message. 
Bonnie Thurston, also a New Testament scholar, sees this same theme of spiritual 
formation running throughout the New Testament. She writes:  
Spirituality was what the early Christians did to put into practice what they 
believed. It was what they did to respond to a world filled with the presence of 
God and the risen Christ. Therefore, it included private prayer and public worship, 
devotion and fasting, almsgiving, art, and social action. In short, spirituality 
encompassed practically the whole realm of human activity, because all of life 
was understood to be under the lordship of Christ.29  
 
Spiritual formation is not an optional component to the individual believer’s life or the 
community of faith; rather, it means putting into practice what is confessed. This is a 
necessity in the twenty-first century as much as it was in the first century. 
                                                 
27 Stanley P. Saunders, “‘Learning Christ’: Eschatology and Spiritual Formation in New 
Testament Christianity,” Interpretation 56, no. 2 (April 2002): 157-158. 
 
28 Ibid., 156. 
 
29 Bonnie Thurston, Spiritual Life in the Early Church: The Witness of Acts and Ephesians 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 3. 
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Cultivating an environment for hospitality and boundary crossing requires adaptive 
change. This change can come through understanding the hindrances to hospitality and 
addressing people’s priorities, beliefs, and habits through experimentation.30 Moving 
through this adaptive change requires active participation rather than passive learning.31 
The church leader plays a crucial role in this kind of cultivation for adaptive 
change. Roxburgh and Romanuk describe this cultivation in terms of gardening and 
horticulture:  
A cultivator works with plants in the garden. It is an organic rather than 
mechanical or tactical metaphor. One who cultivates a garden understands that the 
life and purpose of each plant is not something over which one has control. 
Cultivation involves working with the plant in its growth. You provide the right 
kind of soil. You watch that the right amount of water is present along with 
sufficient protection from the sun and cold. Leadership as cultivation involves 
creating the environment in which people’s missional imagination can bud and 
develop among a community.32 
 
A leader begins this cultivation through listening to the narratives of people in the church 
as well as those in the larger local community.33 Then a leader may begin to nurture the 
formation of a missional imagination by connecting the narrative of people with the 
biblical narrative. Roxburgh and Romanuk point out the following:  
Leaders cultivate the missional imagination—in the sense of fostering, nurturing, 
promoting—by listening to and engaging their congregation’s stories, fears, 
concerns, and dreams about who they are and where God is leading them. Then 
they connect the people with biblical stories that invite new questions about 
themselves. This cultivation of imagination takes time because it is a way of life. 
A leader can expect this change to be a work in progress for a number of years. 
                                                 
30 Roxburgh, Missional Map-Making, 127-188. 
 
31 Ibid. 
 
32 Roxburgh and Romanuk, The Missional Leader, 152. 
 
33 Ibid., 146-152. 
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This does not mean nothing will happen for a while, but listening to people’s 
stories and entering into dialogue around the biblical stories cannot be done in a 
few short months.34 
 
This connecting of personal and congregational narratives with the biblical narratives can 
happen through preaching, teaching, small groups, pastoral care, and informal 
conversations. This helps to form a “missional imagination,” which is a non-linear, 
creative, and intuitive form of thinking that envisions God’s future in light of the biblical 
story.35 This forming of a missional imagination is at the heart of new practices being 
introduced and spiritual formation taking place. A missional imagination helps a 
congregation have a sense of identity in a world of competing narratives and provides 
hope for God’s future. 
In addition to cultivating a missional imagination in a local congregation, the 
leader needs to take other steps as well to address the adaptive challenge of spiritual 
formation. One such additional step is “creating a coalition of interest, dialogue, energy, 
and experimentation among the people of the congregation.”36 Crucial to the process of 
meeting adaptive challenges and introducing change is engaging small groups of people 
who are willing to think creatively and conduct experimentation. Cultivating missional 
imagination and working with small groups of people toward experimentation is at the 
heart of the research component of this project. The goal of Culver Palms making 
adaptive change, learning to cross boundaries, and showing hospitality will be the 
transition of Culver Palms from an attractional church to a missional church. 
                                                 
34 Ibid., 150. 
 
35 Ibid., 146-153. 
 
36 Ibid., 146. 
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Core Theological Convictions in Spiritual Formation 
 
Undergirding the role of spiritual formation and the move from an attractional 
church to a missional church are three core theological convictions. The first core 
conviction is that the Spirit of God is at work in and through the people of God and also 
in the world. Both of these aspects of the Spirit’s work are crucial. In the Gospel of John, 
the resurrected Jesus appears to his frightened disciples after his crucifixion and says, 
“Peace be with you. As the Father has sent me, so I send you,” and then he “breathed on 
them and said, ‘Receive the Holy Spirit’” (John 20:21-22). These words echo the creation 
story of Genesis 1, in which the “breath” or “spirit” of God is an active agent in creation. 
John seems to be saying that through the resurrection of Jesus Christ creation is 
reconstitution and God’s Spirit is again at work, now through Jesus’s disciples and in the 
world. Moreover, in John’s Gospel there is a focus on the broader number of disciples 
rather than the Apostles. In John 20:21-22, the risen Jesus breathes the Holy Spirit on all 
the gathered disciples. 
This notion of the Spirit of God at work in and through all of God’s people is 
likewise seen in the Apostle Paul’s writings. When speaking about spiritual gifts among 
the people of God in Corinth, the Apostle Paul notes:  
All these are activated by one and the same Spirit, who allots to each one 
individually just as the Spirit chooses. For just as the body is one and has many 
members, and all the members of the body, though many, are one body, so it is 
with Christ. For in the one Spirit we were all baptized into one body—Jews or 
Greeks, slaves or free—and we were all made to drink of one Spirit. Indeed, the 
body does not consist of one member but of many. (1 Corinthians 12:11-14) 
 
The Apostle Paul is clear that God’s Spirit is at work among all of God’s people and is 
gifting them for a variety of ministries (cf. John 13-16; Romans 5-8, 12; 1 Corinthians 2-3). 
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 The Spirit of God is also at work in the world. This can be seen especially in the 
Book of Acts.37 Throughout the Book of Acts, the Spirit of God is out in front of the 
Church preparing individuals and communities for receptivity to the message of Jesus. 
This preparation by the Spirit of God often has to do with the crossing of boundaries, such 
as the conversion of the Samaritans (Acts 8:4-25), the Ethiopian eunuch (Acts 8:26-40), 
and the gentile Cornelius (Acts 10:1-48). Likewise, the Spirit is at work nudging, pushing, 
and prompting the Church toward God’s purposes. In surveying the work of the Holy 
Spirit in Scripture, Craig Van Gelder comments:  
The world is always the larger horizon of God’s intent and the Spirit’s ministry. 
Spirit-gifted believers living out their lives in the world both collectively and 
individually bear witness to the redemptive reign of God in Christ as they exercise 
the gifts of the Spirit and living out their new nature in expressing the fruit of the 
Spirit. They become a demonstration to the watching world that God intends that 
all of life might flourish, and they become God’s agents in the world through the 
leading of the Spirit to help cultivate this reality.38 
 
Thus the work of God’s Spirit is an indispensable part of spiritual formation and mission. 
The Spirit engages a transformative work in the believer and community of faith but also 
guides them into mission. Moreover, the believer and community of faith do not bring 
God to the world; God through the Spirit is already active, present, and at work in the 
world. 
The second core theological conviction is the central place of an incarnational 
understanding of ministry. The Gospel of John makes the Christological claim that “the 
Word became flesh and lived among us, and we have seen his glory, the glory as of a 
                                                 
37 Carl R. Holladay, A Critical Introduction to the New Testament: Interpreting the Message and 
Meaning of Jesus Christ (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2005), 248-251. 
 
38 Craig Van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church: A Community Led by the Spirit 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2007), 45. 
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father’s only son, full of grace and truth” (John 1:14). In the Gospel of John there is an 
overriding concern for the material, the tangible, and the particular.39 This is in contrast 
to the modern preoccupation with the universal, general, and timeless in disdain of the 
particular, local, and timely.40 Thus the Gospel creates, as Lesslie Newbigin says, a 
“scandal of particularity.”41 As a result, incarnational ministry is concerned with the 
material, the particular, and the local. In this way, practices of hospitality are 
incarnational as they connect with people, local neighborhoods, food, and material needs. 
 The third core theological conviction is the essential nature of the Church as 
missional.42 This conviction is vital, since an overarching goal of the project is to assist 
Culver Palms in moving from being an attractional church to a missional church. Rather 
than the church having a mission, God is the one who has a mission and sends the Church 
on this mission.43 In the Gospel of John, the resurrected Jesus says to his gathered 
disciples, “Peace be with you. As the Father has sent me, so I send you” (John 20:21). 
God the Father sent Jesus the Son into the world on mission, so now Jesus sends his 
disciples. The “sending” relationship between Father and Son now characterizes the 
relationship between Jesus and his disciples. As Van Gelder points out, “In understanding 
                                                 
39 Richard B. Hays, “The Materiality of John’s Symbolic World,” in Preaching John’s Gospel: 
The World It Imagines, eds. David Bland and David Fleer (St. Louis, MO: Chalice Press, 2008), 5-12. 
 
40 See Stephen Toulmin, Cosmopolis: The Hidden Agenda of Modernity (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1992), 31-35. 
 
41 Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society (Grand Rapids, MI: W. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 1989), 72. 
 
42 George R. Hunsberger, “Missional Vocation: Called and Sent to Represent the Reign of God,” 
Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in North America, ed. Darrell L. Guder (Grand 
Rapids, MI: W. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1998), 77-109. 
 
43 Roxburgh and Boren, Introducing the Missional Church, 20. 
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the missio Dei, we find that God as a creating God also creates the church through the 
Spirit, who calls, gathers, and sends the church into the world to participate in God’s 
mission.”44 The church then becomes a “sign” in the world of God’s redemption, a 
“foretaste” in the present of that redemption, and an “instrument” to carry this message 
into new contexts.45 
 These three core theological convictions—the work of God’s Spirit in and 
through the Body of Christ and in the world, the incarnational ministry of the Church, 
and the essential missional nature of the Church—undergird the adaptive change from 
being an attractional church to becoming a missional church. These three core 
convictions are also the theological foundations for this research study. What follows in 
Parts Two and Three of this project arises from these convictions. 
 
                                                 
44 Van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church, 18. 
 
45 Ibid., 19. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
ENGAGING CULVER PALMS TO CROSS BOUNDARIES  
THROUGH HOSPITALITY 
 
 This chapter presents an overview of the project and the steps involved. It also 
offers the rationale for the project, the people who participated in it, and the plan that was 
used. Moreover, the chapter describes the timeline for the missional experiment of 
boundary crossing and introduces the study guide that was used to direct the process of 
boundary crossing. The chapter concludes with an outline of my leadership development 
goals, in order to evaluate my leadership in relation to the project. 
 
Brief Overview of the Project 
 
The purpose of this research study was to engage Culver Palms in a series of 
experiments to assist congregants in becoming a people willing to cross boundaries 
through ongoing practices of hospitality. It is hoped this research study will play a 
significant role in the lives of the people of Culver Palms going into the future by 
encouraging them to cross boundaries into the neighborhoods where the Culver Palms 
building is located, into the neighborhoods where they live, and with their larger 
networks of relationships. It is also hoped that this research study provides a paradigm or 
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model for further congregational experiments. This paradigm or model is not meant to be 
a blueprint for further experimentation but rather a type of attitude or gesture toward a 
new practice of God’s kingdom leading to transformation. The willingness to engage in 
experimentation and reflect upon the experiment is a crucial part of creating adaptive and 
missional change.1 
There are several components to the research study. The main component was 
interacting with seven guided small groups over a ten-week period as they engaged in the 
processes described in the Practicing Hospitality study guide. These processes proceeded 
along a model of action learning. Action learning is a process and problem-solving tool 
involving a group of people addressing a problem through creative questions, reflection, 
identifying possible solutions, and finally taking action.2 The learning of the groups was 
tested for their effectiveness roughly over a six-month period. A critical piece of learning 
to be tested is how a guided process, such as the Practicing Hospitality study guide, can 
cultivate missional imagination and boundary crossing. The Practicing Hospitality study 
guide is designed for small groups in a church setting.3 The specific focus is the 
development of practices of hospitality in one’s own neighborhood or community.  
Central to the study guide is a communal time of Dwelling in the Word or lectio 
divina centered on Luke 10:1-11 for each group meeting. Dwelling in the Word is about 
“learning to listen to the voice of God and one another’s voices through Scripture. . . . 
                                                 
1 Roxburgh and Romanuk, The Missional Leader, 84. 
 
2 Michael J. Marquardt, Optimizing the Power of Actions Learning: Solving Problems and 
Building Leaders in Real Time (Mountian View, CA: Davis-Black Publishing, 2004). 
 
3 Roxburgh, Practicing Hospitality, 3. 
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This is different from Bible Study because it’s an exercise in listening and attending, 
rather than building a knowledge base about the Bible.”4 The purpose of abiding in a 
biblical text in relation to the practice of hospitality is so each group member can learn 
that “discerning together what God is up to in your neighborhoods is not so much about 
techniques or skills as it is learning to hear God together and so discern how you might 
join with the Spirit in your neighborhoods and communities.”5 
 Dwelling in the Word takes about thirty minutes of the group’s time together. 
Someone in the group reads Luke 10:1-11, while others read along or listen. Following 
the reading of the passage is several minutes of silence. As group members reflect 
silently on the passage, they are asked to consider three questions: “As the text was read, 
where did you stop? What insight or sense of God did you gain? What question do you 
want to ask about the text?”6 The purpose of these questions is to listen deeply to the text 
in order to hear what God may be saying through the text.  
 The next step is for each group member to pair up with another member and for 
participants to share their responses to the three questions. One person speaks, and the 
other person listens. This is not a conversation as much as practicing sharing and 
listening to each other. After two minutes, the members switch roles.7 
 After each group member has taken a turn, the pairs return to the larger group. 
Then group members share with the larger group what they heard their partner saying. 
                                                 
4 Ibid., 17. 
 
5 Ibid. 
 
6 Ibid. 
 
7 Ibid., 17-18. 
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This is done until everyone has spoken. The purpose of this step is to further develop 
skills in listening as well as discerning if God may be speaking a common theme to the 
group. Dwelling in the Word is the opening activity for each small group session. 
In addition, each member or couple in the group was asked to invite someone in 
their neighborhood they did not know well into their home for lunch or dinner. The goal 
was to welcome another into one’s space, enjoy a meal, share conversation, and listen to 
stories of ordinary life. Evangelism, witnessing, or inviting a guest to church were not the 
purpose of the meal. Rather, the purpose was simply to extend hospitality to others.  
The progress of the groups was tested in the following ways. First, a training 
session was conducted for the facilitators of each group. This was to prepare the 
facilitators for the weekly group meetings and develop their skills for leading the session. 
Second, a series of individual interviews was conducted with the facilitators of each 
group and a representative sample of group members from across the groups in order to 
ascertain perspectives, assumptions, and understandings before the groups began. Third, 
participant observation took place for one session of each group. This was to observe 
each group in action, provide another source of data, and see how well the facilitators 
were leading the groups. Fourth, following the completion of the ten weeks, individual 
interviews were again conducted with the same facilitators and cross-section of group 
members. The purpose of this was to discover what learning had taken place over the 
course of the groups. Finally, a survey was sent to all group participants for them to 
describe their own learning. 
The seven guided small groups were those that regularly meet as part of the small 
group ministry at Culver Palms. All adult members of the congregation are invited to 
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participate in one of the small groups, which meet in the homes of Culver Palms’ members. 
The groups gather on different evenings of the week and are dispersed geographically 
according to the demographics of the congregation. Each group meets for approximately 
one to two hours. The groups typically discuss a series of questions connected with the 
previous Sunday’s sermon and corresponding biblical text. Group members pray together 
and provide mutual support. This project provided small groups with their first occasion to 
work through a study guide that spanned across meetings over time. 
In addition to the seven guided small groups, two other complementary learning 
pieces took place during the six-month period. The first was a ten-week sermon series on 
hospitality. Each week in the sermon series focused on a particular biblical text dealing 
with hospitality. The ten sermons were “Divine Hospitality: God’s Embrace,” based on 
John 17:20-26; “Hosting the Divine,” which stemmed from Genesis 18:1-15; “God’s 
Immigration Policy,” focusing on Deuteronomy 10:12-22; “An Unwelcome Host,” based 
on Luke 10:25-37; “A Fight in the Kitchen,” which focused on the different notions of 
hospitality and learning taking place with Martha and Mary in Luke 10:38-42; “Changing 
the Invitation List,” which centered on banquets mentioned in Luke 14:15-24; “When the 
Guest Becomes a Host,” as understood from Luke 24:13-35; “An Unexpected Guest,” 
based on Matthew 25:31-46; and “Eating What’s On Your Plate,” which presents the 
connections among food, conversation, and hospitality as found in Luke 10:1-11. 
Unfortunately, this last sermon was not given due to a budget/vision presentation that was 
scheduled after the series began. The purpose of the sermon series was to introduce a 
common imagination around hospitality to the whole congregation, base hospitality in the 
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biblical story, and provide another entry point into reflection on hospitality outside the 
small groups.  
Also, during the six-month period of the research study, Culver Palms engaged in 
a large group Appreciative Inquiry process. The Appreciative Inquiry process took place 
on an all-day gathering. A cross-section of the congregation was invited specifically to 
participate in the Appreciative Inquiry conversations and process. In addition, an open 
invitation was made to the whole congregation to participate. The goal of the 
Appreciative Inquiry was originally to provide a constructive process to address 
congregational deficits. For the purposes of this project, including the Appreciative 
Inquiry is to see if there are correlations between comments made in the Appreciative 
Inquiry process and the learning taking places in the small groups. 
 
Timeline for Project 
 
The timeline for the research study was mid-January through April 2012 for the 
small group meetings. The sermon series on hospitality took place concurrently with the 
small group meetings. The Appreciative Inquiry all-day gathering took place in March 
2012. Conducting the project during the first quarter of 2012 was to correspond to the 
normal meeting times for the small group ministry in the life of the congregation.  
In order to test what kind of learning was taking place across the groups, 
interviews, participant observation, and surveys were conducted. The initial training and 
interviews of the small group facilitators began beforehand, in early January 2012. The 
participant observation took place during the meetings of the groups between January and 
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April 2012. Individual interviews of small group members occurred April through July 
2012 as well as the written surveys of group members. 
In addition, the Appreciative Inquiry process was included in the research beyond 
the large group meeting in March 2012. It was launched in the middle of the project 
experience in order to address congregational needs not specifically related to the project. 
The Appreciative Inquiry process continued to be observed through the summer of 2012, 
in order to include all the data that was gained. The results were summarized and 
reflected upon by the Culver Palms Elders. 
 
The Development of Missional Leadership through the Hospitality 
Project at Culver Palms 
 
Since I am the senior pastor and facilitating missional leader of this project, it is 
important to assess my leadership skills throughout the experiment. The project provided 
an opportunity for me to evaluate and enhance my leadership skills toward missional 
transformation. Specifically, I assessed my role in leadership in relation to small group 
facilitators, preaching, and guiding the Appreciative Inquiry process. 
How well I was able to train and coach the small group of facilitators is important 
in order to determine my leadership effectiveness. This is a key element of the project, 
considering how each group depended on the guidance of the facilitators and how well 
they set the tone. The skill in which facilitators lead their small group drastically affected 
the outcomes of the group. 
 It is also important to assess how well I was able to motivate the congregation 
through preaching and encouraging involvement in the small group process. The sermons 
were meant to complement the small group experience. Moreover, they were meant to 
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motivate the congregation and introduce a biblical study of hospitality to the church. This 
was in order to provide a common imagination around hospitality and to offer another 
entry point into the biblical story as it relates to hospitality. 
Finally, there is the need to assess my leadership development because I helped 
guide the Appreciative Inquiry process. This process included encouraging the Culver 
Palms Elders to use Appreciative Inquiry rather than a problem-centered approach to 
guiding and leading the congregation to constructively work toward the future. In 
addition, there is the need to assess how well I was able to take the outcomes from the 
research study and use them to lead the congregation going forward. This leadership 
development assessment requires an on-the-balcony approach. 
In order to evaluate myself, a couple of different measures were used. One 
measure is the Leadership Triad, as discussed by Branson in “Ecclesiology and 
Leadership for the Missional Church.”8 The Leadership Triad is composed of interpretive 
leadership, relational leadership, and implemental leadership. 
Branson describes interpretive leadership in this way:  
Interpretative leadership is about understanding and shaping meanings. What does 
it mean to believe the gospel? How do the particulars of our theological heritage 
help us listen to God and participate in how the Spirit is leading? What do we 
need to know about our context? Interpretative leadership shapes environments 
and provides resources so a church can engage the practical theology process. At 
each step there is work concerning observations, conversations and 
interpretations—all in service of constructing the meanings needed for new 
imagination, communal discernment and the shaping of new praxes. . . . 
Interpretative leadership is needed in formal and informal settings, in 
conversations, preaching and teaching, writing and praying.9  
                                                 
8 Branson, “Ecclesiology and Leadership for the Missional Church,” 94-125; see also Branson and 
Martínez, Churches, Cultures, and Leadership, 54-57. 
 
9 Branson and Martínez, Churches, Cultures, and Leadership, 55-56. 
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Specifically, I looked at how I attended to interpretative leadership in preaching, guiding 
the Appreciative Inquiry process, and training small group facilitators. I considered my 
interpretative leadership through interacting informally through interviews, conversations, 
and sitting in small groups. Each provides a window into my use of interpretative 
leadership skills. 
 Relational leadership, according to Branson, can be defined in the following 
ways: 
Relational leadership concerns how social construction works generatively to 
form new muscles and synapses so that we are healed and loved and grouped and 
partnered as the body of Christ. . . . . Congregational leaders help weave new 
relational networks within the church and with neighbors; they form new 
connections across old boundaries, modeling and creating new contexts for 
speaking and listening, and for experimenting with synergism.10  
 
This proved especially important as I encouraged, motivated, and challenged members to 
form relationships of hospitality across boundaries. Branson goes on to say, “So leaders 
need to identify important relationships, create new connections, enlist existing groups, 
nourish conversations and give courage for new actions. . . . . Relational leadership 
provides awareness, initiatives and resources to shape the church and its contextual 
connections so that God’s life among us is tangible, expressive and redemptive.”11 
Relational leadership skills also were used as I interacted with small group facilitators 
and was a participant observer in small groups. In addition, they affected the reception of 
my preaching. 
                                                 
10 Branson, “Ecclesiology and Leadership for the Missional Church,” 121. 
 
11 Branson and Martínez, Churches, Cultures, and Leadership, 56. 
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 Implemental leadership looks to give interpretive and relational leadership 
structure, organization, and coherence. Branson writes: “Implemental leadership attends 
to structures, activities, resources, and responsibilities in order to give meanings and 
relationships the necessary avenues for embodiment, equipping, expression, organization, 
and endurance.”12 Moreover, implemental leadership is especially concerned to avoid 
fragmentation of communal meaning, disunity, or lack of coherence. Missional 
experimentation invariably leads to the need to shape and reshape activities and 
structures. This project is ultimately about implementing or practicing hospitality and 
how well I was able to motivate, encourage, and provide avenues for others to do this. 
 Moreover, I reflected on how well the study aided in my cultivating the church for 
a missional future. Roxburgh and Romanuk describe some specific skills needed for the 
formation of mission people: “1. Fostering a missional imagination among the people 
themselves; 2. Cultivating growth through specific practices and habits of Christian life; 
3. Enabling people to understand and engage the multiple changes they face in their lives; 
4. Creating a coalition of interest, dialogue, energy, and experimentation among the 
people of the congregation.”13 I considered how well I was able to foster some of these 
qualities in the congregation through the study. 
 Central to this kind of self-evaluation is getting on the balcony to observe one’s 
interactions with others and one’s organization—in this case, Culver Palms. This balcony 
perspective entails getting outside oneself enough to reflect critically on personal actions. 
Self-evaluation is a critical piece toward leading an organization toward adaptive change. 
                                                 
12 Branson, “Ecclesiology and Leadership for the Missional Church,” 122. 
 
13 Roxburgh and Romanuk, The Missional Leader, 146. 
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Heifetz, Grashow, and Linsky assert, “People who lead adaptive change most 
successfully have a diagnostic mind-set about themselves as well as about the situation. 
That is, they are continually striving to understand what is going on inside, how they are 
changing over time, and how they as a system interact with their organization as a 
system.”14 
 This involves an understanding of how leadership requires constant improvisation, 
since contexts and situations are always changing. In light of this, I evaluated how well I 
was able to improvise during this six-month period. Improvisation was needed as I 
considered the next steps following the study. 
 Finally, reflection on the study provided the opportunity for me to consider my 
blind spots in regard to the missional experiment. This reflection looked at the overall 
organization, design, and follow-up on the study and its results. This entailed 
opportunities missed, design flaws, and perspectives that should have been included. 
 This is a brief overview of the project and the steps involved as well as the 
rationale for the project. While the discussion included a timeline and those involved in 
the study, a significant component of this project is my learning and ongoing leadership 
development. As a result, the frameworks for my leadership reflection were also 
considered. 
 
                                                 
14 Heifetz, Grashow, and Linsky, The Practice of Adaptive Leadership, 184. 
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CHAPTER 4 
METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND DATA COLLECTION 
 
This chapter presents the various methodologies that were used in the project. In 
addition, mention is made of methods not chosen for this study in order to show more 
clearly the rationale behind the methods chosen. The chapter then reflects on and assesses 
the data collected by means of participation in lectio divina, discussion in Bible study, 
Appreciative Inquiry interviews, participation observation, qualitative interview 
questions, and a survey. The chapter also offers an evaluation of the Practicing 
Hospitality study guide as a process for boundary crossing. Finally, common themes and 
motifs across the various methodologies are discussed and assessed as well as reflecting 
on my impact and development as a missional leader.  
 
Methodological Considerations 
This study follows a qualitative research method. Simply put, qualitative research 
is investigation “interested in analyzing the subjective meaning or the social production 
of issues, events, or practices by collecting non-standardized data and analyzing texts and 
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images rather than numbers and statistics.”1 Qualitative research is in marked contrast to 
quantitative research, which is mainly interested in “frequencies and distributions of 
issues, events or practices by collecting standardized data and using numbers and 
statistics for analyzing them.”2 With respect to methodological considerations, this means 
this study will focus on qualitative research methods since they cohere more to the 
purpose and nature of this project by noting new learning, meaning, and leaving room for 
emerging insights not accounted for at the outset.  
Recognizing the difference between qualitative and quantitative research methods 
is extremely important, because they largely determine the method of data collection. 
Moreover, the research method chosen determines the type of outcomes the data provides 
and the nature of interpretation one offers regarding those outcomes. Robert Stuart Weiss 
elaborates on this difference of methodology between quantitative and qualitative 
methods. In particular, he notes the shortcoming of the quantitative method: 
Studies whose ultimate aim is to report how many people are in particular 
categories or what the relationship is between being in one category and another 
are justly called quantitative. . . . Quantitative studies pay a price for their 
standardized precision. Because they ask the same questions in the same order of 
every respondent, they do not obtain full reports. Instead, the information they 
obtain from any one person is fragmentary, made up of bits and pieces of attitudes 
and observations and appraisals.3 
 
As a result, quantitative methods end up missing the richly textured responses that are 
often received in interviews, participant observation, and open-ended survey instruments. 
                                                 
1 Uwe Flick, An Introduction to Qualitative Research, 4th ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 
Publications, 2009), 472. 
 
2 Ibid. 
 
3 Robert Stuart Weiss, Learning from Strangers: The Art and Method of Qualitative Interview 
Studies (New York: The Free Press, 1994), 2. 
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In contrast to quantitative research, qualitative research has several distinct 
benefits. Weiss says that qualitative interviews “sacrifice uniformity of questioning to 
achieve fuller development of information.”4 This fuller development of information also 
can lead to results not initially expected. Weiss goes on to posit the following: “And 
because the fuller responses obtained by the qualitative study cannot be easily 
categorized, their analysis will rely less on counting and correlating and more on 
interpretation, summary, and integration. The findings of the qualitative study will be 
supported more by quotations and case descriptions than by tables or statistical 
measures.”5 Thus, qualitative research can assess a wider range of responses and allows 
more room for interpretation. It tends to capture the human element in responses more 
than the statistics or graphs, which are so prevalent in quantitative research.  
This study uses a variety of types of data collection and then looks for discernable 
themes, motifs, and interests. Interviews, surveys, participant observation, and an 
Appreciative Inquiry process are the tools of data collection. The data garnered from 
these tools then is synthesized in order to see which themes, motifs, and interests emerge. 
It is fully expected that this process will yield results not anticipated.  
 Interviews were conducted with seven of the small group facilitators who would 
be leading a small group through the Practicing Hospitality study guide as well as some 
group participants. These interviews were conducted before the groups started as well as 
after the groups were completed. Four interview questions were asked of the interviewees 
before the groups began and the respondents were allowed to answer the question, 
                                                 
4 Ibid., 3. 
 
5 Ibid. 
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elaborate, and also take the conversation into additional areas.6 The collective purpose of 
these questions was to ascertain how the interviewees defined and experienced hospitality 
before the project started.  
 Following the ten-week small groups, four of the seven interviewees were able to be 
interviewed again. They were asked four questions.7 The purpose of these questions was to 
compare the responses to the ones given before the start of the ten-week small groups. In 
this way, any new learning about hospitality could be discerned. 
 In addition to the interviews, small group facilitators not interviewed were invited 
to complete a survey. The survey contained five questions.8 Like the post-small-group 
interview questions, these questions were meant to explore any new learning and the 
ways in which hospitality was experienced now. 
Moreover, a cross-section of small group members was invited to answer survey 
questions about the hospitality series. The series included the ten-week sequence of 
sermons on hospitality, testimonies in worship concerning hospitality, and participation 
in a small group going through the Practicing Hospitality study guide. There were four 
survey questions for small group participants.9 In total, thirty-one small group facilitators, 
small group participants, and non-small-group participants completed the survey.  
                                                 
6 The interview questions can be found in Appendix A. 
 
7 The post-small-group interview questions can be found in Appendix A. 
 
8 See Appendix A for survey questions. 
 
9 Ibid. 
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The responses to the interview and survey questions then were evaluated 
according to the analytic process outlined by Weiss.10 This process consists of coding, 
sorting, local integration, and inclusive integration. Coding is linking “what the 
respondent says in his or her interview to the concepts and categories that will appear in 
the report.”11 Some coding categories are in one’s mind as one approaches the research. 
However, the analytic process also allows for identifying and allowing other coding 
categories to emerge during the coding process as one interacts with the data. This is 
useful for identifying themes or motifs not anticipated or expected. 
Once the data has been coded, it then can be sorted into the appropriate coding 
categories. The third step is local integration, in which interpretative “minitheories” are 
developed as the coding categories are summarized and analyzed.12 The final step is 
inclusive integration, which “knits into a single coherent story the otherwise isolated 
areas of analysis that result from local integration.”13 One may approach the study with 
fundamental frameworks regarding the data and its outcomes. However, during the 
process of coding, sorting, and local and inclusive integration these frameworks require 
further development, radical revision, or nuance depending on the new understandings 
drawn from the interviews and its analysis. 
 Data also was collected through participant observation in each of the small 
groups. The small groups met ten times during the series, and participant observance was 
                                                 
10 Weiss, Learning from Strangers, 154-162. 
 
11 Ibid., 154. 
 
12 Ibid., 159-160. 
 
13 Ibid., 160. 
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conducted one time in each of the seven groups. Participant observation can simply be 
defined as “a specific form of observation based on the researcher becoming a member of 
the field under study in order to do the observation.”14 As participant observation was 
being conducted, focused observation was particularly on how members were being 
formed spiritually by the small group processes, what the experience of lectio divina was 
like for the members, what stories of hospitality were being shared, and what new 
learning or surprises were taking place. 
Finally, a one-day group Appreciative Inquiry process was conducted on March 
24, 2012. A cross-section of the congregation was given a special invitation, though the 
whole congregation was invited. Twenty-nine people took part in the Appreciative 
Inquiry group. The Appreciative Inquiry process guided the group as they considered 
three areas of response.15  
The first area was to think about a story regarding the best times participants 
experienced at Culver Palms. In looking at their entire experience, they were asked to 
recall a time when they felt most alive, engaged, productive, or most excited about their 
church involvement. Respondents were invited to elaborate regarding what made it a 
positive experience, who was involved, what they did, and how it felt to be so engaged.  
The second area of response involved contemplation of the present. Participants 
were asked to ponder some things they value deeply regarding the nature of their 
involvement at Culver Palms—perhaps a specific ministry, mission, fellowship, and the 
                                                 
14 Flick, An Introduction to Qualitative Research, 472. 
 
15 The areas of response and specific questions are adapted from Mark Lau Branson, Memories, 
Hopes, and Conversations: Appreciative Inquiry and Congregational Change (Herndon, VA: Alban 
Institute, 2004). The Appreciative Inquiry questions used in this project can be found in Appendix B. 
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like. This portion of Appreciate Inquiry invited participants to contemplate when they 
feel best about their church experience and to identify specifically what they value most 
about it—for example, particular qualities, advantages, practices, times of boldness or 
caring, and so forth.  
The third area of response involved dreaming about the future. Participants were 
asked what they want to uphold as the congregation moves beyond the present time, and 
two to three “wishes” or ways in which they could heighten the vitality and health of 
Culver Palms. Respondents were asked to share what the church might look like as these 
wishes come true.  
While Appreciative Inquiry does not directly deal with issues of hospitality and 
boundary crossing, the process was still important to include in the project. First, it 
occurred during the six-month period in which the hospitality project was taking place. 
Since this was a significant event in the life of the congregation it seemed important to 
include in the study. Second, the Appreciative Inquiry process could show hints or 
gestures toward spiritual formation taking place around hospitality and boundary 
crossing. Third, the Appreciative Inquiry process, by its very nature, reveals the quality 
of missional imagination in the congregation through its narrative approach as 
participants describe which qualities they value in the congregation and their dreams for 
the future. 
 
Assessment of Data Collection 
This portion of the discussion provides a summary of the data collected, examples 
from interviews and surveys, and assessment of the data collection. References to the 
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“hospitality series” or the “series” refer to either the small group study, the sermon series 
or both. The analysis summarizes the Appreciative Inquiry feedback and its possible 
intersection with the interview and survey results. More importantly, it identifies and 
explores common themes and motifs across the various methodologies that were 
employed in the research project. 
 
Definitions of Hospitality 
Participants’ definitions of hospitality before the study began primarily were 
gathered through the seven pre-project interviews of Growth Groups. While the sample 
size was limited, it did offer useful information regarding typical views of hospitality. In 
order to preserve the privacy of those who generously took the time to participate in this 
missional experiment at Culver Palms, only first and last initials will identify 
respondents. 
Most interviewees saw hospitality in terms of inviting a friend or relative into 
their home for a meal or a place to sleep for the night. However, a few participants had a 
broader definition for the concept of hospitality. L. B. referred to attending youth rallies 
in other cities and staying in the homes of church members as a high school student as 
well as going on overseas mission trips as a college student and staying in the homes of 
church members. A. W. referred to serving as a summer youth ministry intern in another 
city and living with church members for the summer. A. W. noted that the family seemed 
ill equipped economically to host someone for the summer and were new church 
members, yet they were eager to provide hospitality.  
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D. R. emphasized making people, especially friends and relatives, feel 
comfortable in one’s home. She especially saw this as a reciprocal interaction, since 
many of these same people had provided hospitality to her or were seen as people who 
could do so in the future. She especially highlighted making people feel “comfortable” in 
her home. She saw attending to the needs of her guests as primary.  
K. S. saw hospitality as bringing out one’s best, showing grace, and being a 
servant. She especially remembered serving in short-term missions as a young adult and 
being welcomed into the home of a church member. The host family gave her their 
daughter’s room to stay in for her time there.  
Similarly, other responses involved both food and shelter. K. B. saw hospitality as 
making guests “feel like they are at home,” as if in a close relative’s home. He especially 
named the many small groups he and his wife have hosted in their home over many years 
as acts of hospitality. S. D. emphasized inviting and receiving people often around meals 
and a bed to sleep in. He recalled a time at church camp as a child when a warm and 
welcoming space was created for him.  
R. K. identified the biblical story of Jesus visiting the home of Martha and Mary 
as key for her understanding of hospitality. She saw that “one got it and one did not,” in 
terms of understanding what hospitality entailed. As a result, she saw opening her home 
and herself to offer love to other people as crucial to her definition of hospitality. She 
said, “My house does not belong to me—I must share it.” She also valued welcoming 
people and making them feel comfortable under her roof. 
Overall, the definitions and stories of hospitality offered by the interviewees 
centered on homes, meals, and usually a commonality between host and guest. There was 
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a focus on welcoming people and making them feel comfortable. However, the sense of 
hospitality crossing boundaries seemed to be limited. The only boundary crossing 
mentioned regarding those of geographic or cultural distance occurred when there was a 
dominant shared faith commitment. The sense of showing hospitality by welcoming the 
stranger was missing from these initial definitions. 
 
Lectio Divina 
A major part of the Practicing Hospitality workbook and group process was 
engaging in lectio divina, also known as Dwelling in the Word, together as a group. The 
lectio divina process centered on Luke 10:1-11 during each of the ten weeks of the group. 
Specific questions in the post-interviews of the Growth Group and surveys focused on the 
experience of the group lectio divina in the group’s spiritual formation of hospitality. 
The responses to the experience of lectio divina over the course of the experiment 
were varied. The primary responders to the questions were the Growth Group facilitators, 
although additional people made comments as well. R. H. noted, “I think everyone felt 
that there was much more to the passage than we had originally thought. This was borne 
out by the different insights that emerged over successive weeks. However, by the last 
few weeks, people were mainly telling stories about their lives, unrelated to the passage.” 
J. N. offered the following remark:  
My group did indeed seem to struggle with the idea of dwelling in the word but 
for me it was great. I now have that piece of scripture entrenched in my head and 
see it as a wonderful way to approach scripture itself. It forced several people in 
my group to reanalyze how to approach scripture and made them uncomfortable 
hopefully in a good way.  
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In the same group as J. N., R. K. indicated that she was not receptive to lectio divina at first. 
However, she moved to wanting to find out what God was trying to say through his Word. 
K. S. had much to say about Dwelling in the Word. She commented:  
Upon the additional encouragement and suggestion to share the passage in Luke 
10 with someone from my small group leader, I made it my purpose to do just 
that. I ended up asking my father to read it and give me his, a more fresh, 
perspective on the passage. This led to a deep conversation with my father about 
hospitality. Even greater, it gave us a chance to discuss Christ and his mission on 
earth. We had never talked about Jesus to this extent before. I didn’t know my 
father knew as much as he did. . . . I just need to remain intentional regarding this 
opportunity God has given me with my father. 
 
It appears that Dwelling in the Word offered significant interaction with her father. K. S. 
also said, “The approach of meditation on a passage with the whole congregation had 
powerful effects. It imprinted on my mind and heart the message of the passage and 
allowed us to encourage each other in living that message out in a practical way.”  
M. L. viewed the collective experience. In referring to the whole series, M. L. 
noted the importance to him of the lectio divina time: 
I know a lot of people resist a study like this, maybe because it is completely 
different than most Church of Christ ways, but I really enjoyed going back over 
the gospel each week. It would be interesting to do it again, maybe with two 
different gospels going over the same one every other week and alternating. Even 
if people resisted or complained about reading the same passage again and again, 
I’ll bet you they will never, ever forget that passage and will possess a deep 
understanding of it for the rest of their/our lives. I like how it brought up many 
questions and not always/or ever any firm absolute answers. 
 
C. W. was also in the same Growth Group as M. L. She said, “Really enjoyed forcing 
ourselves to read the same passage each week and see where we could tease out another 
view. It was very challenging, however we continued to find another nugget. Very 
interesting way to study a passage.” A. W. facilitated the group and affirmed that the 
lectio divina process was a “good experience definitely,” while also noting that it was 
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hard to turn off the typical way of reading. He was not sure if everyone in the group 
connected with the process or not and admitted to some resistance in the group. 
Not everyone experienced lectio divina as an aid to personal spiritual formation. 
S. A. S. explained:  
I also got a little frustrated with returning to the same scripture every week in 
small groups. I’m not sure that verse was actually rich enough to reward ten 
weeks of dedicated study, and I ended up getting restless during the 
contemplation time, wondering if I was supposed to experience some kind of 
moment of Zen. . . . I saw it was a published system of study, I knew you had 
chosen it for a reason, I just couldn’t figure out what it was I wasn’t getting. 
 
D. L. expressed a similar desire to beyond the designated Scripture. D. L. observed, “Our 
growth group would have liked the opportunity to ‘chew on’ the sermon and related 
scriptures. There was much rich information offered and the perception was that our 
discussions would have been broader with an opportunity to focus beyond Luke 10.” W. B. 
was also in the same group. She commented, “It was a little difficult for me to focus on the 
same passage for a number of weeks in our growth group, but it did really force me to 
dissect the passage and reflect on new points each week. I would have enjoyed also 
studying other passages in our group regarding hospitality.”  
L. B. facilitated this group and indicated that people liked the discussion and 
breaking down the passage and context to draw out information. He affirmed that the 
group would have liked a new passage every three weeks. Participant observation of this 
group reveals their rational approach to the text rather than a posture of listening. They 
also only read the passage once before moving into their discussion. 
As facilitator of a Growth Group, S. D. did not “get” the lectio divina process. This 
was born out by participant observation of the group, where the lectio divina time seemed 
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to take shape as a read-and-comment time. Overall, S. K. may have summed up what may 
have been the sentiment of several people: “When are we going to be done with that damn 
passage?” 
Participant observations of each of the groups largely confirms the responses that 
were given. However, in the groups where there were lower levels of negative responses, 
the participants were observed to interact with the passage in more meaningful ways than 
they indicated in formal responses. This may be due to the fact that participant 
observation took place throughout the ten weeks, and respondents indicated what they 
felt at the end of the ten-week period. 
Moreover, respondents’ almost complete lack of using the word “listening” in 
relation to the lectio divina process may indicate the degree to which this is a difficult 
change to make in reading strategy. Respondents were much more comfortable using 
words like “information, study, dissect, reflect, understand, and thought” in relation to the 
lectio divina process. This change in reading strategies seems to be especially difficult 
given the strong rationalism of the Stone-Campbell tradition. 
In addition, how well each group experienced the lectio divina process may 
reflect the capacity of the facilitator to engage the process. Participant observation noted 
that some facilitators did not fully understand the process or over time defaulted to other 
reading strategies as they facilitated the groups. A time of evaluation and reflection with 
all the group facilitators in the middle of the ten weeks could have corrected some of 
these problems. 
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New Learning / New Actions 
This portion of the discussion reflects on two aspects of new learning. Important 
learning is analyzed according to fresh understandings and previously untaken actions. A 
significant number of respondents reported additional understandings of hospitality. For 
some respondents, these additional understandings, while significant, stop short of 
leading to personally innovative behaviors. It remains to be seen if these new 
understandings constitute a new imagination regarding hospitality that will give birth to 
concrete behaviors. For others, new understandings led to fresh behaviors. Moreover, it is 
entirely possible that the experiments in hospitality during the series (new behaviors) led 
to new understandings. The additional understandings of hospitality should be viewed in 
light of the definition of hospitality given earlier in the paper: hospitality is nurturing a 
space in which another can be embraced as either host or guest. In light of the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ, hospitality frequently is characterized by the crossing of boundaries and is 
done in the presence of the Triune God without regard for reciprocation. 
The new understandings of respondents will be given first and then any concrete 
acts will be provided. It is important to note that tangible actions deeply contribute to new 
understandings. The comments of respondents who did not point to any fresh learning 
will not be provided in this part of the paper.16 Once again, first and last initials are 
employed to distinguish responses but to preserve privacy. 
B. S. offered a key conclusion regarding her participation in the project. She said, 
“Hospitality doesn’t just occur in our private homes but at the church building, in public 
                                                 
16 This will be included in a section below, entitled “Misunderstanding.”  
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places and around the neighborhood.” As she described the quality of her experience. B. S. 
offered this comment:  
I appreciated the depth and breadth of the series, particularly the sermon on the 
Good Samaritan. Of course, I’ve read and studied and heard many sermons on the 
parable, but yours was fresh and thoughtful and encouraged us to think who, if 
anybody, we were leaving out of our circle of hospitality. . . . I wrote a letter to C. S. 
as a step toward visiting those in prison. I’ve received a response and plan to carry 
on a regular correspondence with him. 
 
Some respondents observed mental changes. A. W. noted, “I think for me it’s just 
a new mindset. I have come away from this study with a better understanding of what 
hospitality means to God, and what He wants us do with it. When I am showing it, I will 
not have any motives other than showing it.” A. W. goes on to describe a new practice for 
her: 
I made more of an effort to be “awake” in my neighborhood. This is a big deal for 
the area where we live; most of our neighbors are elderly and of Russian descent. 
As a culture, they tend to only speak to one another on the street. Me being a 
friendly Texas gal, it can actually be intimidating to say hello to them, but I made 
purposeful eye contact with them and smiled and said hello to people I wouldn’t 
normally feel like smiling and speaking to. Just doing that alone felt like it broke 
some of the ice—after 7 years of living in the same complex on my street. 
 
D. L. commented that the sermons connected several Scriptures to hospitality in ways he 
had not seen before. Essentially, he gained a “broader definition of hospitality than just 
having someone into your home, offering hospitality beyond your comfort zone.” He and 
his wife “made a deliberate effort” towards hospitality. They were able to be specific and 
intentional. “[We] . . . reach[ed] out to some individuals we had previously planned to 
contact, took food to those more limited in mobility, reached out to individuals who are 
currently struggling to try to offer a cup of cold water, and assisted some neighbors with 
projects important to them.” 
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S. B. describes the effect of the hospitality series on her in this way: 
I began to look around at my home, my being and the church as to how we were 
welcoming and unwelcoming . . . . if we were hospitable or non-hospitable. I felt 
convicted. . . . I believe that the series made me “rethink” my view of hospitality. . . . 
It convicted me to be more hospitable to the least of many and to accept God’s 
hospitality, his home in Heaven, as well as hospitality from others here on earth. 
Live moment by moment in a welcoming stance. 
 
S. B. narrated specific ways she is showing hospitality to family and church members. 
She also expressed ideas for future ways to engage church members in her home. S. B. 
seemed to default to the conventional view of hospitality. However, several months later, 
S. B. commented, “Your hospitality sermon lives on. I decided to invite the block of our 
street over in early January to a brunch. The one who writes our crime newsletter (we 
hardly know him and his wife) is celebrating their 50th anniversary. . . . People know us 
but not well. . . . We have had the people we know over near us . . . but this is a step of 
hospitality out there.”  
Just as S. B. seemed to grow in conceptualizing ways to be hospitable, R. H. 
describes fresh understandings as well. His new learning took shape as watching his 
definition of hospitality grow. He now reports having “a broader definition of what 
hospitality is,” “a deeper appreciation for the biblical mandate to provide hospitality,” 
and “a heightened awareness of opportunities to be hospitable.” R. H. went on to express 
new behavior in light of this series. He described himself as being “much more conscious 
of being hospitable (or not) to visitors at Culver Palms, and [we] exerted more effort to 
make friends with visitors. . . . We are rebuilding our garage to be a place where visitors 
can stay (we currently have no such place).” 
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Other respondents also revealed amplified understandings of hospitality. W. B. 
says her new learning led to a new behavior for her. She offered this lengthy comment: 
In looking back on this recent series, I think it broadened my view of hospitality. 
In the past, when I thought of showing hospitality to others, I would typically 
think of offering someone a place to stay, or having someone over to your home 
for a meal. While these are still good examples, I think that through the series I 
learned that it can also be smaller things like in the way we treat people on a daily 
basis, or lending someone an ear to listen, or taking an interest in someone and 
showing that you care. There are many ways we can do something a little extra to 
offer kindness or hospitality on a daily basis as a way to share God’s love with 
other people. I think it also made me think of the community I live in here at 
Pepperdine, as well as my community at work, and that there are many more ways 
I could and should be trying to reach out to other people. . . . This series 
motivated me to reach out to someone who was new to my community who I 
knew had had a bit of difficulty adjusting to the new environment, and who I had 
been meaning to reach out to for a while. 
 
It seems this series encouraged a broader understanding of hospitality. One person, M. C., 
notes how this new understanding affected his actions and led him to share the experience 
with the congregation. 
Mark’s sermons challenged me to identify opportunities to show hospitality that 
would have preciously gone unnoticed in my life. In one specific instance, an 
encounter at a gas station, I was presented with an opportunity to help someone 
who I would have rather just ignored. Due to Mark’s encouragement and teaching 
I was able to identify the opportunity and challenge myself not to pass it up. As a 
result a young man’s life was blessed and I was blessed from simply talking with 
him. I also shared my experience with the church, which reinforced the 
goals/points of the series. 
 
Additionally, a deeper understanding of hospitality led to new actions. D. S. 
communicated it in this way: 
I’ve learned that hospitality is at the core of reaching out with God’s love to the 
community you live in. People can eventually tell if you have a set agenda when 
you minister to them as supposed to God’s love shown through hospitality, which 
expresses a genuine concern for people. This love includes wanting people to 
know and love Jesus, but is ultimately concerned about the whole person, just like 
Jesus was. You can still be hospitable to people and love them even if they do not 
readily accept God’s message of love in Jesus Christ. Hospitality is a pure form of 
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God’s love, unconditional with no strings attached if people aren’t ready to 
become Christians. It also opens you up to being ministered to as you offer and 
accept hospitality from others. 
 
This fresh understanding of hospitality not only led D. S. to give hospitality but to receive 
it at an important point in his life. He reported this unique blessing: 
I received hospitality by folks in a gourmet-cooking group my wife and I belong 
to. From this group, I was ministered to in the form of a work opportunity after I 
had been laid off from a job I had been at for 26 years. I was able to and still have 
the opportunity to minister to a new friend from the neighborhood who has been 
out of work for about 8 months following a car accident where another driver was 
injured. 
 
D. S. goes on to say that he now has new plans for future hospitable actions: 
To look for more opportunities in the neighborhood to just be a friend and invite 
new acquaintances out for lunch, coffee, or to come over to our house. Since 
working from home, I’ve gained many contacts in the neighborhood via the kids’ 
schools, my daughter’s softball team, my son’s baseball team, my daughter’s cello 
lessons and I can use these connections to show hospitality to a host of different 
people. . . . I found the study on hospitality to be very enlightening in helping me 
have a healthier view of how God is working in my neighborhood and how I can 
join His work by being hospitable and by being a true friend to those I come in 
contact with. 
 
For M. L., the new learning meant a new perspective: 
 
I think I believed, as did many others in our group, that hospitality meant having 
people over or opening or opening your home to others. While it certainly does 
mean that, I learned and now believe it to be so much more and an everyday 
attitude toward not only our neighbors, but to really everyone we encounter on the 
street, on the roads and in our everyday walk of life. I learned it encompassed so 
many things like compassion, listening, hearing, understanding, love, sacrifice, 
and smiling. 
 
This new perspective led M. L. to some actions during the series: 
 
I started to change how I viewed others in our neighborhood, and certainly tried to 
approach them more as people to get to know and listen to instead of just a polite 
wave. Also, in the world, I tried to give a genuine smile and wave to strangers and 
connect on a human level instead of living a life of avoidance with people. . . . I 
am continuing to try and reach out in the neighborhood and with strangers on the 
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street. If someone needs a dollar I want to continue to engage them and see what 
their story is and just listen. 
 
A. B. also describes her new learning and action: 
 
I think everyone at church had to take a good look at themselves and their daily 
interactions with people and ask themselves if they are showing hospitality to 
others. For me, I became more apt and willing to actually stop and say hi and 
maybe even have a short conversation with my neighbors in my apartment 
building and try harder to remember their names. P. and I also invited people from 
church and outside of church over for dinner. I had big plans of having a 
wine/cheese open house reception for the whole apartment building but haven’t 
made it happen yet. 
 
The responses given above show that significant new learning or new actions came 
about through this project. Based on an action learning model, one cannot identify if new 
understandings or new actions come first because both contribute to ongoing learning and 
actions. Moreover, a significant number of people in the data collection evidenced new 
learning or new actions. 
 
New Learning / No New Action  
 
A few people expressed that they experienced new learning during the series. 
However, such fresh understandings have not translated yet into any new action. 
Nevertheless, these respondents often expressed hopefulness that their new learning 
would take shape as concrete action in the future.  
Here are some examples. D. J. expressed “how important listening and being 
more aware of others’ needs are when trying to extend hospitality.” B. T connected with 
a particular sermon on hospitality: 
One sermon in particular got me to thinking about our country’s immigration 
policy. It has been said, “Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses. .  . .” 
Well, that was then. Now our hospitality committee comes “cold.” We serve up a 
dose of ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) to those who dare to come 
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into our country without the proper papers. I am not saying this is necessarily 
“wrong” within itself. Every country needs and has its rules and regulations but I 
wonder what would have happened if Joseph and Mary didn’t have the “proper 
papers” when they traveled to Bethlehem. 
 
T. B. expressed that “the concept of ‘hospitality’ is much broader than the common 
understanding, which primarily is restricted to social situations. The idea of God as the 
ideal of hospitality is a novel, but very instructive one.” He was honest in explaining that 
work commitments prevented him from fully participating in the Growth Groups. 
 For K. S., her new understanding included seeing hospitality as the means through 
which God “extends his hand of care,” “can require/demand self-sacrifice and humility,” 
and can “use non-conventional approaches and not just standard ‘invite someone over 
every once in a while.’” K. S. even equated hospitality with a simple cup of coffee. She 
said, “Meeting someone for coffee never until now came into my mind when I thought 
about hospitality or lending someone a sympathetic ear. It all becomes crystal clear when 
you consider that Jesus would do this all day.” Like K. S., E. L. reinterpreted the simple 
actions of life as moments of potential hospitality. E. L. expressed the following: 
Up until the series I thought of hospitality as inviting someone into my home. 
After the series I saw it as an attitude of graciousness to all. I could be hospitable 
in my office, for example. . . . The sermon I remember most was the one on the 
Good Samaritan. . . . About true hospitality to those in deep need. So my view on 
hospitality has been expanded. 
 
The lack of special new actions taken by this sample could be due to the 
respondents simply neglecting to mention it. However, in a couple of situations, the 
respondents were not in a Growth Group and so may have not had the additional structure 
and encouragement of the group to spur new actions. In addition, while the sermons did 
try to expand the definition of hospitality from its conventional understanding, they did 
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not discourage the focus on inviting one’s neighbor over for a meal which is a prime 
focus of the study guide. Unfortunately, it seems several respondents used this expanded 
understanding of hospitality to avoid inviting someone to their home for a meal. This 
response will be elaborated in more depth later in this same chapter. 
 
Hopefulness 
Some respondents expressed hopefulness regarding taking future actions. This 
may be due to respondents wanting to offer a positive response to the questionnaire.  
However, it also may indicate honest intentions about the future. 
 There are several examples. For instance, B. W. stated: 
I’m actually going to be on the lookout. There’s a group that helps people who’ve 
lost loved ones to homicide or drunk drivers. I’ll get a chance to help spruce up 
their facility and help throw a party for their members. It’s a one shot deal but 
depending on how it goes, I’m going to see how I can be more involved. I’m 
going to try to invite people over more. Just ones in my building. I barely know 
my neighbors. It’s hard to break the ice. At least it is for me. I don’t often see 
them but I do plan on being more outgoing and strike up conversations. There are 
some whose primary language is not English. 
 
V. J. notes some situations she hopes to enter into to provide hospitality. However, she 
also offers some honest reservations and issues a self-challenge: “This makes me think 
that offering hospitality is a very significant risk—as is life but with hospitality you have 
a choice. Will I take the risk? Sometimes yes, not always.” 
 W. B. previously expressed new learning and actions yet fell short, as did others, 
of having people into her home for a meal. She seems to recognize this and states, “We 
would like to have people over more for dinner, and try to reach out to those I don’t know 
as well.” She seems to have captured an expanded view of hospitality in her previous 
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statements yet recognizes the value of welcoming someone into one’s home as also part 
of hospitality. 
 One person, J. N., was a Growth Group facilitator and was especially energized 
by the hospitality series. He did not indicate any particular new learning yet shared what 
he experienced was significant for him by saying, “Looking to the leading of the Spirit 
already at work before us was the most important thing that we covered for me.” He 
expressed hopefulness in his ongoing practice of hospitality. He said, “I am planning to 
send my peace to the people on my street that I don’t particularly like and see if it comes 
back to me.” 
 For S. C., the series primarily meant learning how to show better hospitality to her 
own immediate family as well as extended family members that were challenging for her 
to welcome. She confessed, “You held a mirror so I could see the ways in which I need to 
be more hospitable to those around me.” Although S. C. felt she needed to focus her 
energy on her family regarding hospitality, there was still a sense that this should lead to 
a more neighbor-centered focus to hospitality. She expressed such hope with these words:  
I have been looking for ways to be hospitable outside our home as well, but the 
work I needed to do in this area seems to have been inside our home. . . . I’m 
hoping to be able to extend efforts in hospitality outside of our home. I am also 
hoping that I can find ways to teach our boys about hospitality by giving them 
opportunities to be hospitable to others both in and outside of our home. 
 
 For these respondents no new precise new learning or actions were detected from 
their responses. However, there is an openness and hopefulness that new actions will take 
place. If these responses are to be taken as stated, then the potential for new actions 
remains a possibility in the future. 
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Misunderstanding 
 Despite a ten-week sermon series, Growth Groups, and encouragement to engage 
in practices of hospitality, some respondents did not seem to deepen their learning or 
innovate new actions. Some of the respondents appeared to default to their conventional 
understanding of hospitality. Many had a hard time incorporating the concept of 
boundary crossing into their understanding of hospitality. 
 Here are a few examples. C. D. simply stated:  
I made an effort to talk with people in my neighborhood and at the places where I 
regularly shop and dine. . . . I don’t have any new ways I plan to practice 
hospitality. . . . It took me a while to realize I do practice hospitality on a regular 
basis. Somehow I felt that what I was already doing was not enough, but then I 
realized it is enough. 
 
In contrast to C. D., D. J. was able to articulate new learning but still seemed to view 
hospitality as something one does within one’s circle of friends or acquaintances. When 
asked if there are any new ways he plans on practicing hospitality, he replied, “Listening 
more. I have a few people in mind from church that I plan on inviting out to coffee and or 
lunch.” 
C. W. exemplifies the tendency to fall back into conventional notions of 
hospitality. She participated in the Growth Group and heard most of the sermons. 
Nevertheless, her perceptions and actions do not seem to have changed in any noticeable 
way. She stated: 
I enjoyed this series, but it just built on the foundation I was raised with, being 
hospitable, inviting others over, and enjoying the hospitality of others. We had 
much conversation in our group about growing up with inviting others over on 
Sunday after worship, housing visiting ministers, and enjoying fellowship 
meetings in other Christians’ homes. So I’m not sure that I will add any new 
ways, but will certainly continue with my current practices. 
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Similarly, S. A. S. clearly struggled with working through the material and 
engaging the topic. She made efforts at showing hospitality but seemed to have a hard 
time expanding her vision for what was taking place through her actions. She gave honest 
voice to it in this way:  
Probably my ultimate problem is that I’m still not sure what hospitality is 
supposed to be for, in the modern context. Is it supposed to be charity? 
Fellowship? Outreach? All of the above, somehow? A lot of this probably comes 
down to my personality, I like guidelines and systems and rules. And we didn’t 
get a lot of that, which left me a little frustrated. 
 
Her questions regarding hospitality in fact may express an openness that will lead to new 
learning and actions, as she continues to grapple with the meaning of hospitality. 
However, her competing desire for preciseness and rules may hinder this from taking 
shape.  
Likewise, J. A., who was not in a Growth Group, had a difficult time clearly 
identifying hospitality and its purposes. He responded, “At another level I feel (maybe 
wrongly) hospitality is either conjoined at best or a tad inferior to missionary work. . . . I 
still think, scriptural examples aside, that hospitality is generally a universal trait that all 
faiths and even socially minded atheists/agnostics perform while missionary work is 
generally spiritually based.” He went on to say that his attempts at showing hospitality 
did not always produce a positive result. He had trouble setting limits, and people took 
advantage of him. He admitted, “I almost felt like getting up, during one of your sermons 
on the subject, and shouting that hospitality can backfire! That would have thrown a 
monkey-wrench into your sermon!” J. A. does rightly acknowledge the risks in showing 
hospitality. His fervor regarding the issue indicates that he seems to be wrestling with his 
understanding while engaging in some action.  
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J. W. appeared to have gained significant new learning. However, the future ways 
he plans on showing hospitality seem to betray the new learning. He summed up the new 
learning as “hospitality is more than simply having people over for dinner,” “hospitality 
is one of the key ways Christians show the love of Jesus,” and he admitted, “It shows up 
in scripture far more than I realized.” When asked what new ways he plans on practicing 
hospitality, J. W. states, “Hospitality is more than just having people over; it’s the 
practice of making people’s day easier by meeting their needs. I hope to be more 
courteous in my day-to-day life and offer this grace as often as possible.” While 
providing hospitality may ease people’s needs, it cannot simply be equated with acts of 
charity. 
While many people evidenced new learning and experienced fresh practices of 
hospitality, others did not. People had a difficult time connecting hospitality with 
crossing boundaries to people they did not know or who are different from them. 
Participants also especially seemed to have a hard time inviting their neighbors to their 
home for a meal. It is difficult to assess why this was so. It could be because they live in 
such a fragmented society that people simply could not find the time to invite someone 
over. It also may be because one’s home is considered such a personal space that one 
does not invite someone they are not familiar with into it. As a result, it may be that 
engaging our literal neighbors in such a way that we share a meal is simply too far a 
stretch beyond one’s comfort zone. Moreover, it may be the case that group members 
were simply resistant to the study guide or having a specific assignment they were 
expected to do. 
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The challenge in knowing why participants did not invite neighbors to their home 
exposes a flaw in the methodology of this study. It was hoped that the questions “In what 
ways were you able to show or receive hospitality during the series?” and “What new 
ways, if any, are you planning on practicing hospitality?” would be open enough for 
respondents to share their experience of having people into their homes for a meal as well 
as other encounters of hospitality. The assumption was that people would follow the 
assignment in the study guide. The questions did not allow for the possibility that a 
significant number of people would not have someone over for a meal. A follow-up 
question needed to be asked, such as this one: “If you were unable to have a neighbor into 
your home for a meal what hindered you from doing so?” 
In addition, this study could have benefited by survey and interview questions 
addressing the ways, if any, that the Growth Groups mobilized them or made a 
difference. This could have assessed ways the group experience and study guide affected 
them apart from the sermon series. The question could have been phrased, “If you 
participated in a Growth Group, how did the group experience mobilize or make a 
difference for you?” 
Thirty-one people completed interviews or surveys. Twenty-five of these were in 
small groups. These twenty-five respondents represent approximately half of all small 
group participants. The process of coding responses yielded the categories of new 
learning/new actions, new learning/no new actions, hopefulness, and misunderstanding. 
Eleven respondents evidenced new learning and new actions, while five respondents 
evidenced new learning but no new actions. Five people were hopeful they would have 
new actions at some time in the future, whereas six respondents seemed to have some 
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significant level of misunderstanding of hospitality at the end of the series. As a result of 
overall engagement in the hospitality series, sixteen respondents replied that they 
experienced some new learning or actions as a result of the hospitality series.  
 
Appreciative Inquiry 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, twenty-nine people took part in a one-day 
group Appreciative Inquiry on March 24, 2012.17 The Appreciative Inquiry process was 
done in collaboration with Dr. Kent Rhodes, a member of the congregation who 
specializes in organizational development and has used Appreciative Inquiry in a number 
of settings. Dr. Rhodes led the one-day session. The twenty-nine participants represented 
a selected demographic cross-section of the congregation as well as those who desired to 
participate in the process.  
Each interview was intended to last for ten minutes per question. The interviewer 
was instructed to ask the questions and record words, phrases, and ideas that were 
compelling. At the end of the interview, the interviewers were to summarize what they 
heard and thank the interviewee for sharing. After the triad had completed each question, 
participants briefly shared what they heard in the interview—for example, the best story, 
things that were the most meaningful, good ideas—as descriptively as possible. As they 
listened to the stories, they were to make notes of important topics and themes that 
seemed to be present when people were living into their values as demonstrated in the 
stories. Finally, they were to use their notes and create a list of the topics that emerged 
from all the interviews at their table. Each table included approximately three triads. Each 
                                                 
17 This process was deeply influenced by Branson, Memories, Hopes, and Conversations. 
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topic or theme discovered was to be phrased in affirmative terms. The themes and topics 
that surfaced then were shared across the tables and recorded. 
 While the responses to the first two questions are significant (“best times” from 
the past and present), for the purposes of this paper the responses to the third question of 
“three wishes” for the future are most crucial.18 Moreover, the responses to the first two 
questions form the foundation and set the stage for responses to the third question. The 
purpose of including the Appreciative Inquiry responses was to see if any of the 
language, practices, or missional imagination from the hospitality series have entered the 
congregational imagination. While the specific responses to the third question are 
noteworthy, the summary of responses is most revelatory. There were common themes 
and images of the future that were set forth by consensus.  
A full summary is included in the latter half of Appendix B, which reveals how 
Appreciative Inquiry participants noted wishes and dreams as future practices of the 
congregation. Some common themes and images of the future included welcoming, 
greeting, sharing, outreach appropriate to our community context, acceptance, affirming 
all people, and hospitality. While it is not possible to assess how deeply these 
affirmations reflect the goals of this study, they do show some level of correlation. The 
fact that hospitality is even included in this summary list of dreams and wishes for the 
future of the congregation shows this practice to carry some level of value in light of this 
study. 
                                                 
18 The actual questions are listed in detail in Appendix B. 
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The study seems to indicate, though the sample is small, that the hospitality series 
made a difference in the congregation’s understanding and participation in hospitality. 
Unfortunately, this was not the case in every instance. Small group participants did not 
engage a key component of the Practicing Hospitality study guide by inviting a neighbor 
into their home for a meal. Additional input is needed to understand why this was the 
case. Moreover, since the small sample size of the respondents and the fact that most of 
the respondents were in small groups, one cannot definitively say whether small group 
participants evidenced more new learning or actions than those not in small groups. What 
evidence there is in the sample size appears to indicate small group participants probably 
did evidence more new learning than those that did not participate in a small group. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART THREE 
SYSTEMIC REFLECTIONS 
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CHAPTER 5 
CHURCH AND LEADERSHIP FORMATION 
 
 This chapter considers the development of Branson’s Church Formation as 
evidenced in the Culver Palms congregation, as affected by the project.1 In addition, it 
also will study my personal leadership formation, as viewed and understood through the 
lens of Branson’s Leadership Triad.2 These two interlocking systems are important to 
review in tandem, due to the fact that my leadership effectiveness impacts the wellbeing 
and formation of the congregation. 
 
Church Formation 
Church Formation, according to Branson, consists of spiritual formation, 
congregational formation, and missional formation. This formation is in response to and 
through the initiatives of God in the world. As Branson points out, “The reality authored 
by God, this is the reign of God revealed in Jesus Christ, calls for the formation of 
                                                 
1 Branson, “Ecclesiology and Leadership for the Missional Church”; see also Branson and 
Martínez, Churches, Cultures, and Leadership, 54-57. 
 
2 Branson and Martínez, Churches, Cultures, and Leadership, 55-56. 
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churches with particular DNA.”3 Thus Church Formation coalesces around a set of 
practices gravitating to these three areas. Each of these practices mutually reinforces and 
mutually interprets the others.  
 Spiritual formation, as defined by Branson, “is about attending to God, learning 
about God’s activities and character, and participating in God’s life and initiatives.”4 
Therefore, spiritual formation is both personal and corporate. It is personal in that actual 
individuals need to be attentive to God, but it is also corporate because individuals need 
to come together in community to discern God’s activity. Moreover, this individual and 
communal discernment affects how individuals and the community respond to God’s 
initiatives. “Such spiritual formation is nurtured by worship, word, and mission; it is 
shaped in festivals, small groups, spiritual friendships, and families; it benefits from 
pastoral care and private disciplines.”5 As a result, a congregation needs to be intentional 
in its activities and relationships so that these may help create the environment for this 
kind of formation to take place. Each aspect of a congregation’s communal life should be 
considered in light of how people are being formed spiritually. 
 In light of these definitions of spiritual formation, this project engaged spiritual 
formation within Culver Palms in several ways. One specific way this took place was 
through the practice of lectio divina on Luke 10:1-11 in the Growth Groups. This mode 
of engaging the biblical text and listening for God and the Spirit’s initiatives cultivated 
spiritual formation in ways quite different from rationalistic approaches of engaging the 
                                                 
3 Branson, “Ecclesiology and Leadership for the Missional Church,” 102. 
 
4 Branson and Martínez, Churches, Cultures, and Leadership, 62. 
 
5 Branson, “Ecclesiology and Leadership for the Missional Church,” 114. 
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biblical text. While this approach clearly agitated several group participants and was led 
insufficiently by some group facilitators, group members engaged the biblical texts in 
new ways that began to form them. Many participants learned to listen to what the Spirit 
of God sought to reveal through Dwelling in the Word and experienced conviction to step 
beyond their comfort zones to engage in various acts of hospitality. Others were 
challenged by a new way to approach Scripture than what they were used to doing. This 
also could begin to form a missional imagination throughout the congregation as people 
shared a common experience around Luke 10:1-11. 
 Second, the preaching series on hospitality worked to spark a new imagination of 
hospitality among the broader congregation.6 In the biblical texts that were preached during 
Sunday sermons, a new lens for hospitality was offered beyond the conventional 
perspective. In many of the selected biblical texts there is an element of surprise. For 
example, in Luke 10:25-37 it is the outsider, the Samaritan, who crosses boundaries and 
shows hospitality. Moreover, the occasion for hospitality takes place as people are going 
about their day: “going down from Jerusalem to Jericho.” Likewise, in Luke 24:13-35, the 
Emmaus story, the two disciples show hospitality to the unrecognized guest, who is Jesus. 
However, as they sit down to eat, it is the guest Jesus who mysteriously becomes the host 
and “took bread, blessed and broke it, and gave it to them.” In like manner, in Luke 10:1-11, 
the sending of the seventy, the sent disciples are to rely upon the hospitality of others. 
Moreover, it is in the encounter of receiving hospitality, sitting at table, and eating “what is 
set before you” as well as offering peace that the kingdom of God comes near. This new 
                                                 
6 It is important to note there is always a danger if preaching is the only mode in which people are 
engaged in terms of cultivating change. Although active listening can inspire change, transformation 
requires new action. Listeners can buy into the mistaken belief that listening and feeling are the equivalent 
of actions taken. 
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imagination can be seen in the testimonies of hospitality mentioned below. In one case, a 
person surprised himself by showing hospitality in an unexpected place. In another case, a 
person was surprised to be offered hospitality in an unexpected place and she graciously 
accepted it. In Chapter 4 it was mentioned that one member was motivated after the series 
was over to initiate a block party on her street and attributed the motivation to the series. 
 This new imagination of the surprise of hospitality displaces the conventional 
understanding of it and places the contemporary disciple in a more engaging position. As 
a result, hospitality can take place in surprising places, with unexpected guests, and one 
needs to be ready to receive hospitality as much as to provide it. This also calls for a 
more open posture to the Spirit’s initiative in the world. 
 This new imagination also was reinforced during the series as two people shared 
testimonies of hospitality during worship. One person shared about her college-age son’s 
recent hospitalization in another state. She was fearful, anxious, and apprehensive as she 
arrived in a new town and hospital while her son lay ill in the intensive care unit. While 
on a bus to the hospital she met a woman who consoled her, invited her to her home, and 
prayed with her. This story of receiving hospitality provided a powerful reversal for many 
who were used to only providing hospitality and not used to the vulnerability of receiving 
hospitality. Although this particular act of providing hospitality did not stem from this 
research study, being able to see such biblical hospitality in action was important to be 
recognized and held up as an example to emulate. Moreover, the surprise of the biblical 
story is that it is just as important to be able to receive hospitality. God is at work in the 
interplay between host and guest and in the surprising circumstances when the host 
becomes guest and the guest becomes the host.  
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 Another testimony in worship revolved around a church member encountering a 
teenager in need while the church member was filling up his car with gas. The church 
member stated that his typical disposition would have been to focus on the gas and ignore 
his surroundings. However, the hospitality series opened him to observe what was going 
on around him. In this situation, the church member took the time to notice nearby people 
as subjects and not simply as objects. Moreover, he created a safe space where he could 
interact with a teenager and address a teenager’s distress. This encounter, while 
temporary, also evidenced a shared space of welcome where there was no expectation of 
reciprocity.  
 Third, spiritual formation took place as Growth Group members engaged in an 
active learning model that focused on praxis, reflection, praxis.7 As group members 
participated in various engagements of action-reflection, they had the opportunity to be 
spiritually formed in new ways. While the level of spiritual formation varied and is 
difficult to measure, the responses of group members indicate that a degree of spiritual 
formation took place in each group. Moreover, a new way of engaging the Spirit’s 
initiatives in the world was introduced through the Practicing Hospitality study guide, 
which laid the groundwork for further experimentation. 
 Congregational formation or social formation has to do with the shaping of a 
specific, concrete Christian community. Branson writes: “As communities initiated and 
continually shaped by the Holy Spirit, congregations are people on the way. They share a 
common memory (borrowed from texts and generated in their own common life), a 
                                                 
7 For the praxis, reflection, praxis model, see Marquardt, Optimizing the Power of Actions 
Learning, and Thomas H. Groome, Sharing Faith: A Comprehensive Approach to Religious Education and 
Pastoral Ministry (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 1998). 
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common hope (both eschatological and as chronos imagery), and a present life of 
committed practices.”8 Social formation has to do with the social nature of congregations. 
Congregations are not a collection of individuals; rather, they are the Body of Christ. This 
area is particularly challenging when the cultural ethos prizes individualism at the 
expense of communal life. 
 Distinct practices are needed to transform a collection of individuals into a 
community of faith. Branson goes on to describe some of these practices when he says, 
“We are provided with numerous practices that allow us to participate in this shaping: 
worship, study, fellowship, service, prayer/discernment, generosity, and the equipping 
and deploying practices of the priesthood of all believers.”9 The particular accent on each 
of these practices may vary from congregation to congregation and tradition to tradition. 
A congregation’s entire web of social relations affects congregational formation. 
 Congregational formation also occurred in several ways as a result of this project. 
Although congregational formation was taking place before the project, the hospitality 
experience enhanced and nurtured congregational formation in important ways. Three of 
these ways are hospitality as an interpretative lens, Growth Groups focusing beyond 
personal growth, and shared congregational journey. 
 First, the motif of hospitality formed an interpretative grid for congregants to 
view their collective life together and life with God. For example, Churches of Christ 
practices weekly observance of the Lord’s Supper. However, when the Lord’s Supper is 
interpreted through the lens of hospitality, it takes on new nuances and meanings. The 
                                                 
8 Branson, “Ecclesiology and Leadership for the Missional Church,” 112. 
 
9 Ibid., 113. 
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Lord’s Supper, in light of Jesus’ hospitality, becomes a place of welcome for all, where 
everyone can meet the risen Christ. While those belonging to Churches of Christ 
traditionally have practiced “open communion,” the interpretive lens of hospitality now 
provides an important articulation of this practice. The Lord’s Supper is seen as a place of 
God’s hospitality. The Lord’s Supper not only is an experience into which the 
congregation invites others, it has become the place where God invites everyone to God’s 
table. As a result, the presider of the weekly communion mediation now prefaces opening 
remarks by saying, “Welcome to the Lord’s table.” 
 In addition, the interpretive lens of hospitality has helped the congregation to 
view the death of Jesus in rich new ways. The church no longer has to simply default to a 
penal substitutionary definition of atonement for the death of Jesus. Rather, the death and 
resurrection of Christ Jesus are now understood as God’s act of hospitality for humanity. 
This is the ultimate boundary crossing, as God invites humanity to join together at God’s 
table to celebrate. Rich new meanings of welcome are now found in biblical texts like 
Romans 15:7, which reads: “Welcome one another, therefore, just as Christ has 
welcomed you, for the glory of God.” Likewise, John 17:21-23 has become an act of 
God’s hospitality in the eyes of the congregation. Powerfully, it is spoken in Jesus’ own 
words:  
As you, Father, are in me and I am in you, may they also be in us, so that the 
world may believe that you have sent me. The glory that you have given me I 
have given them, so that they may be one, as we are one, I in them and you in me, 
that they may become completely one, so that the world may know that you have 
sent me and have loved them even as you have loved me. 
 
 A second way in which the hospitality project nurtured the congregation into 
deeper spiritual formation happened through the Growth Groups. The Practicing 
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Hospitality study guide forced the groups to move beyond personal growth. Since group 
members were expected to engage their neighbors in some form of hospitality, the study 
guide in effect attempted to pull group members from self-focused growth into personal 
growth that included “the other.” Rather than simply trying to apply a biblical text 
individually, the study guide encourages people to mature by interacting with someone 
else unfamiliar. This presents the possibility of the groups growing more socially 
cohesive as they engage in common practices of hospitality. 
 A third way spiritual formation took place was through a shared congregational 
journey. For ten weeks the congregation focused on hospitality through preaching, 
testimony, Growth Groups, and engaging in practices of hospitality. While not everyone 
participated in Growth Groups, the whole congregation participated in this journey on 
some level. This shared journey formed the imagination of the congregation in new ways. 
For ten weeks everyone in the congregation was thinking about hospitality and how to 
show it. One member who had been out of the country during the series returned and 
commented that he was now hearing many informal conversations across the 
congregation about hospitality. Such informal conversations are evidence of the 
beginnings of missional formation. 
 Missional formation “refers to how God shapes a church to participate in God’s 
love for the world.”10 Thus missional formation is grounded in the missio Dei, the 
mission of God. This mission is to proclaim, embody, and exemplify the goodness of the 
redeeming love of God for humanity and indeed all of creation. A local congregation 
                                                 
10 Branson and Martínez, Churches, Cultures, and Leadership, 63. 
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does this in conversation with its lived environment and narratives that often run counter 
to the Gospel. Branson goes on to say, “This engagement is one of mutual shaping—any 
church is changed by its context (in appropriate ways and often in ways that counter the 
gospel)—and a church embodies and initiates the graces of God in love, justice, healing, 
peace, witness, invitation and proclamation.”11 
 Missional formation began to occur through this project, introducing a 
congregational conversation about our neighbors. This conversation was accompanied by 
specific practices as members endeavored to show hospitality to their neighbors and went 
about their normal routine with an increased awareness. This congregational conversation 
introduced our neighbors directly into our congregational imagination. 
 The congregation was invited to consider their specific neighbors living next 
door, across the street, and down the street as well as those who might live above or 
below them. As a result, the neighbor was no longer an abstraction but those who lived in 
one’s vicinity—whether on the same street, in a condominium complex, or sharing the 
same wall in an apartment building or a townhouse complex. For Culver Palms, one’s 
neighbor has become those inescapable people one encounters each day, no matter how 
much one may try to avoid them. This project asked, “What is God up to in your 
neighborhood?” and thus invited a different question into the minds of congregants 
regarding their neighborhood and the people who reside in that neighborhood. 
 At Culver Palms, these are the questions people traditionally ask regarding their 
neighborhoods: “Is my neighborhood safe?” “What are our schools like?” “Are our 
property values going up or down?” “Are rents going up or down?” “What neighbors 
                                                 
11  Ibid. 
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should I avoid?” This study has introduced new questions such as “How can I show 
hospitality to those in my neighborhood?” or “How is God at work in my neighborhood?” 
These questions have become like a healthy virus in that it penetrates the thinking of 
people as they discuss them with one another. For some people, this project named their 
present actions in connection with God’s kingdom. For others, this project challenged 
them to get to know their immediate neighbors in ways they had not done previously.  
While the feedback from Growth Group participants indicated a low level of 
inviting neighbors over for a meal, it did reveal that many participants began to engage 
more deeply their immediate neighbors and others they considered to be neighbors. The 
feedback also indicated that participants began to see others differently in their normal 
routine. Hospitality came to be viewed in ways that went beyond the conventional 
definition of inviting one’s friends, relatives, and social equals over for a meal. More 
importantly, hospitality became seen in ways more central to God’s mission in the world 
instead of as an optional practice for a few people. Congregants began to consider 
whether their neighbors are the very people God intends for them to meet. 
 
Leadership Triad 
 An important goal of this project is to evaluate my leadership effectiveness 
through the course of the project and look for ways to improve it. Branson’s Leadership 
Triad is an effective tool for this, because it focuses on issues congruent with missional 
church formation. Moreover, effectiveness in the Leadership Triad leads to skills that are 
helpful in guiding a congregation into the church formation described above. 
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This section will focus on my leadership capacities specifically in relationship to 
the project. The Leadership Triad provides a hermeneutical lens on one’s social context 
and congregational context. It gives attention to three on-the-ground spheres that shape 
congregational life—namely, interpretative leadership, relational leadership, and 
implemental leadership. Moreover, each of these spheres overlap in such a way that they 
influence and benefit one another. 
 This trifold perspective is important because it allows leaders to focus their 
ministry in three distinct areas. This has the benefit of helping the leader not spend time 
or energy on tasks that do not contribute to these three areas. The first of these areas 
concerns interpretative leadership. Branson asserts, “Spirit-led interpretative leadership 
concerns the world of shaping ‘communities of interpreters’ by forming churches that 
learn how to lead with texts in such a way that they participate more fully in God’s 
initiatives.”12 Branson goes on to say that he sees “texts” in their broader meaning, which 
“includes inscribed materials but also experiences and perceptions and oral events—
anything that can be interpreted.”13 So the initial task of the leader is helping a people 
interpret Scripture, the world, one’s context, and God’s initiatives. The interpretative 
work of the leader guides people into a way of discernment so they can make connections 
between the Christian story and the world as they experience it. 
As mentioned earlier, the governing definition of hospitality for this study is this: 
hospitality is nurturing a space in which another can be embraced as either host or guest. 
In light of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, hospitality frequently is characterized by the 
                                                 
12 Branson, “Ecclesiology and Leadership for the Missional Church,” 118-119. 
 
13 Ibid., 119. 
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crossing of boundaries and is done in the presence of the Triune God without regard for 
reciprocation. At the heart of this project is helping the congregation reinterpret 
hospitality for the contemporary world and give Culver Palms a framework to better 
understand the Gospel and personal interactions with neighbors. As a result, it is 
important to test my interpretative leadership effectiveness in light of this project. While 
the working definition for hospitality was never presented to the congregation in the form 
of a concrete statement, it did form my imagination and vision as I went about the tasks 
of preaching and pastoral duties during this series.  
This definition influenced my preaching during this series and was developed as I 
encountered the various biblical texts related to hospitality. The goal of my preaching 
was to shape the congregation as interpreters of the biblical text, their experience, and 
their context in relation to hospitality. The objective was for congregants to view their 
lives through the biblical narrative in relation to hospitality. These narratives formed an 
interpretive grid for them to consider their experience in the lived world. These biblical 
texts were likewise robust enough for congregants to find themselves in the text in 
several places.  
This expanded definition of hospitality from a conventional understanding began 
to form the imagination of at least some participants as they interacted with their 
neighbors and networks of people. This was borne out by responses to the survey and two 
of the testimonies given during worship. These two testimonies took place “on the street” 
with people who were strangers. They did not involve the conventional understanding of 
hospitality as something that only happens between friends and relatives and in one’s 
home involving situations where one can reciprocate. Moreover, one of the testimonies 
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shared the importance of accepting hospitality and how difficult this was. This was also a 
theme in the sermons, since so many of the specific biblical texts involving hospitality 
entailed surprising reversals between guests and hosts and the need to receive hospitality 
as well as give it. 
In addition to preaching, interpretive skills also were formed as the Growth 
Groups participated in lectio divina and the Practicing Hospitality study guide. Both of 
these practices encouraged participants to consider their daily lives in relation to 
hospitality. For those who did not engage these practices, their interactions in the groups 
were severely limited. 
There were some aspects of interpretative leadership I would have liked to 
improve during the series. I needed to have more actively encouraged people to share 
testimonies of hospitality during this series. There were a total of three people who 
shared stories of hospitality during this time. All three of these testimonies were powerful 
for the congregation and inspired people to make hospitality a practice. Also, stories 
related to crossing boundaries would have been helpful. Such stories would have served 
to make the connection between hospitality and crossing boundaries more explicit.  
As will be discussed in Chapter 6, a greater emphasis on the Trinity is an 
important part of forming a community of interpreters. Otherwise, hospitality becomes 
solely a human endeavor. There needs to be a sense that followers of Jesus are 
participants with God in the practice of hospitality. God as Father, Son, and Spirit are 
engaged in the world through hospitality. Followers of Jesus are joining in God’s 
hospitality as it is shared with others. Believers’ hospitality to others follows the 
hospitality they have received from God as Father, Son, and Spirit. Moreover, the 
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practice of hospitality is not a burden to be carried out but rather a grateful response to 
God’s hospitality.  
In addition, Growth Group facilitators were not sufficiently formed as interpreters 
in leading lectio divina. A facilitators’ meeting at the beginning of the series helped 
prepare them. However, their understanding and capacity to lead this practice over ten 
weeks greatly varied and decreased as they neared the end. As mentioned earlier, a 
facilitators’ meeting was needed during the middle of the study as well as more 
individual coaching with facilitators during the series. 
Interpretative leadership is never divorced from the people one interprets with and 
for in the community of faith as well as outside it. As a result, interpretative leadership is 
joined with and leads into relational leadership. Relational leadership “attends to all of 
the human dynamics among a church’s participants and with the world around them. . . . 
So leaders need to identify important relationships, create new connections, enlist 
existing groups, nourish conversations and give courage for new actions.”14 Relational 
leadership has to do with the web of relationships in the congregation as well as the web 
of relationships in the community in which the congregation interacts. The leader makes 
these important relational connections, helps people connect with one another, and seeks 
to create an environment for relationships to flourish. An important part of my relational 
leadership was connecting the hospitality series with people across the congregation. 
It was an important choice to do this study as a broader congregational process. 
This allowed members across a wide range of backgrounds to be introduced to the 
practice of hospitality. This corresponds to the decision to form a sermon series around 
                                                 
14 Branson and Martínez, Churches, Cultures, and Leadership, 56. 
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hospitality as well as using the Practicing Hospitality study guide. This permitted a larger 
framing of hospitality beyond what the study guide provided as well as invited people 
who chose not to be in a Growth Group to have some interaction with the material. 
However, those who participated in Growth Groups using the Practicing Hospitality 
study guide seemed more engaged in the process and made more attempts to integrate 
hospitality into their lives. 
Relational leadership was used as I interacted across several levels of involvement 
with the congregation. This was experienced as I led a facilitators’ meeting before the 
series began, as I conducted interviews with a cross-section of Growth Group members 
and facilitators before and after the study, as I interacted with those giving testimonies, 
and as I engaged as a participant observer in each Growth Group. Relational leadership 
also was used as I practiced hospitality in my own neighborhood. I concentrated on 
getting to know specific neighbors and tried to invite them over for a meal. Likewise, I 
endeavored to put into practice the suggestions and experiments for hospitality. I 
regularly visited a neighborhood coffee shop, volunteered at my son’s school, and more 
actively walked the neighborhood around the church building. These actions were crucial 
in being able to form relationships with my own neighbors, meet new neighbors, and 
serve as an authentic witness to the congregation. 
Finally, interpretative and relational leadership lead naturally into implemental 
leadership. The interpretative and relational sphere must be given structure and concrete 
environments for them to be put meaningfully into practice. Implemental leadership 
“attends to structures, activities, resources, and responsibilities in order to give meanings 
and relationships the necessary avenues for embodiment, equipping, expression, 
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organization, and endurance.”15 In regard to this study, implemental leadership concerns 
the carrying out of this study in the most helpful and attentive way. Implemental 
leadership makes sure the responses to the Trinity’s initiatives are faithful and organized.  
While many pieces of this study came together well and achieved intended goals, 
several areas were not addressed fully or could have been improved in retrospect. These 
oversights comprise the growing edges of my leadership. The need for more training for 
facilitators, more extensive survey and interview questions, and not anticipating possible 
problem areas in the series were some of my leadership shortcomings in this study. 
Less extensive training for facilitators hampered them from being as effective as 
they could have been in leading their groups. This resulted in the lectio divina experience 
being uneven across the groups. This also may have resulted in Growth Group 
participants not carrying out the goal of the Practicing Hospitality study guide in terms of 
inviting a neighbor over for a meal. It is possible, with more extensive training, that 
Growth Group facilitators could have encouraged group members more actively to have a 
neighbor over to eat with them. 
Moreover, it is possible that using an expanded definition of hospitality may have 
had unintended consequences. While this expanded definition of hospitality helped the 
congregation see possibilities for hospitality in their workplace and on the street, it may 
have unwittingly provided an excuse for Growth Group members to avoid inviting their 
neighbors to their home for a meal. Not asking a survey question about a group member’s 
experience of having a neighbor over to eat (or why they did not invite a neighbor) 
                                                 
15 Branson, “Ecclesiology and Leadership for the Missional Church,” 122. 
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eliminated the possibility of discovering underlying reasons for the low level of 
participation in this crucial area of the study. 
One of my main adaptive challenges as a leader is motivating, encouraging, and 
challenging a fairly socially fragmented congregation to be organized enough to engage 
in experimentation for God’s mission in the world. Church members span a variety of 
neighborhoods, some many miles from the center of congregational life. Church 
members also share in the fragmentation of modern life, which often necessitates long 
work hours, long commutes, and a seeming lack of discretionary time. Moreover, Culver 
Palms appears to have an inherent aversion to any overly programmatic, structured, and 
long-term church commitment. As a result, gaining adherents for a multi-week 
congregational experiment proved an adaptive challenge. 
The kind of leadership needed by me is described well by Dean Williams in his 
book, Real Leadership.16 Williams identifies six different types of leadership challenges 
organizations and leaders face as they are confronted with threats or opportunities: 
“activist challenge,” “development challenge,” “transition challenge,” “maintenance 
challenge,” “creative challenge,” and “crisis challenge.”17 Each type presents its own 
obstacles and needed leadership strategies to address the challenge. Culver Palms faces a 
creative challenge.  
Williams says, “A creative challenge emerges when a group faces a problem or 
opportunity that no current strategy or practice can successfully address, and an 
                                                 
16 Dean Williams, Real Leadership: Helping People and Organizations Face Their Toughest 
Challenges, 1st ed. (San Francisco, CA: Berrett-Koehler, 2005). 
 
17 Ibid., 31-55. 
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incremental approach based on developing latent values and resources appears to hold 
little promise.”18 In a time of vast change, when many ways of life, social institutions, 
and values are undergoing massive upheavals the church has to be creative or also fall 
victim to these upheavals. This time in history calls for creativity and innovation as the 
congregation lives out the Christian story. Williams goes on to posit that “a creative 
challenge necessitates doing something that has never been done before. It lies in 
bringing something into existence—an idea, a practice, a product—that can make a 
positive contribution to the group, organization or society. It is imaginative and inventive 
work requiring persistence, exploratory thinking, and constant experimentation.”19 
While Culver Palms must continue its traditional ministries and making 
incremental improvements where possible, ongoing experimentation on the margins of 
the congregation is needed if the congregation is going to have a meaningful and 
sustaining future “as a sign and agent and foretaste of the kingdom of God.”20 This calls 
for a particular kind of leadership on my part to address this creative challenge. As 
Williams explains:  
The right mix of people, ideas, and material can generate insights and solutions 
that could never have been predicted—or even imagined—beforehand. The 
essence of exercising leadership to address a creative challenge lies in helping 
foster the circumstances, attitudes, and processes that make such outcomes 
possible (usually without having the slightest idea of what those outcomes—or 
the processes that will lead to them—will be).21 
 
                                                 
18 Ibid., 165. 
 
19 Ibid. 
 
20 Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society, 136. 
 
21 Williams, Real Leadership, 167. 
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My ongoing leadership challenge is to continue to create the kind of environment 
that will support, sustain, and guide congregational experimentation to address its 
adaptive challenges. One specific way I plan to address this need is to lead a small group 
of people who live close to the Culver Palms church building through the Moving Back 
into the Neighborhood workbook in order to engage our local neighborhood.22 This 
intention for the future forms part of the focus of Chapter 7. However, first Chapter 6 will 
lay the groundwork by offering some theological and contextual reflections undergirding 
recommendations for the future.  
 
 
 
                                                 
22 Alan J. Roxburgh, Moving Back into the Neighborhood (West Vancouver, BC: Roxburgh 
Missional Network, 2010). 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
THEOLOGICAL AND CONTEXTUAL REFLECTIONS 
 
This chapter will consider theological and contextual issues in light of the project. 
It especially will highlight neglected and overlooked theological resources within the 
Stone-Campbell Movement and resources passed over within Culver Palms that can be 
useful for ongoing practices of hospitality and boundary crossing. In addition, this 
chapter will consider new understandings of Culver Palms’ cultural and local context.  
 
Trinitarian Theology 
One of the neglected theological resources in the Stone-Campbell tradition and in 
Culver Palms is a deep understanding and awareness of the Trinity. A deepened 
understanding of the Trinity is crucial for faithful missional engagement as well as 
empowerment to participate in God’s mission. Ultimately, one cannot deeply understand the 
nature of God’s mission and boundary crossing apart from the Trinity. This understanding 
helps awareness of where God is at work in the world as well as in one’s neighbor. 
In their revealing book, Participating in God’s Life: Two Crossroads for 
Churches of Christ, C. Leonard Allen and Danny Gray Swick state:  
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The doctrine of the Trinity speaks of the character of God and of the way God 
enters into relationship with His creatures. It proclaims, not the passionless deity 
of Aristotle or the remote god of Enlightenment theism, but a God who is 
dynamic, demanding, person and present. The chief problem with the hidden 
Lockean heritage among Churches of Christ lies precisely here: in its distorted or 
neglected or hobbled doctrine of the Trinity.1 
 
Allen and Swick recognize what is at stake for Churches of Christ and thus, by extension, 
Culver Palms in a neglect of the Trinity. A richer understanding of the Trinity is an 
encounter with the living and active God. Apart from the Trinity, the default position for 
Churches of Christ is usually a god removed from lived experience. 
 The doctrine of the Trinity provides a much needed corrective for contemporary 
society’s sense of fragmentation, dislocation, and autonomy. For Culver Palms, rooted as 
it is in the Stone-Campbell tradition, the doctrine of the Trinity provides a coherent 
framework for understanding God and humanity. In general, the rationalism of the Stone-
Campbell tradition also finds a necessary balance in the doctrine of the Trinity. Allen and 
Swick write: “The living God longs for us to participate in the Divine Life, to know Him 
personally and enjoy Him. The doctrine of the Trinity is the essential doctrinal 
framework guiding and providing such experience. And for a tradition without language 
to speak of encountering, experiencing and enjoying God, it provides the language.”2 An 
understanding and experience of the Trinity helps one realize that even in a world which 
appears fragmented, dislocated, and lonely, the living God is at work. Moreover, this 
living God, known as Trinity, reaches out to form community with others. 
                                                 
1 C. Leonard Allen and Danny Gray Swick, Participating in God’s Life (Orange, CA: New Leaf 
Books, 2001), 56. 
 
2 Ibid., 175. 
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 Historically, those belonging to Churches of Christ have shied away from 
embracing the doctrine of the Trinity. This perspective has resulted partly from a desire 
to use only terms found in Scripture for theological formulations.3 As a result, since the 
term “Trinity” is not found in Scripture, there was an immediate skepticism regarding the 
term. In addition, since Churches of Christ stands in the anti-creedal stream of the Free 
Church tradition, the formulation of the Trinity in the creeds was not taken seriously. A 
truncated view of the Holy Spirit’s active, ongoing role in history has hampered severely 
any development of a Trinitarian understanding of God.4 
However, the relational and personal nature of God found throughout the 
narrative of Scripture can be better appropriated and understood through formulations of 
the relational nature of the Trinity. One of the richest biblical texts highlighting the 
relational and self-emptying nature of the Trinity is Philippians 2:5-11, which reads: 
Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus, who, though he was in the 
form of God, did not regard equality with God as something to be exploited, but 
emptied himself, taking the form of a slave, being born in human likeness. And 
being found in human form, he humbled himself and became obedient to the point 
of death—even death on a cross. Therefore God also highly exalted him and gave 
him the name that is above every name, so that at the name of Jesus every knee 
should bend, in heaven and on earth and under the earth, and every tongue should 
confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father. 
 
God in Christ is not static and distant but enters in human life in its entire contingency. 
The living God entering into human existence is the ultimate boundary crossing. It even 
goes so far as to experience death. This boundary crossing is essential to the relational 
character of God. 
                                                 
3 Ibid., 138-139. 
 
4 Ibid., 37-81. 
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The Apostle Paul goes on to speak more fully of the Trinity in his letter to the 
Philippians. He writes about “the Spirit of Jesus Christ” (Philippians 1:19), “sharing in 
the Spirit” (Philippians 2:1), and serving by “God’s Spirit” (Philippians 3:3). God the 
Father, the Son, and the Spirit working in tandem is seen not only in Philippians but even 
more clearly in his benediction in 2 Corinthians 13:13: “The grace of the Lord Jesus 
Christ, the love of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit be with all of you.” Here, 
Paul shows in one statement a compact Trinitarian formulation.  
In addition, in the Apostle Paul’s words to the Romans the interconnected work of 
the Spirit can be seen in several texts. In Romans 5:5 he asserts, “God’s love has been 
poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit that has been given to us.” In Romans 8:2 
he says, “For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has set you free from the law of 
sin and of death.” In Romans 15:30 he appeals to “brothers and sisters, by our Lord Jesus 
Christ and by the love of the Spirit, to join me in earnest prayer to God on my behalf.” 
These passages all highlight the role of the Holy Spirit in making the self-emptying love 
of God present to the believer as well as the relational role of the Spirit in the life of the 
Trinity. 
 Other texts in Paul’s writings highlight the transformational work of the Holy 
Spirit in the believer’s life. The Galatian believers are encouraged to “live by the Spirit” 
(Galatians 5:16) and so have the “fruit of the Spirit” (Galatians 5:22) ripen in their lives. 
Paul summarizes by saying, “If we live by the Spirit, let us also be guided by the Spirit” 
(Galatians 5:25). In this way, Paul views the Holy Spirit as having an integral part in the 
believer’s life. Moreover, all of these passages are in the context of life together in the 
community of faith. As a result, the communal or social life of God is poured out into the 
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communal life of believers through the Spirit. Just as the Spirit transforms the individual 
follower of Christ, the Spirit transforms the community of faith.  
 Theologian Jürgen Moltmann has worked to develop a social understanding of the 
Trinity rooted in both the New Testament and Eastern Orthodoxy. Moltmann points out, 
“The New Testament talks about God by proclaiming in narrative the relationships of the 
Father, the Son and the Spirit, which are relationships of fellowship and are open to the 
world.”5 Moltmann then goes on to describe the relationships among Father, Son, and 
Spirit in terms of the ancient Eastern Orthodox concept of perichoresis—mutual 
indwelling.6 Moltmann states, “The Father exists in the Son, the Son in the Father, and 
both of them in the Spirit, just as the Spirit exits in both the Father and the Son. By virtue 
of their eternal love they live in one another to such an extent, and dwell in one another to 
such an extent, that they are one. It is a process of most perfect and intense empathy.”7 
Moltmann attempts to bring into fuller and contemporary expression the relationships 
among the members of the Trinity. This relationship of perfect and intense empathy is a 
relationship that is open to the world. 
Due to the Trinity’s openness to the world, the community of faith and all of 
humanity are invited into the very life of God. Salvation history can be seen as the Triune 
God inviting humanity and all of creation into communal life. Moltmann describes it like 
                                                 
5 Jürgen Moltmann, The Trinity and the Kingdom: The Doctrine of God (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 1993), 64. 
 
6 Ibid., viii, 171-176. Indeed, Moltmann’s understanding of the Trinity, sometimes called the 
“social doctrine of the Trinity,” is indebted not only to the biblical materials but also the Cappadocean 
Fathers and the Orthodox tradition.  
 
7 Ibid., 174-175. 
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this: “To throw open the circulatory movement of the divine light and the divine 
relationships, and to take men and women, with the whole of creation, into the life-stream 
of the triune God: that is the meaning of creation, reconciliation and glorification.”8 The 
Triune God who is “open to the world” and who is willing to “throw open the circulatory 
movement of the divine light and the divine relationships” is a God who shows hospitality. 
One way this hospitality is experienced, ritualized, and symbolized is in the Lord’s Supper 
or Eucharist. In the body and the blood, experienced through the bread and wine, the love 
and redemptive action of the Triune God is shared. 
Likewise, Newman affirms an active connection between God’s hospitality and 
the experience of the Eucharist in worship. She writes: “When we gather to worship, we 
participate most fully in the triune hospitality of God. Perhaps nowhere is this more 
visibly apparent than when we gather around the table of the Lord, feasting upon the self-
giving of the Son in the body and blood and united with Christ to become his body for the 
world.”9 While all of worship is an experience of God’s hospitality, Newman sees the 
Eucharist as an “intensification” of human participation in God’s hospitality.10 In the 
Eucharist, the hospitality of God is experienced in a tangible and sensory way as 
believers eat of the bread and drink from the cup. 
Furthermore, when believers participate in the Eucharist as a reception of the 
Triune God’s hospitality, they are shaped into a person who extends hospitality. This is 
                                                 
8 Ibid., 178. 
 
9 Newman, Untamed Hospitality, 147. 
 
10 Ibid. 
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why hospitality is not a legalistic act to be carried out but rather a practice that overflows 
from God’s gracious hospitality. Newman explains:  
In the Eucharist, as in worship more broadly understood, the Spirit gathers us and 
enables us to participate in the communion the Son has with the Father. Thus the 
Eucharist does not simply motivate Christians to practice hospitality; rather, it is 
our participation in God’s hospitality, as through this celebration we are enabled 
to become eucharistic, extending God’s offering and gift to the world.11  
 
So Newman contends, in light of the Eucharist, in the end hospitality is more than a 
practice. It is an embodiment of God’s own hospitality. 
This understanding of the Lord’s Supper has rich missional possibilities for 
Churches of Christ and Culver Palms in particular. Since the Lord’s Supper already is 
embedded deeply in the practice and theology of Churches of Christ, it becomes a 
valuable missional resource for practicing and understanding hospitality. This is precisely 
where a deeper Trinitarian theology can enrich and enlarge a current practice. 
The joining of Trinitarian theology and Eucharistic practice speak to new 
possibilities of boundary crossing. The Eucharist represents how the Triune God makes 
space and overflows in love for creation and humanity. This can be seen as Jesus 
describes his body and blood as a life-giving gift from God (John 6:22-59). Moreover, as 
believers share in the blood and body of Jesus Christ, they have a union that can 
overcome socioeconomic divisions (1 Corinthians 10:14-22; 11:17-34).  
Likewise, Jesus’ practice of “eating with tax collectors and sinners” (Luke 15:1-2) 
exemplifies the crossing of boundaries inherent in the Eucharist. As Jesus dines with “tax 
collectors and sinners,” he crosses boundaries that clearly divided the righteous from the 
unrighteous and the pure from those impure (Luke 7:36-50). In the Gospel of Luke, in 
                                                 
11 Ibid., 149. 
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particular, Jesus’ common practice of sharing meals is a foreshadowing of his risen 
presence with the disciples in the Eucharist (Luke 24:13-35). As a result, the sharing of the 
Eucharist, in which the risen Jesus is present, is a way in which Jesus continues to eat with 
“tax-collectors and sinners.”  
Consequently, one can speak more expressively about the missional nature of the 
Trinity, who crosses boundaries especially in light of Jesus as the embodiment of God. 
This can be seen not only in the above mentioned passages from the Gospel of Luke but 
also in several key biblical texts that present a theology of sending in the Gospel of John.12 
Jesus says, “Whoever believes in me believes not in me but in him who sent me. And 
whoever sees me sees him who sent me” (John 12:44-45). Jesus’ embodiment of God the 
Father is pictured as Jesus being sent by God. Moreover, this sending is pictured as God 
crossing the boundary that separates the divine realm from the human realm (John 3:16). 
Jesus goes on to connect “sending” not only to his relationship with the Father but 
to the Father’s relationship with the Holy Spirit. Jesus tells his disciples, “I have said 
these things to you while I am still with you. But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the 
Father will send in my name, will teach you everything, and remind you of all that I have 
said” (John 14:25-26). One way that Jesus continues to be with the disciples after his 
death is through the Holy Spirit, which the Father sends. Thus, God’s act of boundary 
crossing continues with humanity past Jesus’ earthly existence. 
Jesus also speaks of sending the Spirit himself. Jesus says, “When the Advocate 
comes, whom I will send to you from the Father, the Spirit of truth who comes from the 
                                                 
12 The Gospel of John uses two words, ἀποστέλλω and πέμπω, interchangeably, which are 
translated in the passages as different tenses of “to send.” Raymond E. Brown, trans., The Gospel 
According to John (Garden City, NY: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1983), 1022. 
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Father, he will testify on my behalf” (John 15:26). So these passages speak of the Father 
sending the Son, the Father sending the Holy Spirit, and Jesus sending the Holy Spirit. 
These passages articulate the interaction of the Trinity, as the Trinity crosses boundaries 
into human existence. 
The mission of the Trinity continues through Jesus’ disciples. Jesus, in his high 
priestly prayer, prays for his disciples, “Sanctify them in truth: your word is truth. As you 
have sent me into the world, so I have sent them into the world” (John 17:17-18). The 
boundary-crossing love of the Trinity (John 3:16) continues as the disciples are sent into 
the world. So the risen Jesus goes on to commission his disciples, “‘Peace be with you. 
As the Father has sent me, so I send you.’ When he had said this, he breathed on them 
and said to them, ‘Receive the Holy Spirit’” (John 20:21-22). The disciples are sent into 
the world but not without the empowerment of the Holy Spirit. 
 This Trinitarian theology of sending in the Gospel of John provides a crucial 
element to connect an understanding of God with mission and boundary crossing. Since 
the Father has sent the Son, and the Father and Son have sent the Spirit, the Son can send 
his disciples in the power of the Spirit into the world. Consequently, this understanding of 
God and God’s work in the world provides a framework for Culver Palms to understand 
its place in God’s mission. 
 
Kingdom of God 
 Culver Palms must embrace a more imaginative and rich understanding of the 
kingdom of God in order to move into a more missional posture of boundary crossing. 
Historically, Churches of Christ has had a rich and diverse theology of the kingdom of 
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God. However, in the twentieth century this rich theology became reduced to an anemic 
and simplistic proposition that the kingdom and the Church were the same entity.13 
 This equating of the Church and the kingdom gutted the robust eschatological 
vision of the kingdom of God that was held earlier in the movement. In the beginning, 
Alexander Campbell held to a postmillennial view of the kingdom tied to human progress 
and the Church.14 Campbell, during this optimistic time in American history, saw the 
restoration of the primitive Church as revealed in the New Testament as succeeding to 
bring in the millennial kingdom of God.  
However, there was also an apocalyptic view of the kingdom of God held by 
Stone,15 and affirmed by Lipscomb,16 which swayed large portions of the Churches of 
Christ for many decades. As an historian, Hughes notes that “Stone’s worldview was 
apocalyptic in the sense that it was premised on obedience to the direct rule of God. He 
and many of his coworkers lived their lives in the shadow of the second coming and 
thought of themselves as pilgrims who affirmed their allegiance to the kingdom of God 
rather than to the popular values of the world.”17 Stone clearly believed the kingdom of 
God transcended the visible Church on earth. However, this is not to say that Stone saw 
no connection between the Church and the kingdom of God. Hughes affirms that Stone 
                                                 
13 Representative of this view was the highly influential preacher and writer Foy E. Wallace, Jr., 
God’s Prophetic Word (Oklahoma City, OK: Foy E. Wallace, Jr., Publications, 1960), 160-199. 
 
14 Hughes, Reviving the Ancient Faith, 29-30, 45-46, 93-94. 
 
15 Ibid., 92-116. 
 
16 Ibid., 117-134. 
 
17 Ibid., 92-93. 
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“granted that the church may well provide glimpses into the glories of the kingdom.”18 
Nevertheless, the coming kingdom of God provided an impetus and empowerment for 
Christian living and the Church. This sentiment is at the heart of the theology of Stone 
and Lipscomb. 
 This apocalyptic vision of the kingdom empowered a counter-cultural and 
communal ethic in the early years of the Stone-Campbell movement. This ethic led 
believers to take daring action due to their vision of the kingdom of God. For example, 
Lipscomb was a pacifist before, during, and after the Civil War; he worked to integrate 
churches as early as 1878 and saw ministry to the poor as central to life in the kingdom of 
God.19 These kinds of actions by Lipscomb and others were seen as a response and 
obedience to God’s coming kingdom.  
 This buoyant vision of the kingdom of God, for the most part, has disappeared 
from Churches of Christ. Most congregations no longer hold that the Church and the 
kingdom of God are the same. While this position equating the Church and the kingdom 
of God no longer is sustained, no developed understanding of the kingdom of God has 
taken its place. As a result, the apocalyptic worldview that once fueled and energized 
Churches of Christ has not been replaced. Incidentally, this shift has paralleled cultural 
patterns of increased individualism and social fragmentation.20  
                                                 
18 Ibid., 94. 
 
19 Ibid., 127-132, 270-274. See also Anthony L. Dunnavant, “Poverty and Ecclesiology: 
Nineteenth-Century Evangelicals in the Light of Liberation Theology,” eds. Justo L. González and Anthony 
L. Dunnavant (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1992), 27-52. 
 
20 For more information on cultural patterns of individualism and social fragmentation in the United 
States, Robert N. Bellah, Habits of the Heart: Individualism and Commitment in American Life (Berkeley, 
CA: University of California Press, 1985). 
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 What is needed for Churches of Christ, and Culver Palms in particular, is a 
vigorous and deepened understanding of the kingdom of God to fuel its life as a 
missionary people. This deepened understanding can both recover elements of the 
historic kingdom theology of the Stone-Campbell movement, as seen in Stone and 
Lipscomb, and gain new insights from biblical theology and theological reflection. This 
would construct a theology that has historical continuity, more exegetical depth, and 
greater theological coherence. 
 While a reinvigorated kingdom theology can draw historically from Stone and 
Lipscomb, biblically it needs to be rooted in the ministry of Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus 
begins his ministry by proclaiming the kingdom of God to the people of Israel. “Now 
after John was arrested, Jesus came to Galilee, proclaiming the good news of God, and 
saying, ‘The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has come near; repent, and believe 
in the good news’” (Mark 1:14-15). This passage sets the agenda for both Jesus’ ministry 
and the Gospel of Mark. When Jesus’ Jewish listeners heard the phrase “kingdom of 
God,” it would have elicited important historical hopes and dreams for them. For this 
reason, Jesus’ announcement of the kingdom of God has deep resonances in the Old 
Testament. As N. T. Wright states, “When Jesus spoke of the ‘reign’ or ‘kingdom’ of 
Israel’s god, he was deliberately evoking an entire story-line that he and his hearers knew 
quite well; second, that he was retelling this family story in such a way as to subvert and 
redirect its normal plot.”21 In the Old Testament, the theological claim is made that “the 
Lord reigns.” This can be seen especially in the Psalms as in Psalm 93: 
                                                 
21 N. T. Wright, Jesus and the Victory of God, vol. 2 of Christian Origins and the Question of God 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1996), 199. 
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The Lord is king, he is robed in majesty; the Lord is robed, he is girded with 
strength. He has established the world; it shall never be moved; your throne is 
established from of old; you are from everlasting. The floods have lifted up, O 
Lord, the floods have lifted up their voice; the floods lift up their roaring. More 
majestic than the thunders of mighty waters, more majestic than the waves of the 
sea, majestic on high is the Lord! Your decrees are very sure; holiness befits your 
house, O Lord, forevermore. 
 
The Israelites’ experience of YHWH as king comes as a result of their deliverance 
from Egyptian slavery by the hand of YHWH. Through this deliverance by YHWH, they 
can stand at Mount Sinai to receive God’s Torah in order for them to more fully 
experience the benefits of YHWH’s sovereignty. Old Testament scholar James Luther 
Mays states:  
How does it come about that Israel in this land at this mount praises and prays to 
Yahweh as god of gods, ruler of heaven and earth, sovereign over nations, and 
shepherd of its way? How do those who wrote and used the psalms come to think 
and speak of the corporate and individual life in terms of the one they call “my 
god and my king?” In the way they unfold the connections and components of the 
sentence “Yhwh malak,” the accounts of the Lord’s royal activity give the answer. 
The various titles given Yahweh stand for roles and activities that belong to the 
royal identity. It is as king that Yahweh is warrior, judge, refuge, and shepherd. 
Yahweh’s relationships to Israel as a special people, to Zion as a special place, 
and to the Messiah as a special person are all rooted in his present and coming 
reign in the world.22 
 
As a result of YHWH’s kingly activity, the Old Testament portrays YHWH 
actively engaging creation (Genesis 1:28; Psalms 19:1-4; 24:1-2; 104:14-23), human 
beings (Genesis 1:26-28; Psalm 8:4-8; Micah 6:6-8), Israel (Exodus 19:1-6; 
Deuteronomy 7:6-11; Hosea 11:1-9), and the nations (Psalms 2:2-5; 96:10-13; Amos 9:7; 
Isaiah 19:24-25). This dynamic interaction is captured in the narratives of the Old 
Testament as Israel articulates its core conviction and experience of YHWH. These 
                                                 
22 James Luther Mays, “The Language of the Reign of God,” Interpretation 47, no. 2 (April 1993): 
120-121. 
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narratives are expressed in sentences. Old Testament scholar Walter Brueggemann 
explains how these sentences elucidate YHWH’s interactivity: 
At the core of Israel’s theological grammar are sentences governed by strong 
verbs of transformation. Such sentences are so familiar to us that we may fail to 
notice the oddity of their grammar and therefore neglect such a theological 
beginning point. This focus on sentences signifies that Israel is characteristically 
concerned with the action of God—the concrete, specific action of God—and not 
God’s character, nature, being, or attributes, except as those are evidenced in 
concrete actions. This focus on verbs, moreover, commits us in profound ways to 
a narrative portrayal of Yahweh, in which Yahweh is the one who is said to have 
done the deeds.23 
 
The Old Testament narrative of YHWH’s dynamic interactivity with Israel sets 
the stage for Jesus’ proclamation of the kingdom of God. Jesus’ announcement proclaims 
how God is again at work in new ways. This time it occurs directly through the ministry 
of the messiah. This narrative connection with the Old Testament can be seen clearly in 
Jesus’ inaugural sermon in Luke 4:16-21: 
When he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up, he went to the 
synagogue on the sabbath day, as was his custom. He stood up to read, and the 
scroll of the prophet Isaiah was given to him. He unrolled the scroll and found the 
place where it was written: “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has 
anointed me to bring good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to 
the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, to 
proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.” And he rolled up the scroll, gave it back to 
the attendant, and sat down. The eyes of all in the synagogue were fixed on him. 
Then he began to say to them, “Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your 
hearing.” 
 
While this passage does not use the word “kingdom,” it represents God’s new kingly 
activity now taking place through Jesus. The newness of God’s kingly activity is 
expressed imaginatively through metaphor, parable, and symbolic action. This kingly 
activity also is articulated through the sayings of Jesus, such as those found in his Sermon 
                                                 
23 Walter Brueggemann, Theology of the Old Testament: Testimony, Dispute, Advocacy 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997), 145. 
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on the Mount (Matthew 7-9). While Jesus inaugurates a crucial new move in the kingdom 
of God, the kingdom will go on to reach its climax in the eschaton.  
Furthermore, the articulation of the kingdom of God is not only positive in its 
presentation but is also a protest against all other kingdoms and empires that claim 
ultimate authority or allegiance. This is the case whether the articulation is in the Old 
Testament against Egypt, Assyria, and Babylon and their corresponding gods or in the 
New Testament against the Roman Empire and its corresponding gods.24 For example, as 
Israel established itself as a people, they were to keep the Sabbath. This practice was in 
part a protest against the constant brick production in Egypt endorsed by their gods. Israel 
is to remember they were slaves in Egypt and to keep the Sabbath (Deuteronomy 5:12-15). 
This practice continued for Jews regardless of who the occupying power was throughout 
their history. In the New Testament, Jesus is the one who brings “good news” and “peace” 
rather than Caesar Augustus (Luke 2:1-20). In the Book of Revelation, allegiance to God’s 
kingdom is a protest against the Roman Empire and the deification of the emperor 
(Revelation 11:15; 12:10-12; 13:1-18). As a result, the people of God look to the 
messianic kingdom inaugurated by Jesus, rather than the values of the governing powers, 
for true peace and wellbeing. In the contemporary United States, the counter-culture of the 
people who live in the kingdom of Jesus may mean a lack of allegiance to nationalism, 
consumer capitalism, and militarism. As a result, living one’s life in light of the realities of 
the kingdom of God calls for counter-cultural individual and communal practices.25 
                                                 
24 Brian J. Walsh and Sylvia C. Keesmaat, Colossians Remixed: Subverting the Empire (Downers 
Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 65-76. 
 
25 See Walsh and Keesmaat, Colossians Remixed, 169-219, for specific suggestions on living 
economically, ecologically, and socially in light of God’s kingdom today. 
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 This brief outline of the kingdom of God, as Jesus of Nazareth announced it at the 
beginning of his ministry, is crucial to understanding the overarching narrative of the 
Bible. It is at this point where the social doctrine of the Trinity and Jesus’ understanding 
of the kingdom of God intersect. The Father, Son, and Spirit all work to bring the 
kingdom of God to its fulfillment. Only when the Church comprehends its communal life 
as a gift from the Father, sustained by the love of Christ, and strengthened through Spirit 
(Ephesians 3:14-20) will it be a “sign, instrument, and foretaste” of God’s kingdom.26 
This is the enduring connection between the local church and kingdom.27 Newbigin 
writes: 
The church in each place is to be the sign, instrument and foretaste of the reign of 
God present in Christ for that place; a sign, planted in the midst of the present 
realities of the place but pointing beyond them to the future which God has 
promised; an instrument available for God’s use in the doing of his will for that 
place; a foretaste—manifesting and enjoying already in the midst of the messianic 
tribulations a genuine foretaste of the peace and joy of God’s reign.28 
 
 The kingdom of the Triune God thus becomes a crucial framework for Culver 
Palms to organize its communal life and find its place in God’s mission. The action of 
God as Father, Son, and Spirit provides the energy and model for boundary crossing and 
the practice of hospitality. While significant portions of the Stone-Campbell tradition 
offer helpful resources, especially in regard to the kingdom of God, Culver Palms must 
engage a fuller understanding of the social Trinity than its history has allowed. 
 
                                                 
26 Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society, 119. 
 
27 For a more complete explanation of the kingdom of God and mission, see Hunsberger, 
“Missional Vocation,” 77-109. 
 
28 Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralistic Society, 119. 
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Neglected Congregational Narratives 
 Another way Culver Palms can help itself move toward missional innovation and 
boundary crossing is by reclaiming neglected congregational narratives from its history. 
Two narratives are particularly important for this study. These narratives are rarely 
mentioned and perhaps remain unknown to most members of the congregation, especially 
newer members. One narrative details how a group of women desired to engage the 
community, which led to the beginning of Culver Palms becoming an ethnically 
integrated congregation. The other narrative, twenty years later, tells of the vision of one 
woman to lead Culver Palms in reaching out to the socioeconomically disadvantaged in 
its community and the abundant ministry that resulted. 
 In 1969 Culver Palms was a completely White, mostly middle-class, and largely 
aging congregation.29 During this time period, dramatic cultural and demographic shifts 
were taking place across all of Los Angeles as well as on the Westside. The Palms 
neighborhood of Los Angeles and Culver City were becoming increasingly ethnically 
diverse, while the congregation had remained homogeneous.30 
 In the fall of 1969, three women from Culver Palms decided to go to the nearby 
Mar Vista Gardens housing project to meet families and invite them to church.31 The 
decision by the three women to engage the Mar Vista Gardens community did not happen 
by directive of the church leadership or any congregational program. The women simply 
saw their action as a faithful response to a perceived community need. 
                                                 
29 Thomas Bost, interview by author, Los Angeles, 2008. He is a church elder, who was present at 
the time. 
 
30 Ibid. 
 
31 Sheila Bost, e-mail message to author, August 10, 2014. 
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 On the first visit to Mar Vista Gardens several families were contacted by 
knocking on their door. One of the first families visited was an African-American family, 
the Reynolds. The Reynolds family consisted of a single mother with three young 
children, two boys and a girl. The children expressed an interest in visiting Culver Palms 
for the Children’s Bible Class and worship. After receiving permission from their mother, 
they were picked up the following Sunday by the one of the three women from Culver 
Palms and her family. The two other women likewise picked up children the following 
Sunday; one was a family of Caucasian children, and the other was of mixed ethnicity. 
 The children’s Bible class teachers, other children, and members of the 
congregation warmly received the new children. The Bost family from Culver Palms, 
who initially visited the Reynolds family, soon were picking up the entire Reynolds 
family each Sunday. This was the beginning of a long-term friendship between the two 
families.32 
 The reception of the Reynolds family into the congregation began the process of 
integrating the congregation and provided the tipping point for other non-Caucasian 
individuals and families to feel welcome. Sheila Bost recounts the experience of bringing 
the new children to Culver Palms on the first Sunday. “When we went to church that day, 
I do not believe we realized that these were the first African Americans to attend Culver 
Palms. I was naive and excited about new children for an old, small Culver Palms. I 
imagine everyone was shocked to see the new children. However, our small congregation 
                                                 
32 Ibid. 
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welcomed the children who probably doubled or tripled our Bible School attendance.”33 
The Reynolds children, as well as several of the others, remained members of Culver 
Palms into adulthood, and the son eventually became a deacon in the congregation. Bost 
comments: 
I believe with all my heart that the Holy Spirit must have guided my friends’ 
hearts to begin this ministry with MVG [Mar Vista Gardens]. We had no idea that 
these little ones would be the ones to integrate Culver Palms and open Culver to 
all races and cultures, our greatest strength and sometimes our greatest tension. I 
am forever grateful. The kids changed my heart. I was 24 when we began our 
relationship with meeting on Sunday for church and lunch and also on Wednesday 
nights. I had grown up in Dallas and St. Louis where there was rampant racism. It 
was only when these kids and God’s Spirit opened my heart that I could see the 
racism and act upon it before racism was part of the landscape.34 
 
This narrative illustrates a history within Culver Palms of a missional willingness to cross 
boundaries. It also illustrates a grassroots initiative by three women who were sensitive to 
God’s prompting. The recovery of this congregational narrative into a more conscious 
collective memory might well motivate and shape future innovative actions in boundary 
crossing, because people will be able to see faithful responses to the Spirit’s promptings. 
 The second congregational narrative is the formation of the Culver Palms Life 
Skills Lab.35 In the mid-1990s Billie Silvey was called by Culver Palms to serve as the 
community outreach director. Silvey had been involved in multi-ethnic ministry in Los 
Angeles for several years and had recently joined Culver Palms with her family. Silvey 
searched for a variety of ways for Culver Palms to serve the community and be a 
                                                 
33 Ibid. 
 
34 Ibid. 
 
35 The complete narrative of the Life Skills Lab can be found in Billie Silvey, God’s Child in the 
City: Catching God’s Vision for Urban Ministry (Abilene, TX: Leafwood Publishers, 2005). 
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presence there. Silvey worked tirelessly to make connections between the community and 
the congregation. She effectively formed networks between members of Culver Palms 
and the local community. 
 In 1997 Culver Palms, under the direction of Silvey, initiated the Life Skills Lab. 
Life Skills Lab was a job training program for single parents in the area who had been 
left out of the job market or discouraged by circumstances. The program used the Adkins 
Life Skills Lab job preparation curriculum developed by Columbia University. The 
curriculum trains students to identify their abilities, interests, and values as well as obtain 
occupational information, improve job-seeking skills, set goals, and formulate careers 
strategies.36 
 The Culver Palms program operated from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. weekdays so that 
parents could take their children to school and pick them up. Culver Palms provided 
support services, including mentors, computer training, childcare referrals, bus tokens, 
and food assistance. A Back-to-Work Boutique offered good used clothing suitable for 
interviews. The congregation throughout the year provided additional support services, 
such as the fall School Store, Thanksgiving turkey distribution, and Angel Tree 
Christmas ministry.37  
 The program grew in size, and before long volunteers were used from other 
churches and outside funding was solicited. The program ended up receiving grants and 
state funding in addition to the funding Culver Palms provided. The Life Skills Lab 
                                                 
36 Ibid., 95-97. 
 
37 Ibid., 95-96. 
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continued until 2003 when an economic downturn, loss of funding, and administrative 
challenges converged. 
 While the Life Skills Lab had many challenges, it was also an innovative ministry 
that crossed boundaries into the local community. It welcomed people from a variety of 
ethnic and economic backgrounds to work together to help others better face a 
challenging job market and life’s difficulties. The story of the Life Skills Lab can still 
continue to provide encouragement for Culver Palms to innovate for the future. Even 
though the end of Life Skills Lab was relatively recent, many new members in the 
congregation are unaware of its existence and long-term members have forgotten how 
innovative it was in serving the community. Reintroducing this story into the collective 
memory of Culver Palms can stimulate creativity and innovation, because it is in 
continuity with our congregational story and history. 
 
Cultural and Local Context 
 Additional hindrances to boundary crossing and hospitality presented themselves 
in light of this project’s research. Chief among these are the split contemporary people 
experience between the “public” and “private” spheres of their lives.38 The private sphere 
of life has to do with home, family, and sometimes work. The public sphere has to do 
with activities beyond the private sphere where one encounters others not on one’s own 
terms.  
 These two spheres are often kept separate. The private sphere provides emotional 
nourishment, rejuvenation, safety, and family life, while the public sphere is for work, 
                                                 
38 Bellah, Habits of the Heart, 43, 45-46, 163. 
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public engagement, and civic involvement. For some people, the private sphere provides 
the energy and rejuvenation to go back out into the public sphere.39 In contemporary life, 
for many people the separation between the public and private spheres are more 
pronounced. As a result, those people met and engaged in the public sphere may not be 
invited into one’s private sphere. 
 One may hypothesize from this project’s research that many participants struggle 
with this dichotomy between the private and public spheres. For those who participated in 
experiments of hospitality, most of the interaction occurred in the public sphere. This 
could be because the working definition of hospitality included the larger public sphere. 
However, it also could be because bringing people from the public sphere into the private 
sphere proved to be very difficult. 
 One person surveyed noted that she invited several people to her home for dinner 
as an experiment in hospitality. While this may seem to be inviting others into one’s 
private sphere, there is not the same social interaction or intimacy as if one invited only 
one person or one family unit into one’s home. Moreover, by inviting several people or 
family units into one’s home there is a sense in which the home has become a public 
space. 
 It may be the case that for both host and guest the crossing over from public space 
into private space creates anxiety. This hypothesis needs further testing but may be one 
explanation for why group members had difficulty carrying out the assignment of inviting 
someone into their home for a meal. While this difficulty or barrier may be an impetus 
                                                 
39 Ibid. For a more detailed analysis of how the private and public spheres play themselves out in 
American life. 
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for continuing to develop and articulate a theology of public hospitality, it does not 
negate the need for hospitality in the private sphere. Indeed, the private sphere should not 
be seen as off limits for hospitality. The welcoming of others into one’s private space 
may provide the most profound expression of hospitality and sharing of oneself. 
 Another cultural factor that may have influenced the project is the deep 
fragmentation people experience in their lives. This seems to be especially acute in 
metropolitan areas like Los Angeles. Many residents experience long commutes to work 
and find their time taken by competing demands. The various parts of their lives seem 
disconnected, often due to geographic distance, with each demanding and competing for 
time and energy. 
Likewise, this fragmentation may have contributed to the difficulty of small group 
members inviting guests into their home for a meal. One participant noted the stress of 
simply scheduling a time with the families she was planning to invite over. This proved 
difficult for not only her but the others as well. This pervasive fragmentation of 
contemporary life makes the practice of hospitality more difficult yet all the more 
necessary. 
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CHAPTER 7 
RECOMMENDATIONS: FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
 
 This chapter considers future directions for Culver Palms in light of the results of 
this project. In particular, it reflects on Culver Palms’ current state with respect to the 
Missional Change Model. Additionally, recommended next steps for leading Culver 
Palms into ongoing missional innovation are offered. 
  
Missional Change Model 
 The Missional Change Model plots where a church is in its journey toward 
missional innovation. The model is based on the work of anthropologist Everett M. 
Rogers, who studied how innovation and change take place in a given culture.1 The five 
movements of the Missional Change Model are awareness, understanding, evaluation, 
experimentation, and commitment.2 These five movements are not linear or steps but 
rather more like a sailboat tacking into the winds as it travels toward its destination. Each 
of the movements is crucial and none must be skipped as a congregation moves toward 
                                                 
1 Everett M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations (New York: Free Press, 1983); see also Roxburgh 
and Romanuk, The Missional Leader, 81-82. 
 
2 Roxburgh and Romanuk, The Missional Leader, 79-108. 
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missional innovation. As a congregation goes through the movements, new skills are 
required, the context for change continues to shift, and even the destination may alter.3 
 In light of this research project, Culver Palms finds itself negotiating the 
evaluation stage of the Missional Change Model. Culver Palms is in an evaluation stage 
because it needs to consider how it wants to move forward in mission. Roxburgh and 
Romanuk describe the evaluation stage in this way:  
People apply their understanding and growing capacities to engage in dialogue 
about what is happening in the congregation and in social and cultural contexts. 
During evaluation the congregation examines current actions, attitudes, and 
values in light of new understanding. People can now consider whether specific 
activities, programs, and commitments are congruent with their awareness and 
understanding of missional innovation and the context in which they find 
themselves.4 
 
Currently, Culver Palms shows evidence of leaning into the evaluation stage by thinking 
through the implications of the hospitality series, what it means to engage our local 
neighborhood around the church building, and which direction congregational energies 
should extend. In addition, the question “What is our congregational identity?” frequently 
arises. Some people see the congregation’s identity as a commuter church providing 
meaningful worship and programs for children and youth, while others are more 
concerned about the congregation’s connection with the local community.  
However, this is not to say the congregation can now move past the awareness 
and understanding stages. In fact, Culver Palms must continually engage in those two 
movements as it progresses forward. Roxburgh and Romanuk emphasize this point when 
they say, “The stages of awareness and understanding can last from six to twelve months 
                                                 
3 Ibid., 79-83. 
 
4 Ibid., 95. 
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in the initial process. In another sense, these two stages are happening all the time as 
people move back and forth in conversation and engagement around various developing 
challenges to mission that they encounter in a changing context.”5 
 Since the completion of the study, congregational conversation has moved back 
and forth between awareness and understanding to reach the evaluating stage. For 
example, there is readiness in light of the Appreciative Inquiry process and the earlier 
Church Readiness Survey to move to implementation of this feedback. For others, there 
is a desire for additional means for receiving feedback from the congregation concerning 
its mission. These conversations have taken place in a variety of settings and contexts. 
Culver Palms’ leadership has initiated some of these conversations, while others have 
taken place off-stage in informal dialogue.  
It is in this stage of evaluation that significant questions need to be asked of the 
congregation. Some of these important questions might be concerning Culver Palms’ 
congregational values and its changing context, new skills and attitudes that need to be 
developed, and how a growing understanding of being missional needs to influence our 
current practices. It is out of these questions, and the evaluation which accompanies 
them, that new experimentation needs to take place. 
One of the significant discoveries as a result of this project is that experimentation 
must be an ongoing process for missional innovation to occur. Otherwise, the church 
defaults into thinking or experiencing the experimentation as simply a one-time event, a 
doctoral project, or a series that has no sustained connection to the future direction of the 
                                                 
5 Ibid., 94. 
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congregation. For innovation to be diffused throughout the congregation, a lifestyle of 
missional experimentation must take place. This means that Culver Palms is nurturing an 
adaptability to change according to presenting circumstances and is learning to overcome 
conscious and unconscious resistance. Typically, congregational systems resist change to 
their homeostasis.6 As a result, experimentation toward missional innovation must be a 
regular part of congregational life. 
This is not to say there are no pauses between experimentation. For 
experimentation to be effective, there must be seasons of reflection and consolidation. 
Moreover, experimentation cannot be re-entered lightly. New experimentation must take 
into consideration new learning, new challenges, and new foci. 
 
New Practices 
As Culver Palms continues to engage practices of hospitality, there are additional 
complementary practices it needs to add to its congregational life as it moves to further 
experimentation. In The New Parish, Paul Sparks, Dwight J. Friesen, and Tim Soerens 
introduce three crucial practices for a church to engage its location for God’s mission. 
The three practices are “presencing,” “rooting,” and “linking.”7 “Presencing” and 
“rooting” are especially pertinent to Culver Palms as it seeks to be an active part of God’s 
mission in its local context. While “linking” is important, it is less crucial to this stage of 
Culver Palms’ congregational development. As a result, this chapter will focus on 
“presencing” and “rooting.” 
                                                 
6 Ibid., 61-65. 
 
7 Paul Sparks, Dwight J. Friesen, and Tim Soerens, The New Parish: How Neighborhood 
Churches Are Transforming Mission, Discipleship and Community (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 
2014), 19-20. 
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The context to which Sparks, Friesen, and Soerens refer is one’s parish. The 
parish is “all the relationships (including the land) where the local church lives out its 
faith together. It is a unique word that recalls a geography large enough to live life 
together (live, work, play, etc.) and small enough to be known as a character within it.”8 
For most people, their parish would be their neighborhood or local community. However, 
people can commit to the neighborhood around the church building as their parish as 
well. What is crucial is that one’s parish be a concrete place and people where one lives 
and engages daily existence. 
Moreover, the practices of “presencing” and “rooting” are the very gestures I need 
to exemplify as a leader for Culver Palms. For Culver Palms to move into these practices, 
it needs to see incarnate models of leaders showing a faithful presence in their own 
neighborhoods. The leader must embody the very disposition and practices needed by the 
whole congregation. 
 
Presencing 
The first practice referred to by the authors of The New Parish is “presencing.” 
The type of “presencing” Sparks, Friesen, and Soerens commend is adaptive in nature 
due to one’s ever-changing context and the Spirit’s leading. “Adaptive presencing” is 
described as choosing “to face complex situations for which there is no technical fix 
while attuned to the Spirit’s guidance through the ongoing cycle of listening, discerning 
and acting together.”9 A constantly changing local context means one cannot simply copy 
                                                 
8 Ibid., 19. 
 
9 Ibid., 182. 
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what other churches are doing in terms of their missional direction. Rather, what is called 
for is paying attention to the local context through the Spirit’s guidance as a community 
of faith.  
The listening Sparks, Friesen, and Soerens call for entails a deep attentiveness to 
the story of Scripture, one’s personal narrative, and the narrative of one’s place.10 
Listening to the story of Scripture means getting a sense of the grand narrative of 
Scripture that has as its fulfillment the reconciliation of all things in Christ (Ephesians 
1:1-10). In addition, listening to the story of Scripture mean’s finding one’s own place in 
this epic narrative of redemption. Listening to one’s personal narrative involves 
understanding one’s own narrative and where God has been at work in it. This involves 
great personal honesty and self-reflection regarding influential factors. Moreover, this 
listening to one’s personal narrative happens best in community with others. Internalizing 
the narrative of one’s place entails awareness of context and where God may be at work 
in that place. It means asking questions and listening to those in the local context. These 
three listening postures together form a braid. This becomes especially important as one 
listens to one’s place so it can be seen in light of God’s story of redemption. Sparks, 
Friesen, and Soerens write: “Listening to your place through the narrative of God’s dream 
awakens you to what the Spirit is already up to and what good news really looks like in 
the place you live. There is not a program or a technique to apply. Rather, it’s having an 
intentional posture of deep listening and openness to the reality of your place.”11  
                                                 
10 Ibid., 110-116. 
 
11 Ibid., 114. 
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 This listening to place happens by being embedded in the neighborhood. This 
embedding happens as people become actively involved in their neighborhood. As people 
are embedded in their neighborhood, they are to be attentive in new ways to 
neighborhood institutions like schools, restaurants, youth programs, and businesses. This 
happens through volunteering in one’s neighborhood, getting to know one’s neighbors, 
and experiencing the neighborhood in different ways like walking and patronizing local 
businesses more often.  
 In “presencing,” deep listening leads to discernment. “Discernment in the 
Christian tradition,” assert Sparks, Friesen, and Soerens, “always takes its starting point 
that God loves people, culture(s) and even the land. The goal of discernment is to spark 
the communal imagination toward Spirit-led action in the parish.”12 This discernment is 
to be done both by individuals as they are embedded in their neighborhood and by the 
church as it is embedded in its neighborhood. This discernment involves noticing where 
God may be at work and joining God in that place. For example, there may be local 
groups serving a recognized need in the neighborhood with which the local congregation 
discerns that it should partner. 
As a result, listening and discerning finally lead to acting. Action taken as a result 
of listening and discernment is a participation in God’s redemptive mission. In addition, 
action undertaken by the guidance of God’s Spirit can lead to hospitality and boundary 
crossing. Finally, action as a result of listening and discernment is incarnational as it 
embodies tangible deeds in concrete neighborhood situations.  
                                                 
12 Ibid., 116. 
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Ultimately, listening, discerning, and acting are an ongoing cycle and process. As 
one engages in actions, one continues to listen and discern. New learning takes place 
through this missional rhythm of being faithfully present in one’s neighborhood.  
 
Rooting 
The second crucial practice for a congregation and its members, after 
“presencing,” is “rooting.” These two practices go together, since “presencing” over time 
leads to “rooting.” “Rooting” has to do with being a constant and stable presence in one’s 
neighborhood and paying attention both to needs and to God’s presence.13 The metaphor 
of rooting comes from the world of horticulture. Plants place their roots deeply to give 
themselves nutrients, while also anchoring themselves. A local congregation and 
disciples of Jesus are called to be rooted in their neighborhood rather than viewing their 
context as irrelevant.  
Rooting stands in contrast to the constant mobility and distractions of modern life. 
For believers to be rooted in the neighborhood means they need to be there for a period of 
time. The constant mobility of modern life means that people are often moving to change 
jobs, live in a bigger house, or enjoy a better living arrangement. As a result, being rooted 
in one’s neighborhood becomes difficult, if not impossible, under those circumstances.  
Moreover, the distractions of modern life can lead one away from rooted life in a 
neighborhood. If one’s attention, time, and energy go to activities primarily outside the 
neighborhood, then there is not much attention, time, or energy to be given to one’s 
                                                 
13 Ibid., 123-124. 
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neighborhood. As a result, rooting is a conscious and ongoing discipline for a follower of 
Jesus for being a faithful presence in the neighborhood. 
This is also the case for a congregation like Culver Palms. Although Culver Palms 
has been in its current location for over sixty years, and is not likely to change, its 
attention has moved from being rooted in its neighborhood. One way this happens is 
when people who originally become part of the congregation from the local 
neighborhood and community move to other communities. They may remain members 
but their commitment to the neighborhood around the church building is diminished. This 
also happens when a congregation as a whole simply loses its rootedness in the 
neighborhood through lack of priority or attention. Culver Palms must claim a sense of 
rootedness in its neighborhood going forward. 
As a leader for the congregation, I must model a sense of rootedness and be 
committed to my neighborhood. I need to exemplify the stability, listening, and 
attentiveness that congregants should practice. I need to model a way of living in contrast 
to the constant mobility and distraction of modern life.14 
At its heart, rootedness is sustaining a faithful presence in one’s neighborhood 
over time. It is being attentive over time to God’s work there and joining in what God is 
doing. Sparks, Friesen, and Soerens write: “Once you believe that the Spirit is at play in 
the neighborhood, that wisdom is calling out in the streets, that God was at work before 
you got there, your task is listening—listening [draws you] to join in with all the 
                                                 
14 Some of the ways I am attempting to practice faithful presence in my neighborhood are 
volunteering at my son’s elementary school, coaching my son’s local volleyball and basketball teams, 
frequenting local restaurants and getting to know the owners, being a regular presence at local coffee shops, 
and reaching out to learn about my immediate neighbors. 
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redemptive hopes of the people in your neighborhood.”15 This practice of rooting also can 
lead a local church, like Culver Palms, to join other efforts already in place to serve the 
neighborhood and local community. These other efforts may be initiated and led by local 
schools, community groups, other faith groups, or other interested individuals.16  
 
Worship 
James K. A. Smith, in Desiring the Kingdom, introduces readers to the construct 
of “cultural liturgies.”17 Cultural liturgies are powerful rituals in culture that orient and 
mold one’s life and heart to a certain ideal of human flourishing. Smith contends, 
“Liturgies—whether ‘sacred’ or ‘secular’—shape and constitute our identities by forming 
our most fundamental desires and our most basic attunement to the world. In short, 
liturgies make us certain kinds of people, and what defines us is what we love. . . . 
Liturgies aim our love to different ends precisely by training our hearts through our 
bodies.”18 Smith is convinced these cultural liturgies are what shape individuals and 
communities and form corresponding values. Moreover, they actually move people to 
desire and love. 
For Smith, cultural liturgies are all religious because they intend to shape human 
lives toward ultimate ends. He gives as examples the mall and its practices of consumer 
                                                 
15 Ibid., 130. 
 
16 Ibid., 137-149.This is related to the third practice put forward in The New Parish, which is 
“linking.” Linking can be with local neighbors and organizations as well as making more national and 
global connections.  
 
17 James K. A. Smith, Desiring the Kingdom: Worship, Worldview, and Cultural Formation, vol. 2 
of Cultural Liturgies (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2009). 
 
18 Ibid., 25. 
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capitalism; the “military-entertainment complex” and its practices of nationalism; and the 
university and its practices of tribalism, self-indulgence, and consumption. All of these 
cultural liturgies are religious because they present a picture of human flourishing as 
claiming ultimate allegiance over all other visions of human flourishing.19 Moreover, 
these liturgies consist of rituals that are bodily in nature. 
For followers of Jesus, Smith says the only counter-measure to being fully formed 
by cultural liturgies is Christian worship.20 Christian worship provides a counter-liturgy 
by which people are formed to desire the kingdom of God and its vision of human 
flourishing. However, for Christian worship to have this kind of performative effect, its 
sacramental nature needs to be recognized.  
Smith points out that the “liturgical affirmation of materiality is commonly 
described as a sacramental understanding of the world—that the physical, material stuff 
of creation and embodiment is the means by which God’s grace meets us and gets hold of 
us.”21 Smith highlights that this affirmation is vitally important even to faith traditions 
like Churches of Christ that tend to avoid the language of “sacrament.” Moreover, this 
conviction goes to the heart of the Christian message inasmuch as it is a reflection of the 
incarnation and the goodness of God’s creation. He goes on to say, “The sacraments, we 
might say, are particular intensifications of a general sacramental presence of God in and 
with his creation; they are particular pieces of creation that God takes up as unique 
                                                 
19 Ibid., 93-121. 
 
20 Ibid., 131-154. 
 
21 Ibid., 141. 
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channels of grace, and to which he attaches a promise.”22 As a result, worship is deeply 
sacramental, a reflection of the incarnation and God’s good creation, and a gift to 
humanity.  
Smith argues that all Christian worship “is liturgical in the sense that it is 
governed by norms, draws on a tradition, includes bodily rituals and routines, and 
involves formative practices.”23 Smith asserts that worship, thus understood, must be 
planned thoughtfully and intentionally. Then worship over time can become a counter-
liturgy to the cultural liturgies of modern life. Smith’s work has particular significance 
for Culver Palms as it goes forward into further missional innovation with hospitality as a 
formative practice. One conclusion of this project is that hospitality is not simply a 
relevant Christian practice but a central and crucial practice that provides a vital lens on 
Christian life and mission.  
As a result of Smith’s work and this project, Culver Palms’ liturgical practice of 
the Lord’s Supper is vitally important and needs fuller expression. The Lord’s Supper is a 
sacramental expression of God’s hospitality. All people are welcome to the Lord’s Table. 
God reaches out to all people, as ritualized through the Lord’s Supper. Congregations in 
Churches of Christ traditionally have practiced open communion, but the hospitable 
nature of the table calls for an increased verbal expression of this practice. As the 
congregation, including guests, gather for worship they need to hear the presider at the 
Lord’s Supper declare that this is the Lord’s Table and everyone is welcome at this table 
                                                 
22 Ibid. 
 
23 Ibid., 152. 
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to receive God’s hospitality. This needs to be repeated each week as part of the liturgy to 
shape the congregation and articulate the meaning of the ritual of the Lord’s Supper. 
This central act of Christian worship thus provides a crucial lens on the centrality 
of hospitality in God’s character. As congregants share in the bread and the cup, they are 
reminded of all the meals that Jesus has shared with all people. As Jesus welcomed 
people to his table, they experienced God’s hospitality. Moreover, as congregants partake 
of the bread and the cup, they share in the body and the blood of Jesus Christ, the Son of 
God. As a result, the table becomes a place to receive the grace and self-giving of God 
for others (1 Corinthians 10:14-22; 11:23-26).  
As a repeated practice, the Lord’s Supper then becomes a “dress rehearsal” for the 
practice of hospitality in one’s own neighborhood. The hospitality received at the Lord’s 
Supper, and shared with others, becomes a paradigm for the practice of hospitality 
outside the community of faith. As the congregation shares the bread and the cup with 
strangers, the homeless, those of differing ethnicities, and personal perspectives, they 
may realize that this is a table of reconciliation in which all are welcome. Moreover, this 
reconciliation is only possible through the self-giving love and hospitality of God as seen 
in the body and the blood. This practice thus can shape people to be practitioners of 
hospitality, since God’s hospitality can take place not only in worship but also in the 
mundane and ordinary circumstances of one’s life. Culver Palms’ weekly observance of 
the Lord’s Supper then becomes a weekly reception of and formation in hospitality.  
Moreover, in light of Smith’s work, the weekly liturgical practice of the Lord’s 
Supper becomes a counter-liturgy to the cultural liturgies of modern society. As this 
study has shown, modern society, and the cultural liturgies that form it, is often 
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inhospitable. This lack of hospitality often is expressed as a deep suspicion of one’s 
neighbors, an unwillingness to cross socioeconomic barriers, and a fear of the stranger. 
Therefore, hospitality experienced, and shared in worship, provides a formation counter 
to cultural expectations. Smith contends we are shaped in ways conscious and 
unconscious to be new people with transformed desires and loves. 
 
(Re) Locating 
All that is proposed in this chapter, and indeed in this study, presupposes a 
commitment to the local neighborhood, both of the church and of those who make up its 
members. This commitment cannot be taken for granted. The social forces at work in 
modern life are more likely to make a congregation and its members dislocated from their 
context.24  
This is challenging for any community of faith, like Culver Palms, because it is a 
time of discontinuous change.25 The community of faith attempts to be the altera 
civitas,26 yet is also affected and influenced by the social imaginaries of its larger 
culture.27 To use the language of Smith, the community of faith cannot help but be 
affected and influenced by the larger cultural liturgies of modern life. 
As a participant observer of the culture of West Los Angeles, who is trying to get 
a balcony view of the neighborhood surrounding the church building and the 
                                                 
24 Sparks, Friesen, and Soerens, The New Parish, 17-27. 
 
25 Roxburgh and Romanuk, The Missional Leader, 7. 
 
26 Harvey, Another City, 135-165. 
 
27 Charles Taylor, Modern Social Imaginaries (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2004), 23-30. 
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neighborhood in which I live, I see most people live their social lives through various 
networks. Some are tied to their neighborhoods, but many are not. For families with 
children, these social networks frequently are linked to neighborhood schools and youth 
sports. Due to the high cost of living, and especially housing, most married couples both 
work and often devote a great deal of time to their professions. For single individuals and 
married couples without children, these social networks are likely to revolve around 
work, professional development, and common interests like gym membership. However, 
these common interests are just as likely to be engaged through virtual interaction, like 
social media, rather than face-to-face communication. In addition, there is a high degree 
of mobility, except for those with children. The population is largely progressive 
politically and distrustful of religious institutions.  
In West Los Angeles, spiritual engagement is a private and individual matter and 
is more likely to be engaged in the yoga studio than in a local church. Tolerance is 
viewed as a primary virtue, and most conceptions of Christian ethics are a minority 
practice. There is even the rumor that Harry Culver, when he announced his intent to 
develop Culver City in 1913,28 envisioned a city without churches or religious 
institutions. This sentiment contributes to the current cultural landscape of Culver City.  
As one moves eastward from West Los Angeles toward downtown, one 
encounters many of the neighborhoods surrounding the Culver Palms building. These 
areas are more ethnically and socioeconomically diverse, while still being affected by the 
prevailing cultural trends. These neighborhoods include a vast immigrant population and 
                                                 
28 Julia Lugo Cerra, Culver City (San Francisco, CA: Arcadia Publishing, 2004), 9. 
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their cultural and religious heritages. A large homeless population, from various causes, 
also lives and travels in the area. 
It is in this milieu that Culver Palms must connect with its location and show 
hospitality. This is also the milieu in which I must provide pastoral leadership. This 
pastoral leadership, if it is to be effective, must engage in doing local theology.29 This 
will require the ongoing practice of hospitality as I meet, listen, and converse with the 
neighbors of Culver City and Palms. 
Moreover, it will be from these conversations that “little theologies” are birthed 
that speak to the lived experience and concrete situations of these neighbors.30 These little 
theologies can reflect on the more intimate details of life that are encountered in West 
Los Angeles. Some of these little details will have to do with common life together and 
all that affects us. However, some will have to do with specific challenges that 
individuals or families face. 
For Culver Palms to engage these neighbors will require not only hospitality but 
also the ability to cross a variety of boundaries. This boundary crossing will require trust, 
courage, and much patience. Some of these boundaries will continue to be ethnic and 
cultural. Others will be socioeconomic, generational, and religious. However, a primary 
boundary to cross will continue to be geographical. This geographical boundary is 
beyond the church building and across the major thoroughfare of Venice Boulevard. 
Another geographic boundary to cross lies beyond the front doors of our homes, 
                                                 
29 Clemens Sedmak, Doing Local Theology: A Guide for Artisans of a New Humanity, Faith and 
Cultures Series (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2002), 1-20. 
 
30 Ibid., 119-157. 
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townhouses, condominiums, and apartments. It will include going down the block and 
around the corner; and as we meet our neighbors, we will be challenged to “welcome one 
another, therefore, just as Christ has welcomed . . . [us], for the glory of God” (Romans 
15:7). Hospitality very may well be the practice by which Culver Palms forges into the 
future.31 
 
 
                                                 
31 Sutherland, I Was a Stranger, 77-83. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
This study has concluded that hospitality may very well be the practice by which 
Culver Palms stands or falls as a congregation. The aim of this study was to engage in a 
literal and imaginative act of boundary crossing into the neighborhoods where the 
members of Culver Palms live. This project progressed by establishing seven guided 
congregational groups for a period of approximately ten weeks using the Practicing 
Hospitality study guide. These groups were evaluated for their effectiveness over a six-
month period. This study especially considered how a guided process, using the 
Practicing Hospitality study guide, can cultivate missional imagination and boundary 
crossing.  
The results of this study showed an increased awareness and understanding of 
hospitality among those who participated in the small groups. Others who heard the 
corresponding sermons and testimonials regarding hospitality benefitted to various 
degrees. While most small group participants had difficulty inviting their neighbors into 
their homes for a meal, they did show increased awareness in showing God’s hospitality 
in a variety of settings outside their own private space. Moreover, some participants and 
church members showed increased awareness and appreciation for receiving hospitality 
from others.  
The theological reflections on this study provided an occasion for more greatly 
appreciating and understanding hospitality as an interpretative lens for Scripture and 
especially for God’s self-giving love as experienced in Jesus. This gave rise to a fuller 
perspective on the Trinity and God’s mission in the world. In addition, this deeply 
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enriched seeing the Lord’s Supper as a crucial part of experiencing and extending God’s 
hospitality.  
This study, and the subsequent reflection upon it, has highlighted the importance 
and need for ongoing congregational experiments in missional innovation. For a 
congregation to experience adaptive change around hospitality and boundary crossing, 
various experiments must be an ongoing part of congregational life. This study was a first 
step in that direction. 
The next step for Culver Palms to build upon this project is to engage in another 
innovative experiment. A proposed next step is to form a guided group using the Moving 
Back into the Neighborhood workbook. The goal of this experiment is to build on the 
hospitality project and work with members of a group who live in the neighborhoods 
around the church building. Thus, this group would consist of people who reside in 
relatively close proximity to one another. This group would have as a goal helping Culver 
Palms become more closely rooted in its local neighborhood. 
This study also has indicated growing edges in my personal leadership. Chief 
among these is the need to give greater guidance and continual support to more groups 
who engage in experimentation. It is clear from the study that group facilitators could 
have benefitted from support and guidance in the middle of the hospitality series and not 
simply at the beginning.  
An additional growing edge for my leadership is taking the initiative for 
innovation. This will involve assessing opportunities in both Culver Palms’ local context 
and within the congregation itself. The leadership challenge is to continue to create the 
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kind of environment that will support, sustain, and guide congregational experimentation 
to address adaptive challenges. 
This study also brings to light possible areas for further research. One of the 
limitations of this study was the lack of accounting for the fact that small group 
participants struggled with inviting neighbors to their home for a meal. Further research 
is needed to see if other groups experimenting in hospitality encountered the same kinds 
of struggles and then begin to assess the reasons for it. For example, if these struggles 
show up in other studies, are they consistent across certain regions of the country? 
Perhaps these are struggles that take place in urban areas but not in suburban or rural 
areas. More research could address these questions. In addition, further research could 
address questions regarding the home and the use of private space for hospitality. In the 
fragmentation of life in the twenty-first century, perhaps there is greater resistance to 
inviting strangers into one’s private space. 
As the Church continues to find itself in increasingly diverse local contexts, the 
practice of hospitality becomes paramount. Most regions in the United States are 
changing economically, socially, ethnically, and religiously. This diversity is now 
encountered not in certain parts of one town or city but in one’s own neighborhood and 
street. The ability of the Church to cross boundaries to show hospitality to its neighbors 
may very well signal its capacity to be a part of God’s mission in this new liminal time.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
EVALUATION QUESTIONS 
 
 
Pre-Small Group Interview Questions 
 
1. How would you define hospitality?  
2. Give me an example of when you received hospitality.  
3. When have you been able to show hospitality?  
4. When has Culver Palms crossed boundaries in its showing of hospitality? 
 
 
Post-Small Group Interview Questions 
 
1. What is your understanding of hospitality now that the series is completed? 
2. What was the experience of Dwelling in the Word like for you? 
3. How have you practiced hospitality in light of this series? 
4. Is there anything else about the hospitality series you would like to share? 
 
 
Small Group Facilitator Survey Questions 
 
1. Looking back on the recent hospitality series (sermons, Growth Groups, testimonials), 
what new learning about hospitality took place for you?   
2. Apart from the challenges of using the same passage each week (Luke 10:1-12), what 
was the experience of Dwelling in the Word like for you and your group?  
3. In what ways were you able to show or receive hospitality during the series?  
4. In what new ways, if any, are you planning on practicing hospitality?  
5. Please provide any additional comments you would like about the hospitality series. 
 
 
Small Group Participants Survey Questions 
  
1. Looking back on the recent hospitality series (sermons, Growth Groups, testimonials, 
what new learning about hospitality took place for you?  
2. In what ways were you able to show or receive hospitality during the series?  
3. What new ways, if any, are you planning to practice hospitality?  
4. Please provide any additional comments you would like about the hospitality series. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY QUESTIONS AND COMMON THEMES 
 
Appreciative Query Interview Questions 
 
Interview Question #1:  
Think about the best times that you have at the Culver Palms church. Looking at your 
entire experience, recall a time when you felt most alive, engaged, productive, or most 
excited about your involvement. What made it a positive experience? Who was involved? 
What did you do? How did it feel? Describe the event in detail. 
 
 
Interview Question #2:  
What are three things that are the best about Culver Palms now—qualities, advantages, 
practices, times we are bold, times we are caring, etc.—that we want to uphold, even as 
we move into the future? 
 
 
Interview Question #3:  
Based on that future, what three “wishes” would you make to heighten the vitality and 
health of the Culver Palms Church of Christ? Describe what the church would look like 
as these wishes come true.  
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Appreciative Inquiry: Common Themes of  
“Images of the Future” by Consensus 
 
 The way we welcome people: greeting, sharing & encouraging; 
 Youth Ministry re-evaluated. Earnestly seek a Youth Minister to create a 
comfortable way for children fellowship; 
 More interaction within Ministries: Chinese/Korean/Hispanic; 
 Communication: Elders to share their concerns about the congregation; 
 Outreach–re-evaluation of what it looks like in our community i.e. programs like 
back-to-school and reaching out to the community;  
 Further strengthening of families through church involvement which builds a 
stronger church; 
 Social activities of non-church functions which strengthen and bond church 
members; 
 Significance of worship services to build up the church family and to reach out to 
the community; 
 Teaching children to prepare them for the world; 
 Diversity of congregation reflects the community of Culver Palms and shows how 
all need Christ; 
 Encourage baptism and commitment to Christ; 
 Relationships; 
 Acceptance; welcoming and affirming of all people; 
 Genuineness; 
 Hospitality; 
 Instruction; 
 Child/Youth Care 
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